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EDUCATIONAL FACILITY PLANNING FOR WEST DES MOINES COMMUNITY SCHOOLS

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18

1.0 Abstract
West Des Moines Community Schools enjoy a reputation for academic excellence. In
most cases, facilities are pleasant and in good repair. However, some of the physical
facilities in the district are having trouble keeping up with the increasingly complex needs
of their communities. Challenges vary from school to school and are being caused by
various combinations of changing enrollments and demographics, expanding program
offerings and student services, shifting paradigms in teaching and learning, heightened
emphasis on security and safety, varying demands of state and national legislation,
increasing competition from neighboring schools, and ever tightening budgets and
resources, to name a few.
Fortunately, those who use these facilities - from teachers to administrators to staff, students
and parents - have proven to be both creative and adept at compensating for facility
inadequacies in order to support the district’s vision and maintain the excellent education
for which the district is known. Terrific schools deserve adequate space, and some of our
school buildings are beginning to fall short.
With on-going efforts to confront space needs and challenges, WDMCS continues
to explore and more deeply understand the unique issues of each school facility
from multiple perspectives. The key exploration represented in this report is to identify
educational goals and practices which may be adversely affected by elements of
the current physical facilities and to suggest strategies for school buildings to be more
supportive of the district’s vision and mission. This report summarizes the effort to synthesize
prior and current findings into a series of recommendations for how facilities could better
serve the needs and goals of West Des Moines Community Schools.
In short, instruction should drive construction, and any plans to adjust or
renovate a school building should undoubtedly result in a facility that can better meet the
individual and district wide goals for teaching and learning, now and into the future.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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2.0 Process
The process is by nature participatory; understanding community schools must engage a wide
array of stakeholders to collect insights from varying perspectives. A work session with the School
Board and several members of the Administrative Team was facilitated by BrainSpaces in July
2017. During this open session, key areas to be considered for this study were identified. Portions of
these key areas had already been covered in other recent studies which were referenced and/or
incorporated into this report. Leading questions included:
-

What do we need our schools to be to reflect our mission?
How can our facilities more effectively support these needs?
What changes/improvements are necessary?
What are the smartest strategies for making these changes?

While it was not the intent of the BrainSpaces session to arrive at specific conclusions, the group
suggested that continuing discussions with the WDMCS community were needed to gather insights
that would support a specific recommendation:
-

Teaching and Learning: Championing Educational Needs
Special Services and Student Programs: Representing Student Needs
Human Resources and Business Services: Supporting Staff and Teachers’ Needs
Finance & Facilities Operations: Maintaining Facilities/Physical Needs
Community Members: Representing Parents and Community Needs

During the fall of 2017, multiple workshops, discussions, focus groups, school visits were instrumental
in gathering these insights. In addition, an on-line survey offered in English and Spanish facilitated
input from over 1,500 respondents, including students, staff, parents and community members.

Information from the district’s website, as well as findings from prior studies also served to inform the
recommendations included in this report.
-

WDMCS 5-Year Strategic Plan & October 2017 Status Report
Market Research conducted in May 2017 by On Point Strategies
Multiple facilities studies completed by Shive Hattery Architecture & Engineering
Space Utilization and Needs Assessment, 12.19.17, by Shive Hattery
Capacity, Educational Programming, and Facility Utilization by RSP & Associates
Boundary Study, 2014 by RSP & Associates

In addition to the studies and reports prepared by and for WDMCS, outside resources were
explored and used where appropriate. These resources are listed in the appendix.
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3.0 Findings
A synthesis of available data and current discussions does not point to one simple solution. Not
surprisingly, various perspectives appreciate the district’s schools for various reasons, and any
adjustments to the schools that would change elements that are perceived as positive run the risk
of diminishing that appreciation.

Districtwide Issues
One thing that is clear throughout all insights gathered is the emphasis on continuously striving to
do what’s best for learners, and the recognition that the definition of “what is best” is changing
more rapidly than ever before. Participants want to help their students succeed in life. The
district recognizes that what was considered a good education 20 or even 10 years ago is no
longer enough for success in college, career, and citizenship today. Opinions and suggestions of
strategies for how this may be achieved, however, vary widely. Perceptions are generally limited

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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to one or two aspects of a larger puzzle that includes numerous components that the district is
already continuously improving. These include (not listed in any particular order or hierarchy):
•

Strengthening equity of program offerings among elementary schools, even as
demographics and student needs are shifting under our feet.

•

Offering preschool programs for more students to support student success - and
as desired by district families;

•

Offering students new and better opportunities for personalized learning
experiences that recognize their diverse developmental needs, and fostering
positive relationships with adults and other students;

•

Accommodating growth of programs and supports for students with varying
needs and abilities;

•

Preparing students for what is next in their lives: including transitioning to a
different school, preparing for post-graduation college and careers, and the
WDMCS Graduate Profile, which states “What Graduates Will Know and Be
Able To Do: A West Des Moines Community Schools graduate will possess the
essential skills and integrity to communicate, collaborate, and solve problems
as a confident citizen, embracing our diverse and changing world.”

•

Encouraging stability and/or growth in enrollments by providing high quality and
competitive schools that offer unique and valuable experiences for learners;

•

Accommodating the varying needs of parents and families with students in
our schools – such as wrap-around preschool, walkability and neighborhood
schools, staggered start times for various schools, convenient student
transportation / bussing, opportunities for family involvement, and the like;

•

Mitigating any adverse effects of frequent student transitions among schools;

•

Remaining competitive among regional schools in areas such as music, sports
and academics;

•

Engaging community partners with bidirectional benefits for both students and
businesses;

•

Mitigating the potential and/or real limitations of current physical facilities;

•

Acknowledging the opportunities and limitations of resources available to
address facilities concerns.
While WDMCS systems and initiatives are already
addressing items listed above, no single solution can
immediately satisfy them all.

However, the thoughtful

consideration of insights and recommendations included
in this report can reinforce current efforts to achieve a
balanced approach to continuous improvement, as
supported by facilities. An ultimate goal is to consider
school facilities as an important tool in meeting the needs
listed above and in supporting the WDMCS mission, shared
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Programs and Activities
The following is a summary of insights regarding existing programs that could be enhanced and
expanded and new programs that could be developed to more effectively support the district’s
vision.

Preschool
Preschool is seen as a “hook” to encourage early and sustained enrollment in the district
and should be available for more students and more families in the area. Many families
want “wrap-around” services for their young children with full-day options to accommodate
parent schedules and other logistics. Some families prefer partial-day preschool.

Ideas & Suggestions:
•

Offer additional enrollment capacity (“spots”) for preschool learners,

•

Include options for both full-day (preschool/day care) and half-day (preschool
only),

•

Consider adding options for 3 year-olds in addition to 4 year-olds,

•

Enhance “wrap-around” services for students with unique needs.

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Hands-on & Project-Based
Studies show that hands-on activities can promote deeper learning and retention of
concepts for students of all ages. Many if not all WDMCS schools include hands-on learning
opportunities for students, sometimes systematized (as in New Tech Network programs)
sometimes not, and sometimes embedded into core curriculum in addition to exploratories
and electives.

Ideas & Suggestions:
•

Expand hands-on learning opportunities at all schools for all grade levels, such
as Science Technology Engineering and Math (STEM) activities and/or New Tech
Network programs,

•

Include access to science facilities for elementary school students, particularly
6th graders,

•

Arts education, such as visual arts, music and theater should be easily available
for all learners, preferably at all schools,

•

Connect learning to the outdoors whenever possible.

Career & College Readiness
As included in the district’s “Profile of a Graduate”, all students should graduate from Valley
High School ready for college, careers, and life, prepared to pursue the future of their
choosing. Employers’ and colleges’ academic demands for high school graduates are
converging: both require a strong academic foundation and experiences that position
students for successful transitions to the additional education and training needed for their
selected career paths.
Studies show that students who earn college credits and/or career certifications while in
high school are more likely to enter college and succeed in the workplace. More than
simply preparing students for specific college or for specific jobs, these programs can add
relevance to core content while also developing broader skill sets to prepare students for a
lifetime of success.

Ideas & Suggestions:
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•

Expand or add programs that address workforce needs and workplace
expectations,

•

Engage additional business partners for all levels but particularly for high school,

•

Expand student access to college credit opportunities,

•

Establish or enhance current school-to-work and career-focused programs
to support workforce needs such as business and finance, healthcare,
construction, foods / hospitality, transportation, robotics, engineering and
electronics, education, child development, etc.

•

Consider offering students additional opportunities to earn workforce
certifications as appropriate.
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21st Century Skills
Critical Thinking, Creative Thinking, Collaborating, Communicating
These skills have always been important for students, though they are particularly important
in our information-based economy. West Des Moines Community Schools currently support
21st Century learning in various ways. Students need to learn to think deeply about issues,
solve problems creatively, work in teams, communicate clearly in many media, learn everchanging technologies, and navigate floods of information. The rate of change in the
world requires students to be flexible, to take the initiative and lead when necessary, and to
produce things that are new and useful.

Ideas & Suggestions in this category are intended to re-emphasize the importance of
these skills when addressing facilities.
•

Encourage Curiosity. Curiosity manifests itself through students demonstrating
an interest in and a willingness to try new things and learn new ideas, ask
questions, and pose and define problems and challenges.

•

Nurture Thoughtfulness. Students need to learn to think deeply and flexibly.
They need opportunities to compare and contrast, analyze and interpret, and
develop unique relationships among information, data, and ideas. They need to
be able to translate information into visual and quantitative data. They need to
“think outside the box” and solve problems creatively.

•

Teach Information-data Literacy. Evolving technologies that give us
instantaneous access to huge amounts of information and data make
information and data literacy skills imperative. Students need practice using
multiple approaches, including technology, to search for information and
data effectively and efficiently and to determine the most reliable and valid
information and data.

•

Practice Application. Learners need the ability to “pull together” and
synthesize information and ideas, form educated opinions backed by
argument and evidence, solve complex problems, and determine ways to
apply information and ideas to the “outside” world. Students need practice
summarizing, synthesizing, drawing conclusions, and applying learning to new,
novel, and “authentic” situations.

•

Promote Collaboration. Most students learn best from a mix of individual and
group-based learning experiences, however the ability to work effectively with
others has become a critically important skill for career and life success. Embed
a variety of opportunities for collaboration into the classroom culture at all
levels.

•

Inspire Communication. Students need opportunities to practice
communicating effectively in many different ways – through various types
of writing, sharing and explaining ideas, exploring diverse representations,
effectively participating in discussions, and making presentations.

•

Have Fun. Fun can also mean engagement, doing and learning what has
meaning and purpose for learners. Incorporating fun into learning can help
students to engage in the learning activity, and playfulness can improve
learners’ imagination and creativity. Students having fun within the framework
of their school-based activities can be a powerful tool to facilitate academic
and civic success.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Grade Configurations
Grade level configurations within a school district evolve over time. Shifting configurations
can be driven by a variety of educational, demographic, enrollment, and/or physical space
issues. If all schools in a district were hypothetically built simultaneously, then grade level
configurations could be based on the developmental needs of students, the curriculum,
and the actual enrollment capacity for each neighborhood. Even in this unrealistic
scenario, grade configurations may shift over time as each community develops, as
curriculum changes and as buildings age.
A goal of this report is to “zoom out” and evaluate grade configurations that may allow
schools to more strongly support the district’s vision. With less focus on current physical
facilities and current configurations within WDMCS this wider perspective may allow for a
degree of objectivity with which to explore the issue in a new light - and potentially more
effective support of district goals for education.
Another part of this study is to overlay the objective findings onto the existing schools in the
district, and to look for opportunities to more closely align the current situation to the more
objective one.
Physical and cost implications for various adjustments to current grade configurations across
the district have either been completed or are underway. These implications will also be
instrumental in supporting a comprehensive and actionable district decision.

Key considerations for determining grade configurations throughout the district include:
Developmentally Appropriate: Grade level groupings should reflect the holistic needs of
students – including developmental, intellectual, social, and physical characteristics of
learners served.
Relationships: Grade configurations should foster student belonging and attachment
with their schools, adults and communities. A focus on personalized learning requires that
students should develop meaningful relationships and truly be known by the adults in their
schools, and in most cases, this takes time. Therefore, our schools should include more than
one grade level (a minimum of 2-3 grade levels each.)
Duration of Relevance: Grade configurations should remain the same for as long as
possible. Where possible, each school’s grade levels should be stabilized to limit the number
of changes experienced by our community. Long-term decisions should accommodate
anticipated demographic shifts and enrollment projections.
Support Enrollments & Programs: Our schools should have grade levels and student
enrollments that are supported by the physical capacities of our buildings. Facilities must be
able to accommodate projected future needs of their grade levels, enrollment numbers,
educational programs, student supports, and staffing.
Impact / Community Support: The support of the community and retention and recruitment
of district students should be considered when defining programs, supports, and grade
configurations.
These goals affect some WDMCS schools more than others, and shifting grade
level configurations often effect multiple sites. For clarity, the following issues and
recommendations are categorized by elementary, junior high and high schools.
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Preschool
Summary of Issues
Programs: There is a strong desire to offer preschool education for 4 year-olds, and an
interest to include 3 year-olds as needed. Locating preschool programs in neighborhood
elementary schools serves families with walkability needs, and partial-day programs can
accommodate twice the enrollment through morning plus afternoon sessions.
Shared resources: Teachers, staff and administrators noted that current multiple locations
of preschool programs make it difficult (but not impossible) for teacher collaboration and
support and to offer additional services and specialists to students. Combining multiple
preschool programs into one location could alleviate this situation.
Full-day & partial-day options: Parents value the option to choose to enroll students in
partial-day programs for those who may not be “ready” to attend for longer periods of time.
Some parents value the convenience of dropping off preschool and elementary students
together, while other parents find the partial-day program logistically challenging for dropoff or pick-up during working hours.
Off-site facilities: Those parents who prefer full-day preschool recognize that a preschool
facility that is not located within their child’s neighborhood school could require multiple
drop-offs, but this inconvenience was thought to be superseded by the full-day coverage
and potential shared resources.
Neighborhood schools: Participants recognized that locating preschool students in
neighborhood schools allows them to become familiar with the school setting and become
known by the school staff, easing the transition into kindergarten. However, parents whose
children attend preschool programs that are not currently located in their neighborhood
school (either the neighborhood school does not include preschool or does not have space
available) report that this issue is not very important to them.

Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
IDEA: Expand programs and services to offer preschool at all elementary schools. This
could be achieved in several ways:
•

Include at least one partial-day preschool classroom at all elementary schools,
and/or

•

Include full-day preschool with wrap-around services and robust supports at a
centralized facility.
and/or

•

Include both partial-day and full-day preschool with wrap-around services and
robust supports at all elementary schools.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Elementary Schools
Summary of Issues
Preschool: Issues related to the location and offerings for preschool as noted above effect
elementary schools, and any decision for one must also accommodate the other. Note
that all but two elementary schools include preschool programs. To achieve equity among
all elementary schools, and to offer additional “seats” for preschool students, the two
remaining schools need to add preschool programs and associated spaces to support those
programs.
Curriculum: Elementary school curriculum encompasses kindergarten through grade 5.
Programs offered for grade 6 differ in structure and content from those for K-5, as based
on the Iowa state standards. While this anomaly is effectively addressed in current schools,
educators noted challenges including limited opportunities for 6th grade staff to plan and
collaborate with their professional peers since they are spread throughout the multiple
elementary schools. Additional challenges include limited space for 6th grade curricular
programs such as science.
New Tech Network (NTN) is currently offered at the elementary school level, but not at all
elementary buildings. Whether NTN is specifically offered or not, elementary schools are
recognizing the value of project-based activities to enhance and support deeper learning,
and have included (or wish to include) spaces to support these activities.
Transition: Parents and educators both noted that some 6th graders may not be “ready”
for a middle school environment, and some parents prefer their 6th graders be a part of the
elementary community. Parent concern cited “growing up too fast” and the “sheer size
of 8th graders” as well as drop-off logistics. Many sixth grade students, however, thought
they were ready for junior high at the end of 5th grade, currently feel they have been in
elementary school too long, and feel they may be “missing-out” on activities, intramural
sports and more advanced programs. Students do acknowledge that their teachers do a
great job transitioning them with the changing of classes for different subjects.
Developmental needs: Participants acknowledged that developmental needs vary widely
among 6th graders as well as between 6th and 7th-8th graders and worry about locating
6th grade within the junior high buildings. If 6th grades are moved from the elementaries,
then more palatable option for them would be to cluster 6th grade teams together in the
junior high (in a middle school model), or for the junior highs to be reconfigured to include
only grades 6 and 7.
Regional uniqueness: Several parents noted that WDMCS offers the only regional option for
6th grade students to attend neighborhood elementary schools. For some of these parents,
this option was seen as an asset and in some cases, drove their decision to enroll their
students in the district.
Space concerns: Several of the current elementary school buildings are experiencing
overcrowding. Participants acknowledged the complexity of adding space to multiple
buildings or the unpopular possibility of compromising program offerings (like art-on-a-cart).
Space use is recognized as one important driver for decision-making. Since elementary
facilities in the district vary, there is no one-size-fits-all solution.
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Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
•

Keep current grade configuration, and add preschool to two remaining schools.

•

Renovate or add onto all elementary schools to accommodate students in
preschool through grade 6.

•

Reconfigure elementaries for preschool through 5th grade, and locate 6th
grade students in supportive middle school team settings at Stilwell and Indian
Hills,

•

Address remaining facilities needs to alleviate overcrowding and/or spaces for
21st century learning and other identified space deficiencies as needed in each
of the elementary schools.

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Junior High Schools
Summary of Issues
Curriculum: Currently, the two buildings are structured as junior high schools, but the
curriculum includes teaming of a middle school model. Because of the location of spaces
like science labs, teaming is difficult (but not impossible). Staff recognize the importance of
interdisciplinary and project-based learning for this age group and work hard to facilitate
these activities in their current environments. Plays and performances are important at both
schools.
A note about the differences between Junior Highs and Middle Schools:
Typically, Junior High Schools are quite similar to high schools in that classrooms are
organized by subjects or “departments” and are physically clustered together in
the building. Students go between departments to access their courses which are
typically dominated by traditional instruction methodologies. Teachers have prep
periods to plan their classes and departmental collaboration time to align curriculum
throughout the department.
In contrast, the middle school model refers to the organization of learners into
interdisciplinary “teams” with all core academics represented. Teams usually include
120 to 150 students each and 4 to 5 teachers. In this model, teachers of a given
team collaborate to offer interdisciplinary instruction, projects and hands-on learning,
and they have common planning time to prepare for that. Teachers collaborate to
address the specific needs and issues of each student in their team and students have
more opportunities to know and be known by their teachers.
Hybrid examples of the two models are common to accommodate unique circumstances
and curricular needs.

14

A Junior High Model:

A Middle School Model:

•

Subject-centered

•

Student-oriented

•

Emphasis is on cognitive
development

•

Emphasis is on both cognitive and
affective development

•

Organizes teachers in subject-based
departments

•

Organizes teachers and students in
interdisciplinary teams

•

Traditional instruction dominates

•

Experiential approaches to instruction

•

Six to eight class periods per day

•

Allows for block and flexible scheduling

•

Provides academic classes

•

•

Offers study hall and/or homeroom

Provides exploratory, academic, and
nonacademic classes

•

Classrooms arranged by subject
and/or grade level

•

Offers advisor/advise, teacher/student
opportunities

•

Team classrooms in close proximity
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Transition: Since junior highs currently include only 7th and 8th grades, students are in
transition both years (7th new, 8th leaving). Typical middle schools include 3 grades and
enjoy one year of no transitioning.
Developmental needs: Participants acknowledged that developmental needs vary widely
among 6th and 8th graders and worry about locating 6th grade with 8th grade. Sixth
and seventh graders are seen as more developmentally compatible, and could work well
together in a middle school setting that blends some elements such as music and sports.
Regional uniqueness: Several parents noted that WDMCS offers the only regional option for
6th grade students to attend neighborhood elementary schools. Neighboring district middle
schools are configured with grades 6-8. Parents seem to appreciate having regional options
for middle years education, however, none of the parents interviewed knew of anyone who
went out of district specifically to enroll their students in neighboring 6-8 middle schools.
Space concerns: As noted above, the two existing school buildings are structured as
departmental junior high schools. While both are lacking some spaces for 21st century
learning and new programs such as projects, creating, and collaborating, neither is
remarkably over crowded. Staff has a general concern that addressing their facility needs
is a low district priority because of the magnitude of needs at other facilities. However,
the addition of 6th grade to these buildings would require substantial additions, unless 8th
grade students were relocated. If additions were considered, they could include the nontraditional, 21st Century spaces that are currently lacking.
Time: If 6th grade students were to be combined with 7th and/or 8th grades, a change to
the daily schedule may be needed (from current 7 period-day to an 8-period day). Block
scheduling for projects and interdisciplinary teaming could also be considered.

Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
•

Welcome 6th grade students into supportive middle school team settings at
both Stilwell and Indian Hills.

•

Accommodate the addition of 6th graders into two middle schools by either:
a. Adding space to both existing schools, or
b. Adding space to one of the middle school buildings, and
repurposing Southwoods into the 2nd middle school, or
c. Adding a 3rd 6-8 middle school and divide total enrolment by 3, or
d. Relocating 8th graders to another facility such as Southwoods.

•

If an additional middle school is preferred over additions to both existing
schools, then either new property would need to be acquired, or space on an
existing property would need to be explored. Another option could be to re
purpose Valley Southwoods into a 6-8 school, and relocating programs currently
housed there.

•

Reconfigure Valley Southwoods into a Junior High / Middle School to
accommodate all 6th through 8th graders in the district, since it was designed
to support a teaming model. (It was quickly determined that this idea was not
desirable because of the sheer size/capacity of the resulting school)
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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High Schools

Valley Southwoods
Summary of Issues
Curriculum: The current facility supports 9th grade students for a separated / protected
freshman year transition into high school. The 9th grade year for students focuses on core
curriculum and offers a more limited extent of electives than Valley. Students complain that
there are no on-site spaces for career-tech programs or venue for performances and that
they have limited options for advanced courses. About 100 ninth grade students participate
in programs offered at Valley High School, and transportation is provided.
Iowa Core standards are blended for 9th and 10th graders. With the 9th grade program
being physically separated from 10th – 12th, teachers noted that vertical coordination and
alignment of curriculum is more difficult. Additionally, career tech teachers are concerned
that the career interests developed in 7th and 8th grades are cut off at 9th grade, and thus
more difficult to rekindle hen students regain access to them in grade 10.
Transition: The separation of 9th graders is seen to have both benefits and challenges.
Benefits include the ability to minimize social pressure and prepare for Valley. Students
coming from 2 feeder systems appreciate the opportunity to meet each other for the first
time at Southwoods before heading to the large Valley HS building. The smaller school
and streamlined professional learning communities (PLCs) are seen as additional benefits.
Challenges include the limited programs and choices resulting from the smaller enrollment
of only one grade level, difficult achieving 9-12 vertical alignment of curriculum, and the
divisiveness of students not feeling (or being welcomed) as part of the high school yet. With
effort and dedication, teachers and staff are able mitigate the effects of being in a school
for only one year. These effects vary but include less time to connect with and get to know
students, reductions in parent involvement, student ownership and engagement, and the
like.
Developmental needs: Staff noted that the maturity level of a typical 9th grader, regardless
of her or his intellectual ability, is remarkably different than that of a 10th grader, and that
separation can be a benefit for some Southwoods students. However, 9th graders and
8th graders are seen as more developmentally compatible, and could work well together
in a combined setting if Southwoods were large enough to accommodate the additional
students. When asked, 9th grade students were emphatically against being combined with
8th graders, saying it would make them feel like another year of junior high, even further
away from being high schoolers.
Social issues: Staff noted that the cultural divide is widening between students at Valley
Southwoods and Valley High that resulted from the relocation of 9th graders from Valley
High School years ago. Valley Southwoods students complain that they feel like “freshmen
twice”. Some students don’t recognize 9th graders as high school students until they come
to Valley. 9th grade students wish to be recognized as high schoolers. Ninth grade students
also noted that some of the current 10th graders were their friends in junior high, and the
extra year of separation usually means they lose touch with each other. 10th-12th grades
see “enduring” Valley Southwoods as a “right-of-passage” and as a way to “earn the right”
to attend Valley, but they say the one-year alone was “tough” socially.
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Regional uniqueness: Several parents noted that WDMCS is unique among neighboring
districts, and that offering this grade level structure may appeal to some out-of-district
parents. However, other parents noted that they have or will transfer their 9th grade
students out of the district to avoid Southwoods.
Space concerns: The smaller, team-based environment was originally intended to enhance
personalization and individualized instruction, however since the school now operates as
a departmental structure vs. the intended interdisciplinary teaming approach, the teambased room layouts cause some complications. Some staff preferred the teaming model
and would like to reinstate it.
Individualized instruction can be more difficult for those students who would benefit from
courses or advanced studies that are not available at Southwoods. Students do have
access to additional programs at Valley, but some are hesitant to take advantage of these
opportunities for various reasons such as transportation, scheduling conflicts, and social
pressures for example.

Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
•

IDEA: A Junior High / High School for Grades 8 and 9
a. Include 8th grade with the 9th graders at Valley Southwoods
b. Assumes Stilwell and Indian Hills accommodate
students in grades 6 and 7,
c. Plan building additions to Valley Southwoods to
double its enrollment capacity and to add missing
spaces such as tech and performance spaces.

•

IDEA: An Innovation/Career Center serving all students in grades 9-12
a. Renovate Southwoods to include paces for high tech and careerbased programs that will serve all high school students in the district.
b. Include 9th grade students at Valley High School, accommodated
in spaces vacated by either current vocational program that
would move to Southwoods, and/or in classrooms available once
students are participating in 9-12 classrooms at Southwoods.
c. This would consider both buildings as ONE HIGH SCHOOL on two
campuses, but instead of the current program allocation of 9th
grade at Southwoods, the new configuration would promote
Southwoods as a high-tech learning center for all students

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Valley High School
Summary of Issues
Curriculum: The programs at VHS are comprehensive and focus on preparing
students to be successful in the future through a wide range of programs and
activities. However, recognizing that not all students will choose to continue their
educations immediately after graduation, the addition or enhancement of programs
that prepare students for jobs and careers were suggested.
Transition: Once students arrive at Valley High School, most have been exposed
to 4-5 transitions among district schools. When asked to look back, most would have
preferred fewer moves, but generally do not see it as detrimental to their educations.
Students generally thought that they would have “had more fun” if 6th graders were
part of Stilwell and Indian Hills. The overwhelming exception is 9th grade separation.
Students, staff and parents noted discontent with the “delayed” entry into high
school, limited access to programs and advanced courses, the “cultural divide”, and
lack of engagement resulting from the one-year transitory experience.
Developmental needs: In general, high school students attending VHS are satisfied
with their experiences, and feel fortunate to be a part of WDMCS. Students who
struggle in the large, comprehensive environment have the option to attend Walnut
Creek Campus to experience additional flexibility and variety as well as a smaller
educational community.
Regional uniqueness: Participants noted that if WDMCS were to offer unique
programs that are not offered regionally, particularly career-based programs,
that students from neighboring districts may transfer into our schools. In addition to
expanding career-focused offerings to benefit current VHS students, unique programs
may encourage the enrollment growth desired.
School size: There is a concern for the size (enrollment) of a combined 9-12 high
school in WDMCS. Currently VHS enrolls about 1,900 students, and VSHS enrolls roughly
740 students. A 9-12 high school would enroll 2,640 students, and concern was voiced
for this many students being accommodated on any one campus. This issue, among
others, drove the district to develop Southwoods as a separate 9th grade center
removed from the VHS site, and it remains a key consideration today.
Space concerns: Valley High School is located on a property that has limited
capacity for growth. The land is used to its maximum, and there is little or no room
to expand the building without compromising or eliminating something that already
exists. Expansion of VHS is not impossible, but would likely require building upwards
– multi-story additions with smaller footprints. This vertical expansion would preserve
ground space, but would likely be difficult, disruptive, and/or cost prohibitive.
Additional space identified by staff would need to be solved by re purposing existing
space.
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Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
•

As noted in the Southwoods list of ideas, initiate a voluntary, innovative, careerfocused learning center that pulls at least 700-750 students at a time from all
high school students in WDMCS to take elective hands-on, and project-based
courses, that welcomes high school students from Walnut Creek Campus, and
that enrolls students from neighboring districts as space allows.

•

Include 9th grade students in Valley High School, using space vacated by
current technical programs that are relocated to the new career center at
Southwoods.

•

Reemphasize Valley High School as the comprehensive option for a diplomagranting high school in WDMCS

•

Design and implement building modifications to both VHS and VSHS buildings to
accommodate new programs and configurations.

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Walnut Creek Campus
Summary of Issues
Curriculum: Programs and supports at WCC are tailored to meet the unique needs of
students who thrive in smaller, more flexible and individualized learning environments.
The curriculum in the 9-12 school focuses on core instruction in smaller settings of roughly
15 students, together with a small selection of electives. Some students take courses off
campus at VHS and at DMACC. Since the curriculum may be self-paced, students can
graduate in as few as 2 years, though most take more standard workloads. The program is
small and nimble, able to adjust and to accommodate unique student needs.
Transition: Students enrolled at WCC have at least as many transitions as students enrolled
at Valley Southwoods, but since it includes grades 9-12, students who enroll during 9th grade
can theoretically eliminate one transition. Often, however, students transition to WCC from
VSHS or VHS during their high school years.
Developmental needs: As an alternative high school program, WCC serves students from
a very wide variety of life circumstances. In general, high school students feel fortunate to
be a part of the “big family” at Walnut Creek where “we can actually have fun learning
here.” Students recognize the stigma associated with the program, but don’t seem overly
concerned with it. As one group of students noted, that might help keep the school small:
“we have the best kept secret in the district”.
Space concerns: While Walnut Creek Campus enjoys renovated facilities that are only
about 5 years old, staff and students noted a few areas for improvement. These include
small group and conference spaces plus additional spaces for collaboration (2 classes)
and PBL/hands-on programs and activities (“a creativity garage”), a music room (could
simply be a small practice room), open activity / flexible space, a larger fitness room, a
greenhouse, a comfortable communal space for individual and small group work (“coffee
house”), and better food services. Students requested space for learning living skills such as
doing taxes, balancing budgets, etc. Students would like better access to the outdoors and
some would like to participate in intramural sports. Overall, the program is strong yet nimble
and would be better served by spaces that are more flexible.
Two rooms in the facility are used by an outside program. Reclaiming these rooms could
provide some space for programs noted above. In addition, the existing computer lab is
under utilized and could be reconfigured to support other needs.
Staff and students recognized that the total enrollment at WCC should not exceed 200
students, and would best be limited to around 170. Since there is a growing ELL program,
space is tightening quickly.

Ideas Considered
Multiple ideas were generated as potential strategies to address the issues above. As
various potential actions were discussed, some were preferred over others. However, the
following potential responses are not listed in any particular order. Final recommendations
are included in section 4.0 of this report.
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•

Explore opportunities to reclaim or re purpose space in the current facility that is
under utilized into spaces for collaboration and project-based learning.

•

Include new facilities for WCC students on the Southwoods property.
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4.0 Recommendations
Recommendations resulting from this study synthesize educational goals, staff and student needs,
parent and community needs, and physical facilities, and are organized around three current
grade configurations.
			

pK-5 Elementary Schools (including preschool)

			

6-8 Junior High/Middle Schools

			9-12 High Schools

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Configuration Diagrams
The diagrams below illustrate the recommendations for modifying grade configurations. Two
options for how this can be achieved with current district buildings are shown as Options A and
B. Together with other recommendations, these are described in more detail in the following
pages.
There are many drivers for determining the best approach for achieving the recommended
configuration which go beyond the scope of this report. Drivers may include issues such as
codes, costs, logistics, site and soil parameters, and the technical atributes of existing facilities.

OPTION A
ELEMENTARY BUILDINGS
JUNIOR HIGH BUILDINGS

HIGH SCHOOL BUILDINGS

GRAPHIC KEY:
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0

= Current component to remain

0

= Current component to relocate

0

= New component added
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OPTION B
In option B, the recommended grade configurations are the same, but there is a difference
in how those fit into existing facilities. This idea converts the existing Southwoods building into
a 6-8 middle school for Stilwell students - thus suggesting that an Innovation Center for 9th
through 12th graders would be located elsewhere, likely in new facilities.

ELEMENTARY BUILDINGS
JUNIOR HIGH BUILDINGS

HIGH SCHOOL BUILDINGS

GRAPHIC KEY:
0

= Current component to remain

0

= Current component to relocate

0

= New component added
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pK-5 Elementary Schools
Preschool
Recommendations
Expand programs, services and choices by increasing enrollment capacity (“spots”) and
wrap-around services for preschool learners in the district.
•

Include at least one partial-day preschool classroom at each elementary
school, and

•

Include full-day preschool with wrap-around services and robust supports at a
centralized facility, which could also serve 3 year olds.

Key Benefits
•

Enhance access to preschool and allow parents the option of half-day
programs within their neighborhood (walking distance)

•

Offer full-day preschool options for students and parents, initiating them into the
district,and establishing early positive relationships

•

The option of a centralized facility may allow, through the economy of scale,
additional wrap-around services that are more difficult to offer at the current
scattered sites.

Facilities Impacts
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•

Re purpose one classroom at both Crossroads and Hillside to preschool may
dictate renovations to existing spaces for rest rooms, cubbies, drop off, play
areas, and/or security at those buildings.

•

Develop a new preschool center somewhere in the district. The location could
be on the same site as one of the existing elementary schools, in another district
property, in partnership space operated by others, etc. A location near VHS
could support the Child Development career program for the high school.
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Elementary Schools
Recommendations
•

Reconfigure elementaries for preschool through 5th grade, and locate 6th
grade students in supportive middle school team settings at Stilwell and Indian
Hills,

•

Expand hands-on learning opportunities at all schools for all grade levels, such
as Science Technology Engineering and Math (STEM) activities and/or New Tech
Network programs.

•

Add preschool programs at Crossroads and Hillside.

Key Benefits
•

6th grade students, staff and teachers collected into fewer facilities can expand
program options, enhance collaboration, and better align with curriculum
standards.

•

Former 6th grade classrooms can be repurposed into spaces that support
identified needs at various elementary buildings such as for special needs
programs and supports, hands-on activities, relief of overcrowding, and
preschool.

Facilities Impacts
Impacts will vary among school buildings depending on existing conditions. In general,
elementary schools require space for collaboration and hands-on projects, special
education programs and services, small group and conferences, and storage. In most
cases, relocating 6th grade to middle schools will open sufficient space to meet these
needs, however individual building assessments are needed.
•

Address remaining facilities needs to alleviate overcrowding and/or spaces for
21st century learning and other identified space deficiencies as needed in each
of the elementary schools.

•

Connect learning to the outdoors whenever possible.

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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6-8 Middle Schools
Recommendations
•

Locate 6th grade students in supportive middle school team settings at both
Stilwell and Indian Hills. 6th grade teams should be located in a distinct area
relatively separated from 7th and 8th graders.

•

Accommodate the addition of 6th graders at Stilwell and Indian Hills by adding
space to both existing schools and/or by constructing new facilities for one or
both. (An alternate idea includes locating Stilwell 6-8 students in what is now
Southwoods facilities, since it is physically organized as a teaming/middle school
building. This would necessitate a new “innovation Center” to be located
elsewhere.)

•

Renovations to either Stilwell and Indian Hills should address other facilities
concerns such as team clustering, space for hands-on learning, space for
special needs programs and supports, and general cosmetic improvements (in
addition to any technical issues as determined by the architects).

Key Benefits
•

6th grade students, staff and teachers collected into fewer facilities can expand
program options, enhance collaboration, and better align with curriculum
standards.

•

Space vacated by 6th graders at the elementary schools can be re purposed
to support other space needs at those schools.

•

Curriculum is aligned in grades 6 through 8.

•

Building additions at two sites instead of at each of the 8 elementary schools
can be more efficient and less disruptive.

Facilities Impacts
Impacts will vary among the two buildings depending on existing conditions. In general:
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•

Adding 6th graders to Stilwell and Indian Hills will require space that is
appropriate for interdisciplinary teaming. Since the current facilities are
organized in a traditional departmental model, modifications and/or additions
would be required.

•

With the addition of 6th graders at Stilwell and Indian Hills, then building
additions to accommodate an additional 300 to 350 6th grade students at
each building would be required.

•

Additional spaces for 21st century learning would likely also be required to
accommodate the additional and more diverse student enrollments.
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9-12 High Schools
Valley Southwoods & Valley High
Recommendations
•

Develop an “innovation center” on the Valley Southwoods property (or
elsewhere) that would support a voluntary, innovative, career-focused learning
center and pulls at least 700-750 students at a time from all high school students
in WDMCS to take elective hands-on, and project-based courses,

•

The new Innovation Center should welcome high school students from Walnut
Creek Campus, and that enrolls students from neighboring districts as space
allows.

•

Include 9th grade students in Valley High School, using space vacated by
current technical programs that are relocated to the innovation center at
Southwoods.

•

Reemphasize Valley High School as the 9-12 comprehensive option for a
diploma-granting high school in WDMCS.

•

Design and implement building modifications to both high school buildings to
accommodate new programs and configurations.

Key Benefits
•

The high school is still located on two separate properties, but would no longer
be divided by grade levels.

•

Instead of dividing students by grade levels, all 9-12 students will have access to
a wider variety of programs and hands-on learning opportunities.

•

9th grade students will be more integrated into Valley High.

•

Staff and students will have more time to develop meaningful and supportive
relationships.

•

The district would become more regionally competitive.

Facilities Impacts
•

Valley Southwoods was designed with a team-based approach to teaching
and learning. It was also built without key specialty spaces such as a
performance venue and applied learning labs (career tech spaces). Any re
purposing of the building to support another use may would require substantial
additions and renovations. However, the VSHS property has ample space to
expand facilities.

•

Valley High School is relatively “land-locked” with very little if any space to
expand. Facilities are in relatively good shape, except for the large number
of classrooms spaces without access to daylight, and the general lack of
connections to the outdoors.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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•

If 9th grade students are added to VHS, space to accommodate them could
be created by encouraging at least 700 high school students to take courses
at the innovative career center, and by re purposing existing shop spaces into
classrooms. In other words, current career, vocational and partnership programs
that are located within Valley HS may need or wish to be relocated to the
Southwoods innovation center. Spaces vacated by these programs would
need to be renovated into core learning spaces to in turn make space for 9th
graders on the Valley campus.

•

If Southwoods is determined to be the best location for the innovation center,
then it will require renovations and/or additions to accommodate the desired
high-tech, innovative and career programs and partnerships. Spaces for this
program should be designed to be flexible to easily shift course offerings to
respond to workforce needs and partnering opportunities.

Walnut Creek Campus
Recommendations
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•

Walnut Creek Campus enjoys relatively newly renovated facilities, and is
happy to stay put. Reclaiming under utilized spaces to meet new space needs
should be relatively uncomplicated. Access to additional programs located
at the innovation campus would accommodate additional electives for WCC
students.

•

Alternate Idea: WCC students would also benefit from new programs and
hands-on learning that would be offered at the innovation campus, and might
be served well by moving the program to that site.

•

NOTE: Whether WCC stays at its current location or is moved into renovated
space in or near the innovation center, be sure to engage WCC students and
staff in the planning and design process to add insights for how they may also
take advantage of programs offered there.
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DIAGRAM: Current High School Configurations in Existing Facilities

OPTION A:
Proposed 9-12 High School with Innovation Center and Alternative School
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OPTION B:
Proposed High Configurations in Existing AND NEW Facilities (Showing
Stillwell occupying the current Southwoods building)
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5.0 Next Steps
Any decision to address physical facilities must be informed by costs and logistical issues. Costs for
various elementary school renovations, for example, have already been explored by the district’s
architectural consultant team, Shive Hattery. Cost parameters for all recommendations should be
developed as a means for thoughtful and comprehensive decision-making.
To support accurate cost valuations, we recommend that the spatial criteria for each of the
specific recommendations above be explored and developed such that renovation options
and costs can be quantified. For example, assuming converting Valley Southwoods into a 9-12
innovation center should be considered as a viable option, the specific programs to be included
there would need to be defined. Partnerships would need to be explored and nurtured, and site
opportunities and limitations explored. Essentially, the district should visualize various answers to
the questions such as: What should it be? What should it have? How should it work? How should
it look? etc. Once these parameters are defined, architects can begin to plan, design and solve
logistical issues such as: What is the time line? How much will it cost? Where will students be during
construction? etc. This should be repeated for each of the above recommendations to allow
thoughtful decisions regarding how best to proceed in developing a long-range facilities plan that
is the best fit for your community, and short-term strategies to address current needs and more
immediate pace challenges.
To reiterate,

instruction should drive construction, and any plans to adjust or

renovate a school building should undoubtedly result in a facility that can better meet the
individual and district wide goals for teaching and learning, now and into the future.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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IN PROGRESS

6.0 Appendix
6.1 Process Notes
6.2 Survey Summary
6.3 References & Resources
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Process Notes
Meetings & Conversations
The following notes are summarized from meetings and conversations conducted over the
course of developing this report. Notes represent the gist of what was said and may be
reorganized, categorized and/or paraphrased for clarity. Multiple participants in various
meetings naturally resulted in statements and ideas that generally support each other,
but that may also contradict each other. Entries are not necessarily listed in any particular
order, however, many have been categorized for ease of use. Notes are included here to
illustrate the wide range of insights and ideas generated during the process.

07.24.17: DISTRICT LEADERSHIP
School Board members plus representatives from District Leadership
NOTES:
Participants were asked to share their “highest hopes” when addressing school facilities:
•

identifying the best plan

•

facilities that align with / support the Board’s vision

•

bring vision to life for all our students

•

all students engaged

•

look at the big-picture

•

facilities that support students & curriculum

•

academic progress for all students

•

serve students effectively as our community evolves

•

equitable access for all families,

•

plan for the future

•

support of personalized learning

•

meet the range of social, economic, academic needs of all students

•

continue to be the exemplary district others look to

Participants were asked to share their expectations for the process:
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•

focus on the big-picture, not just immediate needs

•

define a focused direction, a clear path forward, and get moving

•

clearly define priorities for 6th grade and secondary

•

engage in authentic conversations

•

keep an eye to the future

•

define a path with purpose and consensus
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•

create a 10-year action plan, while also accommodating immediate needs at our
elementary schools

•

define a framework for planning into the future

10.05.17: BUILDING LEADERSHIP
Multiple meetings with representatives from leadership teams from all schools
NOTES:
Participants were asked to share overall considerations when addressing school facilities:
•

VS building is organized as interdisciplinary teams, but is operated as departmental /
professional teaching communities

•

VS lacks supervisable space for students to use outside classrooms

•

NTN programs start at 3rd grade, not available at all elementaries

•

NTN is offered at both junior highs, and about 225 7th/8th graders are involved

•

VS has about 95 NTN students, and VHS has about 600 NTN students

•

a stand-alone K-12 NTN facility will not likely be supported, but a 7-12 NTN structure has
not been considered at this point

•

it may be unrealistic to think that much will be done with VHS facilities because of
recent expenditures

•

WCC optimal enrollment is 150-170 students

•

a 9-12 high school all on one site will not likely be supported because of its size - 2,700
students is too many to have in one place

•

a 2-high school solution was considered previously and was a highly divisive issue in the
community - resulting in the current 9th grade center solution

•

there is some competition for students among regional school districts

•

the high school site is land-locked, with no adjacent property on which to expand

•

the high school has a reputation for excellence in academics, sports, music and
performance

•

overall enrollment in WDMCS is stable or slightly declining

•

district growth is limited until a bridge connects to property across the river

•

rethink transitions - many mentions of reducing the number of transitions to allow for
more time in one place, build relationships and sense of belonging, etc.

•

6th grade with 7th grade makes sense developmentally, although recognize that
individual needs vary widely at these ages

•

6th grade would be good within a middle school setting, but not in the current buildings
as they are now - additions and renovations would be needed, and 6th graders would
need to have some separation from 8th graders

•

if 6th graders move to middle schools, then consider changing the daily schedule to
allow more choice / electives

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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•

8th grade with 9th grade would be appropriate to combine, but need to consider when
does “high school” start - in 10th grade? 9th graders already feel like they aren’t part of
the high school

•

Project-based learning is good for all students, not just NTN kids (some feel that NTN
complicates the system)

•

school boundaries have contributed to equity issues in our schools - needs and services
(and spaces to support them) should be more nimble across the district (equal is not
necessarily equitable)

•

sports programs begin at 8th grade, earlier grades are IM

•

plays and performances are key elements of pride and participation in the middle
schools - need to maintain this if grade configuration change

•

6th graders have different needs than younger kids, but they are currently doing well
in elementary schools - if they move out of elementaries, then they need to be in a
teaming / middle school model vs a junior high school

•

preschool should be offered at all elementary school buildings - space issues seem to be
the primary concerns for adding preschool to the two elementary schools that do not
currently offer it (Crossroads and Hillside)

•

options for full-day preschool, with “wrap-around” services to complete the day would
serve more working parents who have logistical issues with the half-day schedule
(additional providers / funding sources were noted as necessary to make this viable)

Participants were asked to share challenges with current facilities:
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•

security upgrades are needed at most schools

•

smaller class sizes are needed at the high school

•

need space for on-line content development

•

one high school may be limiting student participation in sports, music and other activities

•

the social construct for high school is challenged by having 9th graders off site

•

transportation challenges cause some frustration and inefficiency - need to find ways to
compensate, for example activities or homework help while kids are waiting

•

the junior high schools are operated as interdisciplinary teams (middle school model),
but both facilities are constructed with departmental room arrangements (for example,
science rooms are clustered together)

•

the lack of CTE spaces at VS interrupts the curriculum from 8th to 9th and into 10th
grade, causing challenges with re-engaging students in CTE courses at VHS

•

CTE spaces at VHS are outdated and inadequate in many cases (i.e. welding only has 5
bays for 25 students)

•

CTE and NTN programs both require hands-on activity spaces that aren’t available
when needed

•

VS has no performance space on site, so 9th grade students use venues at Valley, but
participation is low because of that

•

lack of daylight and visibility

•

not enough conference space (particularly for confidential meetings and IEPs)

•

elementary schools don’t have enough spaces to support students with special needs,
ESL, resource, etc. are making do with what they have by sharing which is not optimal
due to confidentiality issues
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•

there’s never enough storage space

•

not enough collaboration spaces to go around

Participants were asked to share their “wish list” items for school facilities:
•

smaller class sizes are needed at the high school

•

schools need more green space and/or student access to green space

•

more choice for students

•

more flexibility, variety in how to achieve standards

•

need to encourage teachers to “get out of their rooms”

•

the extent of world language offerings at the junior high schools should be expanded

•

more career/technical programs, partnerships, and real-world experiences

•

main needs at VS: smaller classes, ability to combine two classrooms into large group
space, project-based learning is challenged by lack of space, need space for advisory,
need more welcoming environment

•

need more collaboration spaces for larger groups, more activities/projects, creation,
collaboration, etc.

•

need more flexible furniture (“rooms should encourage interaction vs behavior
management”)

•

there should be more visibility throughout the buildings, more glass walls and windows

•

need community outreach spaces such as clinics, food pantries, etc. to build trust and
community engagement

•

should have more supports for all kids, such as trauma support for refugee kids, transition
programs, “school-within-a-school”, “success center”, etc. a few classrooms that help
new children navigate the system of schooling

•

consider a different format to support ELL students

•

consider a new format to support ED students

•

collect all pre-school programs into one place / building and offer transportation to/
from elementary schools - in partnership with other providers, this could help solve space
issues at the elementaries and allow for additional services to be offered efficiently

•

have all of one grade participate in NTN, so they can knowledgably make the choice if
they wish to continue with NTN

Participants shared questions and issues that should be further explored by the District:
•

Since NCLB is no longer an issue, can NTN be eliminated from the elementaries?

•

Why are we capped at 180-day school year? It should be more like 200 days.

•

Grade levels are the norm, should we consider organizing students in other ways?

•

What if Humanities across the district were offered as NTN allowing access for more
students?

•

Should preschool include 3-year-olds in addition to 4-year-olds?
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10.12.17 - 10.13.17: STAFF CONVERSATIONS
Multiple meetings with staff and/or teachers from elementary, junior high and high schools
NOTES are organized by conversation.
PRESCHOOL
•

community partners are key. self-sustaining, accommodate almost half of enrollment

•

current community partnerships in combination with WDMCS serve over 500 preschool
children (approximately 100 have IEPs)

•

add preschool to the two remaining elementary buildings (at least one classroom plus
restroom)

•

classroom attributes: low height sinks, low height boards and displays, cozy space,
prefer direct outdoor access

•

current preschool programs could be more connected, streamlined, coordinated with
each other

•

a centralized preschool could support growing needs for supports and services

•

preschool programs help small children acclimate to their neighborhood school, may
contribute to child/family staying in-district, building relationships is key

•

would be good if two to four elementaries could offer full-day preschool

•

playground for preschool students needs soft surface

ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS
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•

being able to walk their child to school is a strong value for some families, a necessity for
others

•

space issues vary at all elementary buildings, but some have more immediate needs
than others

•

safety upgrades are in-progress

•

6th grade needs science classroom to support curriculum

•

elementary staff like having 6th graders as part of their community of learners, although
they recognize that there are some challenges with programs, activities, curriculum
alignment, and space

•

Comments from CRESTVIEW:
• If our learners had smaller class sizes, then they could have more individualized
instruction.
• If our [6th grade] learners were treated like middle schoolers, then they could receive
more developmentally appropriate services (i.e. science space and curriculum,
specialists focused on middle schoolers, etc.).
• If our school was able to serve more preschoolers, then we could build stronger
foundational skills.
• If our school had more space for community/neighborhood training, ESOL classes,
parent involvement, then we could build better home-school connections.
• If our school had bathrooms in the pre-school, then we could waste less instructional
time.
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• Rethink: more push-in / less pull-out instruction, how we can allow for calmer learning
environments with multiple instructors in the room
•

Comments from CROSSROADS:
• Need: need space for PTA, storage quiet rooms, testing rooms, collaboration space,
active learning space, space for resource teachers to have their own rooms, a
conference room that accommodates BLT members
• If our learners had flexible seating/activity areas, then they could learn more, increase
brain activity.
• If our school had doors on classrooms, then we could collaborate more, not worry
about noise.
• If our school had preschool, then we could bridge the gap, start interventions earlier.
• If our school was more unified (visual, community-based), then we could be more of a
community of learners.
• If our school was brighter, then we could see better for instruction and the building
would be more inviting.
• Rethink: more space in general - moving 6th grade will only give us 3 classrooms,
question whether this is enough.

•

Comments from FAIRMEADOWS:
• Need: collaboration space, meeting spaces, Spanish room, kindergarten rooms,
smaller rooms for AEA and speech
• Kids West needs space other than our cafeteria
• moving 6th grade and adding preschool will not solve our space problems
• move lockers in 4th grade hallway to 4-6
• move 3rd grade to 4-6 hallway, adding bathroom at end of Pk-2
• If our learners had more space to spread out with common areas to collaborate and
nooks with a table and chairs, then they could work with others and students could
get more individualized instruction.
• If our school was opened up and spread out, then we could collaborate and give
more individualized instruction.
• If our school was PK-5, then we could have more space for common areas.
• Rethink: common areas (add), playgrounds (more blacktop, move K-3 equipment)

•

Comments from HILLSIDE:
• If our learners had comfortable seating in the library, then we could have more
students reading books.
• If our learners had a multi-purpose room, then they could have separate spaces for
orchestra, band, performance and Kids West. More room would help students be
more creative.
• If our school had a place for parents to drop off their kids, then we could have a
place for parents to hang out, get to know us and each other.
• If our school had a walking trail, then we could have a good place to work on social
skills.
• If our school had more “living room” space, then we could more places for teachers
and students to work.
• If our teachers had each their own space, then we could better support our students.
• Rethink: time / schedules, mental health services in elementary schools, seating
arrangements (get rid of traditional desks), school hours
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•

Comments from JORDAN CREEK:
• Need: activity spaces (currently PE classes use the lunch room for overflow)
• If our learners had more human resources working directly with students (i.e.
counselors, therapists, etc.), then they could have more of their needs met in a timely
manner.
• If our learners had more active learning spaces (activity spaces, community room,
multi-purpose space, etc.), then they could stimulate brain growth.
• If our school had better ergonomics, then we could improve student health, attention,
etc and reduce absences. (sitting in chairs for 3-4 hours a day is permanently
damaging to spine, muscles, body, etc. plus sedentary learning is much less
effective.)
• If our school had better lighting/daylighting, then we could have better brain
stimulation for learning.
• Rethink: special education structure (i.e. all buildings have every level, cool down
space, etc.), how we use time during the day, our priorities (i.e. why are we doing
“canvas” training when most elementary teachers don’t find it applicable to what we
do?), how programs like “Leader in Me” could be brought to every school, classroom
physical space, number of students per school across the district

•

Comments from WESTERN HILLS:
• Need: study areas/lounges, storage, warmer paint colors, better windows/air flow
• If our learners had lunchroom acoustics, then they could have appropriate lunchroom
behavior.
• If our learners had a large space for music classes, then they could avoid scheduling
and space conflicts.
• If our school was happy and calm, then we could provide a safe environment for all
students and staff.
• Rethink: multi-age groups, family areas for learning and engaging, grade
configuration (consider curriculum and age-appropriateness), staggered start times
(K-9 should all be scheduled from 8am-3pm)

•

Comments from CLIVE & WESTRIDGE:
• Staff were present, but no notes were collected, refer to Survey results for additional
insights.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS
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•

“Middle schools have a lot to offer [6th graders] that elementary schools may not.
Teachers who currently teach 6th grade in elementaries can collaborate with each
other and within their core specialties, just at the point where the subjects get more
complex. We could have a stronger system of electives, due to economies of scale.
And we could have a deeper emphasis on science.“

•

need more flex spaces & applied learning labs

•

more fitness options (not just sports)

•

transition computer labs (no longer needed) into collaboration spaces

•

need to maintain departmental relationships (professional learning communities)

•

student traffic through the building is disruptive, this is primarily a function of the
“departmental” layout of the building that is being operated as a “teaming /
interdisciplinary” model, necessitating that students from different teams to pass at
different times
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•

there is a general lack of windows in our school buildings

•

need health class

•

need locks on doors

•

colors are drab or outdated

•

furniture is outdated, should be more flexible

•

hallways are congested and noisy

•

need additional supervised spaces for students to work independently or in small groups

•

need to update CTE spaces

•

need equitable facilities

•

concern for 8th grade joining 9th graders - 8th grade still needs interdisciplinary teams

•

benefits of an 8-9 building include sports programs that would be easier to connect with
varsity programs, offering more sports opportunities.

•

benefits of 6-7 middle schools include revamping sports programs to be more like high
school programs, offer free sports for students at this level. More kids out earlier will
benefit high school sports programs.

•

concern for allocation of resources for any upgrades of JHS facilities (perception is that
Valley HS gets everything) buildings at minimum need new furniture, interior refresh,
more flexibility (operable walls?)

•

need more collaborative spaces for staff to meet and work together

•

need fully equipped shops at all levels

•

Writing prompts:
• If our learners had tables vs desks (collaborative furniture), then they could be more
comfortable, have opportunities to collaborate with each other, enable more
personalized learning.
• If our learners had flexible spaces, then they could have room for creativity and
hands-on learning, work more independently without disrupting other classes,
collaborate easier, receive differentiated instruction.
• If our learners had more focus on fitness facilities vs sports, then they could learn and
practice being fit for life.
• If our learners had more opportunities for students to get/stay involved during and
after school, then they could be more motivated to attend school every day.
• If our learners had easy access to large, open spaces, then they could efficiently and
quickly get to where they need to be.
• If our school was more secure, then we could feel more safe and have fewer
disruptions.
• If our district was 6/7 and 8/9, then we could expose students to more opportunities
like health class, more electives, focus more on standards for each content area,
have stand-alone NTN schools.
• If our school was built/organized around departments, then we could share
students more easily, have less complicated scheduling, increase enrichment and
remediation.
• If our school was set-up to accommodate our team format, then we could help
students transition to the next level after elementary.
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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• Rethink: grade levels for each building in the district (2+ grade levels per building),
the color of Stilwell (so much teal!), school-within-a-school model (NTN), furniture,
boundaries for middle schools (i.e. if only one school had NTN, then students could
choose), how we level students (teach the content standards and have students
move on if they are proficient in that standard, and minimal time constraints for how
long it take a student to move through each level), study hall/resource, middle school
philosophy (are we currently reaching this?)

VALLEY SOUTHWOODS (VS)
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•

current facility built in 1997, strong community support for one-high-school solution
resulted in the 9th grade center (one high school on two sites)

•

building built as an interdisciplinary teaming model (decentralized science facilities), but
currently being operated as departmental which causes some challenges

•

building built as a 9th grade center/annex with shared facilities (such as performance
venues and CTE spaces) located at Valley High School campus

•

9th grade students have access to courses and facilities at VHS through a bussing
system between the two properties - about 100 VS students take courses at HS

•

the VS property has ample room for expansion of facilities

•

benefits of the 9th grade configuration: minimize social pressure, away from cars and
students who drive, smaller groups, streamlined PLCs, students from both junior highs get
to meet before going to VHS

•

challenges of the 9th grade configuration: smaller enrollment means fewer choices/
program offerings, separating 9th from high school is divisive, difficult to align curriculum
vertically, only one year to build relationships among staff and students and their families

•

while staff recognize the challenges of building relationships in only one year, they work
hard to achieve this and do a good job of helping students gain a sense of belonging
while enrolled at Southwoods

•

some staff mentioned diminished parental involvement, but noted that this decline is
normal as students reach high school age

•

interdisciplinary teaming was good for achieving personalization for students, would be
good to reestablish team structure

•

combining 8th grade with 9th grade would be good developmentally, may cause
challenges with the divisiveness issue, plus some programs would not be able to be
combined, such as music/performance programs and sports

•

combining 8th and 9th grades would be better for 8th graders, not as great for 9th
graders - could deepen the divide with Valley both socially and academically

•

space needs at Valley Southwoods: theater/performance space, large space “forum”
for 2-5 classes, project space / “innovation gym”, aux gym, more practice rooms,
more conference space, CTE space, “cool-down” / de-escalation space, staff lounge,
special ed rooms (2 needed, 1 self-contained), music theory lab, drama classroom,
speech/debate room, additional cafeteria space

•

need full-time librarian

•

there are currently collaboration spaces that aren’t being used very well

•

a change in grade configuration could be an opportunity for us to “reset” the culture as
a district.
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VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL (VHS)
•

facilities consist of new, renovated and original construction, site is used at capacity
and is land-locked without access to adjacent property

•

facilities are generally ok and the school has enjoyed renovations and additions as
recently as 2015

•

10-12 students can participate in off-site courses, such as local community colleges, to
gain academic credits and/or early college credits

•

high school curriculum is based on core standards for grades 9-10 and grades 11-12,
so having 9th grade separate from 10th grade causes challenges with curriculum
alignment

•

STEM and project based learning is seen as a vehicle for gaining understanding theories
and concepts

•

high school staff voiced strong desire to include 9th grade together with 10-12th grades,
noting the space challenges need to be addressed in some way

•

high school staff participants were excited for the possibility of enhancing high-tech
and career-based program offerings at the 9-12 level to supplement core instruction
and add relevance to conceptual learning - a bonus would be attracting out-of-district
enrollments for specialized programs not available elsewhere

•

increasing / enhancing blended learning requires different kinds of spaces, not
necessarily additional space

•

certification programs could help students find jobs after graduating - whether they
attend college or not

•

if 9th graders rejoin 10-12th graders, then it would be good to cluster them in a separate
area of the building for core classes

•

some staff mentioned students would have more productive sophomore years if they
started Valley as freshmen - in the current configuration, “students are freshmen twice”

•

staff agree that the main goal for high school is preparing kids to be successful in the
future of their choosing, yet some staff feel that Valley currently focuses on getting kids
into college at the exclusion of those who may choose otherwise

•

adult learning programs would benefit the WMDCS community

•

benefits of combining 9-12 grades at Valley with a supplemental high-tech / innovation
/ career-focused center established on the current Southwoods site:
• more course offerings
• career exploration
• recruiting
• personalization of learning - acceleration/remediation
• greater consistency among commonly taught courses
• horizontal and vertical curricular alignment
• strengthen band and sports programs
• potential more flexible schedule
• fewer transitions, more time to build relationships
• continuity of programs
• regional uniqueness
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WALNUT CREEK CAMPUS (WCC)
•

optimal enrollment 150 to 170 students

•

WCC is located in newly renovated facilities previously occupied by an elementary
school program

•

students have access to programs offered off-site such as at VHS and local community
colleges

•

there is a growing ELL population of students at WCC, additional spaces are needed to
support these students and programs

•

key deficiencies identified: lack of health/wellness spaces (including lockers/changing,
larger weight room, visibility to outside, etc.), lack of electives offered on site (art, music,
tech, etc.), lack of collaboration space for PBL and multi-class collaboration

•

also need “communal” space for students to do individual work, credit recovery,
homework, on-line/blended courses, projects, reading, etc. - should be like a student
union with soft seating and a relaxed atmosphere that is open, homey, fun (“coffee
house”)

•

the campus is open, students have flexibility in their schedules and lunch

•

there is a lower student:teacher ratio allowing more personalized learning - students use
teachers’ first names

•

for core courses, there are two teachers per subject

•

there are two rooms in the facility used by “Four oaks” therapeutic high school students these rooms are unavailable for use by WCC

OTHER/ALL SCHOOLS
Teacher Leaders:
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•

Need more STEM programs, engage business and professional partners, real-world
experiences, business incubator

•

agree it’s better not to have a building with only 1 grade level, like Southwoods,
although the staff are working hard to make it work for students

•

logistics need to be considered, such as transportation

•

from a curricular standpoint, 6th grade should be with middle schools - particularly for
math and science - and need labs, professional collaboration with peer teachers and
storage

•

consider staffing if 6th graders move to middle schools - there may be fewer traveling
specialists for 6th graders, but would there be more for pK-5?

•

see some benefits to including 8th grade with 9th grade - such as offering advanced
science and math

•

prefer the configuration: pK-5, 6-8, 9-12, fewer transitions and better curricular alignment

•

middle school model is preferred over junior high school model, particularly for 6th
graders

•

there is some excitement for developing a 9-12 “innovation center” with programs not
currently available in the district, could be a draw for regional enrollment
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After-School Program:
•

Kids West before/after school program currently for K-6

•

full-day care for days when there’s no school

•

summer programs (paid)

•

space determines how many kids can be served - five of 8 elementary schools have
waiting lists

•

spaces used include gyms, lunchrooms, sometimes computer rooms - need to separate/
articulate spaces for various activities quickly and easily

•

no age differentiation, but general activities, grafts, games, homework help, etc.

•

staff is 10:1 (15:1 by law/certification)

•

summer programs use more outside spaces plus multiple field trips off-site per week

•

serve 45-150 students per site (school year) and +/-200 per site in summer programs (4
schools)

•

staff need office and small workspace (currently use LRC for meetings)

•

need storage (see storage at Western Hills as good example) for WII consoles, balls,
games, craft supplies, files (lockable), ice packs, meds, lunches (kids bring lunches in
summer program)

11.15.17 - 11.16.17: STUDENT CONVERSATIONS
Multiple focus group conversations with students from elementary, junior high and high schools. In
some cases, participants were organized by age group, in other cases there were multiple groups of
mixed ages.
NOTES are organized by conversation.
Crestview 1st Graders:
•

favorites: PE, recess, art (“because you can do anything”)

•

least favorites: writing, being quiet/still

•

would like: spinning chairs, puppet shows, movies, a pool

•

would rather: make robots, video games, play

•

want to be: doctor, teacher, astronaut, police, fire fighter, robot maker

Crestview 1st Graders:
•

favorites: PE, art, field trips

•

least favorites: rules, not enough free time

•

would like: more swings/more interesting playground, animal therapy (dogs), more
space in music room, “free day”, “electronics day”, football field, lunch in classroom
once a week, garden (flowers and veggies), more concerts, school to be more
comfortable, better technology
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•

would rather: spend more time with friends (“pass to visit friends in other rooms”),
choose our own classroom, do more projects / make stuff, choose musical instruments
that we want to play

Crestview 6th Graders:
•

favorites: there is a 3rd grade room with PBL that has couches and other cool furniture,
library (“cozy and lots of books”), PE, ELP (“because it is challenging”), Spanish
(“because the teacher is great”)

•

would like: more recesses (currently have one, want 2 “to get the wiggles out”), more
languages, more options for music

•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: 8 of 8 students would prefer to be with middle
school for more changing classes, lockers, choices, freedom, make more friends

Western Hills 5th and 6th Graders:
•

would like: stand-alone Spanish room (now it is shared) and more time for learning
Spanish (“an hour and a half per week is not enough time to learn a language”), music
space is too large and could be split for 2 music rooms, need two art rooms (one could
be for STEM), a science lab, a robotics/project lab, a homework lounge, a multi-purpose
room (for after school use), larger playground (field space is under-used, need more
swings), library is too big and could be used for other activities

•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: there were 6 students interviewed, 5 would prefer
being with middle school vs elementary

Westridge 1st Graders:
•

favorites: art, PE, music, lunchroom, sprout garden/sprout market

•

would like: temperature control, noise control, open space for activities, another
computer lab, more technology, different pods for each grade, more windows, more
time for activities, more choice in seating

•

would change: furniture (“take away desks/chairs”), bigger principal’s office, change
lunch

Westridge 3rd Graders:
•

favorites: library, STEM lab, PE (“because it’s big and it’s ok to yell”), art/activities, lunch
room, outside/playground, like classrooms because of furniture

•

would like: more classes, more choices, a “peace room”, quiet space, a yoga room,
mat-room (gymnastics), student living room, indoor play areas

•

grade configuration: would like K-8 because there would be more choices, would see
friends more often, and switching rooms would allow you to make more friends

Westridge 6th Graders:
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•

favorites: STEM lab (was previously a computer lab)

•

would like: temperature control, smart boards / more interactive classrooms, more VR, a
themed environment that is inspiring, fun, comfortable, to feel welcomed
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•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: start time is a concern, but otherwise students in
this group said they think “it’s weird to stay in the same school so long”, and “would like
to do more ‘middle school’ things”, more choice, more activities, etc.

Stilwell 8th Graders:
•

would like: convenient locker locations, more activities, more choice, better furniture

•

rethink: start times, worksheets (“we’re DONE with worksheets”)

•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: strong support for having 6th with middle
school (but recognize need to prep students for middle school as 5th graders), strong
opposition for having 8th with 9th graders

•

on the topic of an innovation center for high school students: 9th graders need handson activities, need to have access to labs, high-tech labs for all high schoolers “would
be great for student success”

Valley Southwoods Students:
•

would like: turf field, new floor in gym, shop classes / CTE programs, study hall space,
performing space, elevated track, pool, modesty panels in shower rooms, more
comfortable/flexible furniture

•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: 6th should be with middle schools, but need to
have “separate” spaces

•

on the topic of 9th grade with 10-12: 9th should be at Valley, but core classes could
be separated to help with the transition, this would help alleviate the “cultural divide”
between the two

•

on the topic of an innovation center for high school students: it would be a good way
to give 9th graders access to CTE programs and possible expand the range of courses
to include more of what students want to learn

Walnut Creek Students:
•

favorites: work at your own pace, teachers are great, “we actually have fun here”, “we
like having the ‘stigma’ because it keeps us being the best-kept secret in the district”,
the “big family” supportive atmosphere, open campus

•

would like: more activity/project space (“sweat shop” or “creativity garage”), art room,
music space (“a small practice room would do”), on-site food service, water bottle filling
station, “living skills” class (budgets, taxes, etc.), fitness area (current is very small), yoga,
greenhouse, more desktops (to supplement chromebooks), small group spaces, would
like IM sports, more ways to be involved (clubs, etc.)

•

rethink: career exploration, having to go to Valley

Valley High School Students:
•

would like: students like most everything about Valley, would like more outdoor space,
courtyards, gardens, etc. (other than just PE/sports)

•

on the topic of elementary vs middle: 6th should be with middle schools, that would
have been more fun
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•

on the topic of 9th grade with 10-12: 9th at Southwoods is good for some, but mostly
the limited access to programs and other logistical challenges outweigh whatever
benefits there are. Students think teachers do a good job at building relationships with
9th graders, but then students lose touch with these teachers when they go to Valley would like to check in with their 9th grade teachers but find it difficult once they leave.
Students were in support of having 9th come back into Valley, but are concerned
about space.

•

on the topic of an innovation center for high school students: the high school students
are very excited about this idea, saying high school should be more hands-on, more
real-world, preparing students for work or college - students mentioned that they will
likely need to work their way through college and would benefit from being able to
get a good job after high school. NOTE: Valley high school students designed an
“Innovation Center” as part of arch/engineering class.

11.14.17 - 11.16.17: PARENT/COMMUNITY CONVERSATIONS
Multiple focus group conversations were held with parents and community members. Participation
was organized by the district to ensure that all time slots were filled and balanced. All requests for
participation were accepted. Groups varied in size from about 5 to 15 participants.
NOTES from multiple conversations are collected into one list, categorizes by topic.
Vision / Overview
--

What are we trying to accomplish for education now and into the future? (regardless of
facilities.) we can’t make decisions on an old way of thinking about education.

--

How to fit our vision into current buildings

--

There are currently too many transitions – lose parent involvement, especially at 9th
grade

--

Need to look at 10-year minimum to accommodate future changes in programs

--

Should we consider regional uniqueness as an asset? If we are offering something
different that other area districts, then there’s more choice for parents - but need to be
careful not to get drawn into “one-upmanship” What makes us special? How can we
use that to boost enrollment numbers?

--

Any change needs to consider all aspects of a student: social, emotional, physical, etc.
Our kids need to be challenged and engaged.

--

How do we preserve our excellence? Our reputation?

Preschool
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--

How do parents choose which pre-k program? It has a lot to do with logistics of drop-off
/ pick-up

--

Does [including preschool in elementary schools] have the biggest bang for the buck?
What is the research of the effects on student achievement in the long term?

--

Some parents have kids in more than one school because pre-k isn’t offered at their
school - another logistical issue to consider

--

Need both full and half-day options

--

What if we had a combination of preschool at elementaries (half day), and full day with
wrap-around at a centralized place?

--

need transitional kindergarten for students between pk & k
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What is the cost to the district to offer Pre-K? are we legally required to offer preK?

--

preK, more benefit if wrap-around, full-day

--

preschool should be at elementaries, but not by moving 6th grade

--

Need consistency cross elementaries. IF at all elementaries, THEN need full-day
coverage

--

If separate PK center, then should also include 3 year olds, need transportation, and
need to carefully consider location to have easy access for parents

--

Wrap-around needs better space than just a classroom, play space, outdoor space,
food, etc.

--

Should we consider a centralized PK building? Could be full-day, so more parents could
use it. May need to consider multiple drop offs for parents

--

Wrap-around care for preK may be more efficient ( and therefore possible) if preK was
centralized

6th grade
--

6th graders are different than K-5, benefit from more autonomy, freedom, etc.

--

However, can’t treat them as 14 year olds, need a culture that encourages youthfulness

--

Parents choose WDM because 6th is in elementaries, feel strongly about keeping 6th in
elementaries

--

6-8 would be ok, but some feel 6 with ES is better.

--

IF 6th goes out of ES, then some parents prefer to go to 6-7, not 6-8 - are afraid of mixing
6th and 8th grades together

--

if we keep 6th grade in the elementary schools, then the junior high buildings are good
as-is and we wouldn’t need to spend money on them

New Tech Network
--

Some kids/parents love it

--

PBL is making its way through non-NewTech curriculum, but need space

--

So NTN is incubator for regular programs

--

NTN could be a 9-12 program housed at Southwoods, may still need to be a “schoolwithin-a-school” due to enrollments

9th grade
--

9th challenge of 1-year – too isolated, students are dual-enrolled

--

Some prefer not a 1-year building, particularly for newcomers who need to make
connections

--

Some parents prefer 9th grade separate, feel that VHS is too large.

--

8th graders with 9th graders had mixed reviews with parents - some for, some against

--

9th graders need vocational space / programs

--

2 high schools? – inefficient admin, coaches, etc. sports/music participation is an issue,
but not a driver

--

PRIORITY: 9-12 high school, however we can get it

--

there is NO support for a 2nd comprehensive high school
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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“Innovation Center” Idea
--

Issues should include: Real-world skills, Employability, College credits in HS, certifications,
etc.

--

Central academy as an example – apprenticeships, school-to-work, what is the
capacity?

--

Maybe it is a regional magnet program? Need to open conversations re partnerships &
collaboration.

--

If there’s a new addition to accommodate this idea at Southwoods, then it needs to be
adaptable space to foster community partnerships that will change over time (“futureproof”)

--

Partnership initiatives should start being explored now.

--

Waukee, Wilk (Apex program) amazing facility for hands-on learning, 9-10 students only
– career center, could we partner with them vs duplicate?

--

In general, parents and community participants like the idea of offering more innovative
/ high-tech / career-oriented / innovative programs for high school students - some
discussion on how best to achieve this within current facility confines.

Summary / Common Themes
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•

Strengthening equity of program offerings among elementary schools, even as
demographics and student needs are shifting under our feet.

•

Offering preschool programs for more students to support student success - and as
desired by district families;

•

Offering students new and better opportunities for personalized learning experiences
that recognize their diverse developmental needs, and fostering positive relationships
with adults and other students;

•

Accommodating growth of programs and supports for students with varying needs and
abilities;

•

Preparing students for what is next in their lives: including transitioning to a different
school, preparing for post-graduation college and careers, and the WDMCS Graduate
Profile, which states “What Graduates Will Know and Be Able To Do: A West Des
Moines Community Schools graduate will possess the essential skills and integrity to
communicate, collaborate, and solve problems as a confident citizen, embracing our
diverse and changing world.”

•

Encouraging stability and/or growth in enrollments by providing high quality and
competitive schools that offer unique and valuable experiences for learners;

•

Accommodating the varying needs of parents and families with students in our schools –
such as wrap-around preschool, walkability and neighborhood schools, staggered start
times for various schools, convenient student transportation / bussing, opportunities for
family involvement, and the like;

•

Mitigating any adverse effects of frequent student transitions among schools;

•

Remaining competitive among regional schools in areas such as music, sports and
academics;

•

Engaging community partners with bidirectional benefits for both students and
businesses;

•

Mitigating the potential and/or real limitations of current physical facilities;

•

Acknowledging the opportunities and limitations of resources available to address
facilities concerns.
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Survey Summary
An on-line survey was conducted to gather insights from a wider range of students, staff, parents
and community members that would be possible through face-to-face conversations within
the timeframe of this report. 1,551 survey responses were collected. The following pages include
excerpts and charts summarizing findings from the survey.

INTRODUCTION

(as it appeared in the on-line survey)

Thank you for taking the time to help us envision learning environments - physical buildings – for
students of West Des Moines Community Schools!
Our work is to ensure that our school buildings and grounds are safe, healthy, durable, code
compliant and supportive of our student enrollment numbers. In addition, we are requesting your
insights for educational environments that support our students.
This survey is intended to gather a wide range of insights and opinions. It is NOT intended to be
formally or statistically analyzed to dictate any particular decision regarding our facilities. Your
feedback will help us decide how to identify space needs in our schools and to envision the best
facilities for both current and future learners. Feel free to skip through the survey questions - most
questions are optional, and only a few questions require an answer. Younger students are welcome to
ask their parents or teachers for help as needed.
INSTRUCTIONS:
A) FIRST, select your question set below. Let us know whether you are a student, staff, parent or
guardian, or community member, and we’ll take you to the right set of survey questions. Please
answer as many of these questions as you can, including a few questions about yourself.
B) OPTIONAL: We’ll ask you to take a look at some photographs and images, and answer the
questions that follow each one.
C) FINALLY, you’ll have a chance to offer any additional insights you may have about WDMCS
facilities.
NOTE that there are no “right” or “wrong” responses, this survey is intended to gather your insights and
perceptions!
Thank You!
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Demographic Analysis
Over 1,550 survey responses were collected.
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--

Respondents were asked to select
a survey focus from the following
choices: Students, Employees, Parents,
and Community members.

--

Respondents were also asked to select
a school facility with which they are
most familiar.

--

Respondents from each school
facility include a mixture of students,
employees, parents and others.
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Respondents from each school facility include a mixture of students, employees, parents
and others. Not surprisingly, there were more responses from older students than younger
ones, and more parents of younger children than parents of older ones.
KEY
Students
Employees
Parents
Community/
Other

10th

GRADE LEVELS OF STUDENT
RESPONDENTS
(145 students total)

2nd
8th

11th

graduated

3rd
9th
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Comparison of responses from various collectors
As shown above, collector groups included students, employees, parents, and
business community members. While specific questions were slightly adjusted
for each group, comparisons of responses among these groups illustrate varying
perspectives and opinions.
An example of the slight rewording of questions for various collectors is
included below.
Student Collector: “I feel that my school does a good job preparing me for what’s next in
my life.”
Employee Collector: “I feel that my school enables me to prepare students for what’s next
in their lives.”
Parent Collector: “I feel that my school does a good job preparing my child for what’s next
in her/his life.”
Business Community Collector: “Students graduate from WDMCS with skills that I feel are
useful to my business.”

A selection of these comparisons is included below. Note that not all questions were
were applicable to the business community, thus some questions include responses
from only the first three collectors.
KEY:

					

Note: All graphs use the same color key =>

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly Disagree
I don’t know

CHART A1: ELECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES

CHART A2: SAFETY / SECURITY
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CHART A3: INSPIRING ENVIRONMENT

CHART A4: CHOICE AND FREEDOM

CHART A5: PERSONALIZED LEARNING

CHART A6: AVAILABLE LEARNING RESOURCES

CHART A7: OUTDOOR CONNECTIONS
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CHART A8: MULTI-AGE GROUPINGS

CHART A9: PARENTS/GUARDIANS/COMMUNITY FEEL WELCOME

CHART A10: REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCES

CHART A11: SENSE OF BELONGING

CHART A12: PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE
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Comparison of responses by School Grade Configurations
Survey responses were also sorted by school, and categorized using current grade
configurations. When viewed in this way, the data shows various perspectives
for elementary, junior high schools and high schools. Note that responses from all
collectors are combined - in other words, each graph represents a combination of
student, employee and parent responses.
A selection of these comparisons is included below.
					

KEY:

Note: All graphs use the same color key =>

Strongly Agree
Somewhat Agree
Somewhat disagree
Strongly Disagree
I don’t know

CHART B1: ELECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Student: Our building has enough spaces for the electives and activities I want.
Employee: Our building has enough spaces for the electives and activities students want.
Parent: My learner’s building has enough spaces for the electives and activities she/he wants.

CHART B2: SAFETY / SECURITY
Student: I feel safe and secure in my school building and on my school property.
Employee: I feel safe and secure in my school building.
Parent: I feel safe and secure in my learner’s school building.
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CHART B3: INSPIRING ENVIRONMENTS
Student: My school building is inspiring, supportive, and happy.
Employee: My school building is a happy place - inspiring, pleasant, and supportive.
Parent: My learner’s school building is inspiring, supportive, and happy.

CHART B4: CHOICE / FREEDOM
Student: I have enough freedom and choices to feel in control of my own learning.
Employee: We offer students enough freedom and choices to feel in control of their own learning.
Parent: My learner has enough freedom and choices to feel in control of their own learning.

CHART B5: PERSONALIZED LEARNING
Student: I am learning at my own pace - I am rarely bored and rarely fall behind in my classes.
Employee: My students can learn at their own pace - they are rarely bored, rarely falling behind.
Parent: My child is supported to learn at his/her own pace - rarely bored, rarely falling behind.
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CHART B6: AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Student: I have the right resources to support my learning.
Employee: I have the right resources to support teaching and learning.
Parent: My learner(s) has the right resources to support her/his learning.

CHART B7: OUTDOOR CONNECTIONS
Student: My school has good outdoor spaces, and I get to go outside enough during the day.
Employee: My school has good outdoor spaces, and my students go outside enough.
Parent: The school has good outdoor spaces, and he/she gets to go outside enough.

CHART B8: MULTI-AGE FRIENDS / ACTIVITIES
Student: I have friends that are not in the same grade as me.
Employee: I work with students who are not all in the same grade level.
Parent: My learner(s) has friends that are not all in the same grade level.
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CHART B9: PARENTS / COMMUNITY ARE WELCOME
Student: My parents are always welcome at my school.
Employee: Parents / Guardians are always welcome at my school.
Parent: I feel welcome at my learner’s school.
Community: I feel welcome in WDMCS buildings and properties.

CHART B10: REAL-WORLD LEARNING
Student: We have real-world experiences that support our classroom work.
Employee: Spaces in my school help me offer real-world experiences that support classroom work.
Parent: My learner’s school offers real-world experiences to support classroom work.

CHART B11: BELONGING
Student: At my school, I feel like I belong.
Employee: At my school, I feel like I belong.
Parent: At my learner’s school, I feel like we belong.
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CHART B12: PREPARED FOR THE FUTURE
Student: I feel that my school does a good job preparing me for what’s next in my life.
Employee: I feel that my school enables me to prepare students for what’s next in their lives.
Parent: I feel that my school does a good job preparing my child for what’s next in her/his life.
Community: Students graduate from WDMCS with skills that I feel are useful to my business.
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Open-Ended Survey Responses
Within the survey questions were several opportunities for respondents to share any
additional thoughts they may have about WDMCS facilities. A selection of responses is
included below. In most cases, responses are included as-written in the survey collector,
slight modifications are limited to those comments that included personal names or were
otherwise inappropriate. Spelling and grammar have not been corrected.

STUDENT COMMENTS
Question: What do you like best about your school building? why?
-Courtyard
-the forum
-nice students because they help,learn.
-Music Room - lots of music stuff
-our sports
-big cause the bigger the better
-it’s the biggest in the state because it can hold over 2,000 students
-I enjoy the many hallways that give shortcuts to classes that are far away.
-The variety of classrooms because it allows for specific lessons to be taught (i.e. the science labs,
PAC, choir room, etc)
-The school itself is well sectioned into the different wings of the school.
-PE - Gym
-that it has multipul exit doors
-that it’s hard to get lost
-the large areas dedicated to each aspect of academics/sports
-i like the windows, most classrooms have big open windows and i like that
-The sections that are specific to one course area. It helps me find classrooms I’ve never been to
and makes it easy to explain where I am to other students.
-How all the classes that are simular are all in one area if a student needs help
-I like the media center because they have books.
-Wide hallways, makes it easier and faster to get to class
-How the size allows everyone to find a niche.
-a lot of windows because its nice to look out sometimes
-The subjects correlate with the area of the building
-Everything
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Question: What is your favorite room or space? why?
-Courtyard because i get to feel some freedom
-the music wing
-art room because art is my favorite subject
-Music Room
-Library cause it is chill
-music room because it helps me understand more about what i like best
-Rooms with many windows because the sunlight gives a better environment to work in.
-The PAC because it gives music students a great space to rehearse and perform for the
community.
-The lunchroom is a great place to be during lunch because the atmosphere is so much different
then in the classroom especially with all the big windows letting in natural light instead of all the
florescent lights.
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Rm 1636
Gym
art cause i can get away from the real world
science hallway, it just seems comfortable
my favorite room/space is the eng
my favorite space is the couch area in the library, i wish there were more places like that where
students could actually hang out and talk because we cant talk in the library
PAC, it is nice and open and beautiful. It has such amazing accomadations and the stage is
lovely.
Honors classroom, not set up like a normal classroom, more relaxed learning environment
when they have pillows or something cozy to sit on or be with so we can be comfortable in our
learning.
Mrs. Gersdorf’s office because I find it a safe spot for me.
I like the commons because it is very open
Band hall (specifically practice rooms). These practice rooms provide students a place to sit
and do homework and be undisturbed. I feel as though the library is trying to do this, but fails.
Compare practice rooms to an office cubicle and the library to a silent detention.
reading room because it gives you your own space and don’t have to be careful not to bother
the person next to you
RM 1607, it’s decorated beautifully
The lunchroom

Question: What is your favorite school activity? Where do you do it?
-Hyperstream
-SWS, choir room
-art i do it in the art room
-Math - Classroom
-soccer
-Rugby
-Don’t do activities they distract you from learning
-choir in the classroom or PAC
-Jazz choir; Valley Southwoods
-My favorite activity is show choir. We usually rehearse in the dance room, but sometimes the PAC
or choir room.
-Sports are a great way to connect with other people who share your same enjoyment for them,
but for those who just aren’t cut out for sports the clubs that the school has are a great way to
also connect and meet new people.
-Silver cord, Lot of places
-PE/Gym
-Cheer,Diving,Archery,golf
-yearbook
-cross country, outside, on school athletic areas.
-Drama, in the drama room/PAC
-Debate, practice is in the debate classroom, but we debate all over the country
-swimming, in the pool
-Hanging with friends during off period in the cafeteria.
-I enjoy my shop class. In the automotive room
-Band provides a community of students to call friends when you need help, as well as a physical
area of the building to utilize.
-Games
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Question: If the whole building were to be torn down except for one space, what space would you want to
keep. (BTW, we are not actually planning to tear down any schools!)
-Courtyard
-choir room
-the art room! or libary
-Music Room
-staduim
-we spoke on this already the library
-the choir room
-PAC
-The PAC
-The PAC would be the one thing that I would keep because it is a staple of how passionate the
school is about the arts and not just theater but also band, orchestra, and all of the other arts such
as poetry and painting.
-The Math wing
-Gym
-The art wing
-pac, it’s too nice to be torn down
-i would keep the performing arts center
-i would keep the cafeteria, i like the variety of seating and how students have a lot of freedom in
lunch
-PAC!
-the PAC or the gym, those are pretty nice and the PAC was just built. a new pool would be nice
-I would want to keep the gym.
-The cafeteria
-The engineering wing of the building offers a variety of classrooom designs and is form fitted
for each class. The practical layout differs from the cold cookie cutter design of the math and
science wing that makes the learning process feel less organic.
-where the cafeteria is and forum
-The math/english area
-Keep the gym and lunch room area

Question: What do you dislike most about your school building?
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--

Library

--

the stairs down to the gym

--

none

--

Playground

--

teachers for 10th graders

--

drinking fountains without the water bottle fillers

--

the boys locker room bathroom

--

Dark rooms and how far away some classes are from the ones before and after it.

--

It is always so cold at Valley so I have to plan my outfits ahead of time and can’t wear any thin or
short-sleeve shirts without turning purple or wearing a sweater.

--

I only really dislike how the math wing is separated from all the other education wings in the
school.

--

hallways

--

The building is so big
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there is no actual Tech Ed lab

--

having to go to the principal

--

how cramped it can be at times

--

we are do not have any reasonable plan for expansion

--

som classrooms dont have windows and that makes them feel long and boring

--

The narrow hallways

--

how far it is to walk from math to photo or chemistry

--

That I have to walk a long distance to my classes.

--

The small hallways that I have no idea where they go

--

The cold, orderly layout of many classrooms. Look at modern office buildings and look at schools.
Should not be so much variance.

--

not letting sophomores and juniors out of the school if they have free periods

--

The hallways

Question: What is your least favorite space? why?
--

Library; lack of books

--

the stairs around the library; small and winding and crowded.

--

none

--

success center

--

the music area; cause its dumb

--

hallway; because people can turn around the corner and look at you

--

The staircase by the cafeteria because everything comes to a hault during passing period and so
many people are there.

--

The black and white bathrooms in the math hallway because sometimes the locks are broken, the
soap dispensers are never filled, and it doesn’t seem very clean overall. ALSO the tiny staircase
between the stairs to the second floor and the language hallway because it is always so crowded
and at a stand-still. The big stairs that go up to the second floor by the Tiger Apparel store could
be reduced to just two sections so that the tiny staircase can be widened.

--

Honestly the classroom itself can be pretty gloomy because in most cases you are looking at four
brick walls and there is not natural light or anything to look at other than what is on top of those
walls.

--

The stairway at building two and the storage, It is always crowded and loud

--

the caffiteria because there is too many people and my anxiety acts up whenever i m in there

--

right in front of the language area by the stairs

--

the commons outside of the cafeteria, there are too few chairs and tables for the purpose it
serves

--

i dont like the hallways, i wish there were more alternate routs to get to classes because it takes a
long time to get to class with all the crowds in the hall

--

Some smaller classrooms, makes me feel claustrophobic
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--

The “bottle neck” by the cafeteria where the second floor comes down near the foreign
language wing. It gets too crowded and is impossible to get through between classes

--

science rooms, they are hot up in that 3rd level

--

The area by the stairs for first and second floor because it gets to crowded.

--

The math wing of the school. Everything looks the same and it’s easy to get lost if you aren’t
paying attention.

--

Math wing makes me paranoid as I was told that asbestos was just covered by tile to save some
money. The library, which should be a comforting place to learn has been near militarized by staff
and structure has limited its effectiveness.

--

where the orchestra and vocal rooms are because they are too isolated and have no windows

--

The stairs next to the ramp leading to the lunchroom. it’s too crowded for traffic.

--

The hallways

Question: What would you change about your school building?
-the distance from the music wing to the pods
-i would like to change how people act
-More playground space
-make it bigger
-I couldn’t fit all I wanted to say in this portion.
-add a door so you can have some privacy
-More lighting (preferably natural) and more comfortable, open spaces for working.
-The temperature and maybe an easier way to get to the science floor.
-Maybe some more windows where the district would allow them, I know that safety is a big
concern but it would still be nice.
-Make it two, instead of three
-Build a tech ed lab or modify a room to be suitable for a tech ed lab
-wider hallways so there isn’t as much congestion
-i would regrade all of the floors in the science wing, as they do not drain the water from the
emergency showers at all.
-i would add more staircases (especially close to the lunchroom/language rooms)
-I wish certain hallways were bigger
-try to keep everything on 2 floors and classes closer together
-Put signs to teach people to walk on the right side of the hallway. Like seriously how hard is this?
-Find ways to encourage traffic flow through north end of gym as opposed to the crowded
hallways by the wheelchair ramp/stair intersection.
-not have too much stairs
-The hallways

Question: List any other dislikes.
-Library
-the inaccessibility of the far pods
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Why is there still [so many] lockers? The only lockers that students actually use are the ones by the
lunch room.
The setup of the office/counselling office is a little confusing, especially when I am trying to find
someone in particular, but that is just a nit-picky issue.
The pool
PEOPLE, Teachers, small classrooms
not really any
None!
Parking inefficient, poorly laid out. Need to have a place for students to congregate during and
before the school day other than hallways.
schedules and classes being too far from another

Prompt: If my school was _________,

then we could __________.

--

if my school was bully-free, then we could have less whiteslips

--

bigger, acheive more

--

run on Apple products, then we wouldn’t have to use these [inadequate] Chromebooks

--

underwater, study marine biology easier

--

warmer, focus better and not freeze all day

--

If my school was more open minded, then we could get more connected with each other.

--

Not very big, leave our back packs in our locker, instead of taking it with us everywhere we go

--

cool; have recess all day

--

if my school was more relaxed than we wouldnt have to worry about a 30 second tardy on our
attendance.

--

larger, get around easier

--

more open to talking about special needs issues, we could understand what we as students can
and need to know and do to help.

--

Smaller, have a closer set of friends

--

If my school was more involved in helping students, then we could have higher test scores.

--

More steady with temperature. Not freeze one day and melt the next.

--

If my school was structured to allow for efficient use of off periods I would be able to achieve
more work above and beyond the minimum assigned for classes. Instead of being contricted to
the too quiet library or the chaos of the commons near the cafeteria, there needs to be more
small nooks and crannies that are utilized as an environment to allow for group work, or at least a
more relaxed study environment.

--

more interesting then we could pay more attention to classes

--

If my school was more chill then we could have an open campus for lunch.

Prompt: If my school had a ___________,

then we could ___________.

--

hall watchers; we could be more quiet in the hall

--

better supply of police; then we could be safer
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--

better lunch and did not switch to a crappier orange chicken sauce; then kids would actually eat
the lunch and get the nutritional value from it

--

college campus; associates degree or certificate and diploma

--

well-functioning AC system in the dance room; have show choir rehearsal without feeling sick due
to heat.

--

If my school had more school held activities; then we could meet more and new people through
showing up to these events and having fun with each other.

--

class hamster; pet it

--

if my school had a class that would only be for baking what u wanted to bake and not what the
curriculum says; then we would learn how to do things for our selfs.

--

larger staff; have more personal instruction with smaller class sizes

--

more outdoor oriented/gardening class, then we could influence the diets of students much more
effectively than diet restrictions in lunch.

--

if my school had more common areas (open areas like the commons but comfier, maybe with
couches), then students would have more space during study halls

--

Outdoor commons area, get outdoors more during the day

--

better ventilation system in the pool, we could breath clean air without chemicals in it

--

Better temperature system. Be comfortable.

--

If my school had a student lounge then I believe students would be able to spend more time
efficiently working on group projects, or at least have a spot to go during off periods that would
be better than roaming the halls/leaving school.

--

relaxing 15 minutes before classes start then we wouldn’t be tired during class or stressed out

Prompt: I thought my school experience would be _________.
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It is/was actually _____________.

--

great, but it was ok

--

less tedious and give less busy work, but it was actually super tedious giving out a ton of things
that mean nothing to improve the students

--

nervous, amazing

--

more dramatic, pretty mellow and, though overwhelming at times, enjoyable with lots of
opportunities

--

I thought my school experience would be more engaging, but it is actually a little dull.

--

Challenging, but A piece of cake

--

cool; not really

--

i thought my school experiaence would be better if it is a place where bullying wouldnt be
tolerated and i wouldnt have to worry about being bullied like i do now.

--

just like mean girls but without all the drama, pretty close to that

--

overwhelming, rather friendly. hard, but not overwhelming

--

Rough, quite great

--

easy and fun: somewhat easy and fun

--

I thought my school experience would be awesome and amazing. It was actually crappy and
drama filled.
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--

Boring and the same. Interesting because of the variety of classes.

--

I thought my school experience would be freeing, the structure of the classes, and the treatment
of students off campus/off period restrictions limited the ability for advanced students to go above
and beyond with their learning and their ambitions.

--

making new friends and classes being fun, but its actually very boring and a lot of people you
don’t even know hate you for no reason

--

boring, full of opportunities

--

I thought my school experience would be easy, but it is actually hard.

Prompt: Rethink _________________.

(Multiple responses are encouraged)

--

encore does not aid the students in the same way that it was planned

--

having finals AFTER winter break (it makes many students stress out over break rather than enjoy
their time off)

--

being strict on rules about drinking/vaping etc. on school property/ at sports events

--

requiring a pass in the hall at all times. We are high schoolers; most of us shouldn’t have to ask for
a pass when we need to pee.

--

teach ALL staff how to properly use Canvas since that’s our main learning medium and source of
info outside of class.

--

Rethink the way the students learn to more fit how the current and future generations will want to
learn and not how they have in the past.

--

Bullying protical

--

504 help

--

hallway sizes since they get really congested

--

only having one main campus (it will get too small eventually), having a 12 minute advisory (how
much are we really going to get done anyways in 12 minutes)

--

rethink the outside areas, many students would enjoy having class time outside but we dont get
to often. if there were more areas outside with benches/tables students could study or have class
outside

--

The narrow hallways

--

your priorities with money, spend way too much on things that are not needed

--

AIR CONDITIONING :)

--

having a principal

--

Rethink the printers. The sporadic-ness of them and the effort needed to print creates a negative
stigma around it, as if administration is opposing printing. Bring them out of the shadows and into
easily accessible locatons,

--

on how to teach because some people are visual learners and are struggling because teachers
aren’t visual and just talk too much instead of showing examples or explain things clearly

--

Rethink open campus

Prompt: If my school prepared me and my classmates to _______,
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then our community would be ___________.
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--

succeed; a lot more smarter

--

have real aspirations for life, then there would be more kids going to college

--

drop out, hopeless

--

focus less of grades and more on learning; overall more relaxed and accomplished as well as
more intrinsically motivated.

--

If my school prepared me and my classmates to be more open minded about how we see
people, then our community would be less subjective to how we see each other when we are not
around each other.

--

Be better people for tomorrow; Save

--

if my school prepared me and my classmates to learn that phones arent the entire world, then our
comunity would be a lot more safe.

--

become an adult, better prepared

--

pay taxes, balance checkbooks, manage funds (mandatory class/credit); our community would
be more able to handle their finances wisely.

--

if my school prepared me more for college, money, jobs, etc.(more real world scenarios) then our
community would be more efficient

--

Be flexible; a flexible and accepting place

--

see what certain jobs look like and see how they operate, then our community would have better
workers in the workforce due to what they they experience looking at jobs. If you let students
go see the potential jobs they are looking at, they may see it id not fit for them and not waste
thousands of dollars in college on something they will not like.

--

If my school prepared me and my classmates to volunteer, then our community would be better.

--

Do taxes and or pay bills and manage finances. More economically successful.

--

Our school combats misbehavior with stricter policies on leaving the campus/use of off periods.
Instead of reforming poor behavior while being independent the school removes our chance to
be independent and restricts the decisions we make in our lives.

--

how to do taxes and adults stuff then most people wouldn’t struggle after high school and
college

--

life after high school; better

QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about WDMCSD schools? (optional)
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--

DEFINITELY need bigger hallways at valley

--

do not put 8th graders at southwoods!

--

It is too organised and offers no freedom to learn.

--

I love the courtyard

--

Make people stop parking in spots that aren’t real in the Valley Parking Lot.

--

Valley high school has been cold every single year I’ve attended. (Except for the end of the 20162017 school year because it was humid inside).

--

If a student have all A’s can he/she have a chance of getting a scholarship?

--

I think we should be more free at school and be able to leave for lunch
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QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? (optional)
--

I am a high school student so my opinion might not be the highest on the scale but I still truly feel
that it is the students that are the ones in the classroom learning should be the heard and give
insights on the future of their learning and those below them.

--

I am a sophomore at Valley High School and working so hard to keep my grades up. My favorite
subject is Math. I moved to the United States from Africa nine months ago.

--

Make lunch a open campus

EMPLOYEE GENERAL COMMENTS
QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about WDMCSD schools? (optional)
--

Specials teachers all need their own rooms!!!!

--

We are in the process of creating a Project Based Learning Network K-12. The spaces contained in
these visuals would be extremely valuable to student learning in this network.

--

Where are ideas for PreK classrooms/learning areas? There needs to be more areas for PreK
children, and spaces for PreK teachers to collaborate and partner with each other. I feel like PreK
is an “afterthought” in the district, and put in unused classrooms that might not be suitable for this
age group.

--

We need more individual spaces to meet students with specific needs. Small offices that can be
used for speech, ESL, ELP, Associate working with students, etc.

--

I have had a door in my classroom that i have not been able to use since I came here. It
was supposed to lead to an outdoor space but the space is wasted because it is very poorly
constructed and not taken care of.

--

WDMCS does a great job trying to chase the next big idea. But when it comes to physical space,
the space itself is always at a premium. Which ever idea is chosen will be able to be made
workable by the staff here so long as there is enough space built to work in.

--

Does the district have money to really do the kind of renovations that the pictures show? Where
will buildings go while renovations occur since the building that was used while building were
being renovated now houses Walnut Creek. How would the district decide what buildings get
renovated first? In the past it seems like the bulk of the money went to VHS. If there are fund
available will they be allocated evenly throughout the district.

--

Western Hills needs an instrumental music room. It is sad that we have to teach in libraries, extra
rooms, and the gym. It is harder on our equipment (which will then wear down faster) and takes
up the little valuable time we have to teach by having to set up and tear down every rehearsal.
It is not a successful environment. I also cannot teach everything that I should be able to teach
because I do not have a full sized room. I don’t have enough storage and therefor I cannot
keep bigger percussion instruments out. My instruments are more likely to get damaged because
I cannot secure them in a proper way. I cannot have proper mallet instruments or a drumset
because I do not have the space for it. I cannot let students work in small groups or take students
out of rehearsal for sectional because we do not have the room. Our teaching would be greatly
enhanced if Western Hills had a dedicated instrumental music room.

--

We need to make sure we have plenty of support in place, i.e., staff, classroom, etc., for our
students who exhibit behavior in our classrooms that maybe doesn’t qualify as an iep, but disrupt
our students who are doing the right thing & are here to learn.
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--

Our building is not set-up to meet core+ Students have to work in hallways, and closet space.
Students are walking all over the building to get to their core+ classes instead of being in one area
of the building. A lot of instruction time is lost due to this. We need more space.

--

I would like us to focus on the needs of students, not what our teachers want. The teachers that
are pushing the envelope and clamouring for new things to execute their curriculum should
be rewarded with the new furniture and remodels. Giving everyone the same thing and then
getting mad when a lot of teachers are not using it seems crazy. A few years back everyone got
classroom microphones for even sound distribution. Not very many use them. We have some
teachers that have received new collaborative furniture and they have used it as their own and
students don’t get to utilize it. An example of this being a beautiful bar height 8 seat table with
outlets down the middle ending up being the new teacher desk in the classroom.

--

We have so many students with such a variety of needs that we do not have the spaces we need
to best serve them.

--

We need SPACE at Westridge. Teachers are working in closets, classes are held in the Media
Center where it is LOUD and busy, some teachers do not have the space they need. It is hard for
kids to learn in the hallway or in a closet. We need help NOW, not 5 years from now!!!

--

We need more collaboration space and space that encourages student learning

--

I appreciate the opportunity to see possibilities and give feedback. Your challenge is great.

--

save money and put instructional coaches back into classrooms....do not need them if we
collaborate with teachers

--

Please remember space for special subjects and instrumental teachers.

--

I love that the District is implementing the Jan Richardson guided reading method. My students
LOVE it, and I have never seen so much growth in such a short amount of time before. That being
said, we really need to get new guided reading books- preferably the ones that coincide with the
Jan Richardson model. Literacy Footprints would be a great tool for us to use in K-3 to continue
the great work we are trying to do!

--

I would encourage more schools, like an additional high school and more neighborhood
elementaries.

--

I have a very serious concern about the number of custodians we have and their ability to keep
our facilities up and nice. I feel like if we are going to spend valuable money on nice spaces, but
not hire the appropriate people we need to keep them clean and nice, we are wasting our taxpayers’ hard earned money that they entrust us to spend wisely.

--

Class sizes of 28 “big kids” 4th through 6th graders do NOT fit well into the classrooms in the sizes
they currently are. Especially with the addition of Chromebooks, all their school supplies, etc. There
is not enough storage and workspace for class sizes of 28!

--

i am a huge proponent of having 6th/ 7th grade together and 8th/ 9th grade together. I also think
we need to consider starting elementary earlier and secondary later.

--

We need more support when working with students who have difficult behaviors. We need
support teachers or administrators who don’t have a roster and can be free to support students
and teachers with intense behaviors, social skills instruction and positive reintegration back into
the classroom.

--

We need to consider having early childhood education programs for all of our families. These are
important pieces of education we are missing out on. And families travel to other districts to find
these services.

--

WDMCSD is trying to break away from the traditional classroom approach by providing new and
personalized learning opportunities to students. Right now, buildings are dictating what we can
and can’t do. It would be ideal if programs, course offerings, etc. could dictate what our building
and classrooms should look like. I hope we can get there as a district with looking at redesigning
some spaces.
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--

Teaming was working at VSW and we have not been as effective of a building since that ended.

--

I believe it would be beneficial to move 6th grade to a middle school (6-8) environment to match
curriculum.

--

If/when changes are made, it should be for all students and teachers, not just New Tech areas of
the buildings.

--

Would like them to concentrate on developing relationships with the students and teachers to
help students learn. Really what to have time to teach and work with students and not have so
many meetings and extra data to collect, assessments, and responsibility. I believe we are losing
good teachers to other districts because of this

--

why are you asking these questions now? renovations in process last year with little to none
building input. Where are you at now? Are you starting over or have you made up your minds? I
don’t get what’s going on here.

--

As a secondary educator, I truly believe we should have 9-12 in the same building. We could
use Valley and Valley Southwoods as one campus with Valley Southwoods being the specialty
programs like our CNA classes, etc. This would alleviate some of the problems we see with
consistency in what is being taught between the two buildings and would eliminate a transition
between grade level spans: K-5 in elementary, 6-8 in middle school (maybe build another middle
school by Southwoods), 9-12 at Southwoods and at Valley as one Valley High School campus.

--

Security is a concern in this day and age. There are schools where classrooms do not have doors
or egress; as a teacher, this is frightening when we complete ELF drills.

--

Don’t forget about our facilities as shared community spaces

--

Do wish we had more space so I would not have to share a room

--

Elementary schools need many more small rooms to accommodate small group learning in a
quiet environment

--

Need more early interventions, counselors and social/emotional learning.

--

Yes, we need more space for teachers who are teaching small groups, ex- ESOL, Reading, Title, Sp
Ed, Speech

--

I am very appreciative of the ability to provide input AND I am extremely pleased that the Board
and District is seeking the voice of the community. These designs are beautiful and demonstrate
how out of date our buildings really are.

--

Keep 6th grade in the elementary schools

--

There seems to be a big focus on furniture in this survey. While furniture and room configuration
can help facilitate learning, it is expensive. Does WDM schools have the money for this when we
have had so many budget cuts? It would be more cost-effective to bring back teaming to VSW.
Investing in teacher training to with existing teachers rather than an expensive New Tech contract
would be better for ALL WDM students, rather than just a handful of New Tech students.

--

There are not enough rooms for specials teachers. They should not be teaching in the hallway
or from a cart. Students can learn a lot more if they have an environment where they can use
resources posted on the walls.

--

Many of our teachers are stretched WAY too thin, and will not be able to stay in the teaching
professional long-term due to burnout. Especially our travelling teachers and our general and
vocal music teachers. When looking at neighboring districts of comparable size, we are vastly
lower in our staffing and our teacher/student ratio. As a result, our general music and vocal music
teachers are only able to offer a fraction of opportunities, or offer as many opportunities as they
can, but could have twice or even three times as many students involved if there was additional
teaching staff.
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--

Keep preschool in the schools. It makes the transition to kindergarten easier and allows for
collaboration between the grades.

--

We are lucky to have great students and parents who support exploration and growth through
change.

--

Many Elementary schools lack space to effectively serve students outside the classroom in small
groups. Special area teachers share space with one, two or in some cases three other staff
members. More small spaces are needed to effectively accommodate the needs of students
who get service outside of classroom for ESOL, SPED, title math, reading resource, speech, and
therapy. Six grade learners would be best served in a Jr High environment

--

Please take into account the design of the classrooms of students with significant disabilities. They
are relatively few in numbers, but because of the complexity of their needs, their learning space
needs are very different from other students. Thank you

--

I am really excited we are looking at possibly remodeling the spaces of some of our buildings.
I really hope each building has the same opportunities and we can try to increase current
classroom spaces.

--

It’s a wonderful place to come and work every day with caring teachers and students!!

--

Plans for buildings should match plans for student learning initiatives. i.e., PLC spaces for teacher
collaboration, etc.

--

In regards to feeling safe. We have security guards at the three main entrances, but Valley is
rather large and therefore insecure. Our camera system needs to updated and expanded.
We have old cameras and not very many of them. We need to update and add more-- every
hallway should have a camera installed that will allow for zooming in -- taking screen shots -- and
being able to fast forward. I think it would be very easy for a student to come in and be planning
something that is harmful without being noticed. If we had updated cameras, they could prevent
bad behavior. I think students change their behavior if they know they are being watched.

--

The classrooms that do not have doors need those for safety purposes. I think it is very important
for each elementary building to have a preschool program.

--

I really believe there is not enough loyalty from the main office.

--

Top priority should be the safety of each building. Our doors in the office lock only from the
outside. Just one example of a minor improvement that could have major impact. I also feel like
an enclosed door area with the reception area for visitor sign in that would be in a separate area
from student services would provide more security for the staff and students.

--

Altering the 9th grade building to create an 8th-9th building seems more feasible than trying to
alter 2 junior highs at the same time to add an additional grade level (6th, 7th, 8th) to each.

--

I feel that WDMCSD has a lot of positives when it comes to facilities and curriculum. I would like to
see the special education classrooms have new furniture that meets our unique students needs.

QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? (optional)
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--

I am the Project Based Learning Network Strategist for WDM schools.

--

I have taught in West Des Moines for many years, and have seen many changes in the way our
spaces are utilized, not all for the better.

--

If we are planning to switch 6th grade out of the buildings, the level 3 teachers would like to make
sure that our students are appropriately placed. Currently, 7th graders go to Southwoods. If they
had to go there from 6th-9th grade, that would be an inappropriate placement and would not
be with their peers for an additional year. It would make more sense for there to be additional
level 3 teacher/s at the 6/7 building (if that happens) and continue to keep the teacher/s at the
8/9 building.
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--

If teachers are welcome/needed/invited, I would love to serve on the District committee working
on facilities. I think the need is great and the possibilities exciting! What an opportunity we have to
re-envision our learning environments!!! Thanks for the survey.

--

Instructional coaches are never available when needed....you have to make an appointment at
least 2-3 weeks in advance and then they usually cancel because meeting are important to them
then helping teachers

--

I’m a PBL Network teacher and have access to some of the more collaborative spaces here at
school. Even still, I feel like our kids are missing out on opportunities because of the limits of our
physical walls and spaces.

--

I’m frustrated that a few make decision for many, there are many politics at play in our district doesn’t make for a very pleasant learning environment

--

I travel between buildings and coach. My concern, to be honest is that someone like me would
be forced to travel to a 3rd building if we go to a 6/7 and 8/9 model. Travel to high school, junior
high and 8/9 building to coach.

--

Certain learning spaces have 2-3 and sometimes 4 teachers teaching groups in one small room.
To better our instruction and learning time, we need more designated areas for students who
need specific pull out instruction to better their learning and make it sure the learning time is
productive.

--

I like the idea of an 8-9 building. A one-year building is a lonely place.

--

I’m a reading resource teacher at CSI. I teach grades K-6

--

As a newer staff member, it doesn’t feel very much like my staff is a real community. It seems like
many people don’t know one another. I wonder how that could be changed?

--

I’m a teacher in the district. The BEST thing that happened to us was we got to have a great deal
of input when the designed our new “classrooms” -- we didn’t get everything we wanted, but we
did get a great deal of the things that we felt were best for us! I’m so happy with my classroom--ASK THE STAFF before designing! Architects are great, but they don’t teach! :)

--

I teach special education.

PARENT / GUARDIAN GENERAL COMMENTS
QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about WDMCSD schools? (optional)
--

We have concerns about class size and the limited opportunity that presents to participate
in activities. We prefer to have AP students in separate classes rather than given additional
assignments when grouped with other students. The separate classes provide a more challenging
learning environment.

--

It would be nice if the WDM Jr. High Schools could have the same start time as the high schools.

--

Stop shilling for the developers. Let the citizens come to the school board with ideas for
development. -- Treat the teachers respectfully and pay them appropriately. -- Get a better
curriculum with higher standards. -- Allow teachers to teach for each individual student without
requiring 504 plans.

--

The staff are great! I appreciate the focus on education and character development. They do a
great job!

--

My feedback is primarily regarding Stilwell Junior High. As a parent and school administrator (nonWDMCS), I find the parking lot to be chaotic, unsafe and completely inefficient. During the busy
before/after school drop-off/pick-up times, one of the parking lot entrances/exits is blocked off,
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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forcing parents to enter and exit from Grand Avenue. This is presumably because that entrance
is near the bus lane. I have never seen such a circus in a school parking lot, and on a daily basis.
Furthermore, it is insulting to receive numerous emails and alerts from the school at the beginning
of the year scolding parents for trying to drop their students off on nearby residential streets. Even
more disappointing is that the school administration doesn’t seem to acknowledge that this poor
setup is clearly and undeniably the fault of the district and school administrators for poor planning
and ineffective problem-solving. I encourage the district to resolve this safety issue and train their
building staff on effective communication techniques for engaging parents.
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--

The current classroom sizes seem small for the number of students that use them. The lunch room
is loud. Allow I understand the need for surfaces that are easy to clean, there should be more
sound proofing so that students don’t have to shout over each other. There doesn’t seem to be
enough time to work in enough physical and art education and really get something from it.

--

I think the district needs to rethink school start times, having recess before lunch, and other
strategies that have been shown to improve learning. This will require change within a system that
appears to largely be change resistent.

--

Fairmeadows specifically needs improved signage, it is very dated. Also needs Preschool
relocated to younger hallway. Would like to see improved playground, performance area, bigger
library/media center. Not opposed to moving 6th grade out of elementary and moving it to
Stillwell. Take 8th out of Stillwell and move it to Southwoods.

--

Please make sure we aren’t adding ‘stuff’ just to look innovative, less is actually proven to increase
innovation and creativity. Education doesn’t need fads to be successful. Desks to store your items
and full sized lockers would be better than most of what was shown.

--

When thinking about whether 6th grade should move to middle school or stay in elementary
school, please think about the kids socially. I have seen WDM 6th graders playing at recess and
not just “hanging out” like they often do in middle school. I would hope that if the 6th grade
moves, that significant thought is given to keeping the more youthful/ playful side of the 6th
graders engaged and bringing that energy to the 7th grade as well instead of asking the 6th
graders to grow up more quickly by putting them in a middle school environment a year earlier.
In elementary school, the kids are much less attached to their phone during the day, more
likely to run and play, interact with younger kids (which keeps them playful). I also really like the
mentorship opportunities that our 6th graders have in the elementary school as the oldest, instead
of being the youngest and losing that opportunity.

--

I strongly hope that 6th grade is kept within the elementary schools. Society pressures children to
grow up too fast and being part of the elementary school allows them the freedom to still be a
kid.

--

I think there is increasingly becoming a really bad disparity between older schools and new
schools, not just in the architecture and technology, but even in how the schools are treated
[lawn care, maintenance, etc.].

--

Will WDMCS invest in Reading Comprehension Intensvies at Elementary level (not ESL or general
classroom)...

--

It is very obvious which teachers are holding out for retirement doing as little as possible and which
teachers are actually doing their jobs. -- Valley isn’t safe as noted by all the fights that occur
weekly at the school. -- The classes are too spread out to allow my child to go to his/her locker
during the allotted time period. -- More security people need to be brought into the building
and those people should be able to stop a fight. The current security people are old men or old
women who couldn’t go up against a teen. Some ex-Marines should be called into the school to
police it. -- Valley does very little to help teens who are bullied. -- Valley does very little to remove
disruptive students from the classroom. One student is affecting the learning for the 20+ other
students. I do not understand why a disruptive student is more important than other students.
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-- Why does the Activities Director get paid so much? He has very little to do with educating
students.
--

I am deaf mother who noticed there is a lack of interpreter at school like music show. Please be
aware of deaf parents who like to attend any shows that an interpreter needed.

--

Please keep New Tech integrated with traditional learners. It is hard enough to make and
maintain friendships across teams. Separate spaces/buildings would make this impossible.

--

Would love to see school times change to reflect optimum sleep schedules for various age
groups.

--

Please address the size of Valley. It is way too big with too many students. My older two children
attended there but my youngest is now at Walnut Creek. She has much better access to her
teachers who really know her, her needs, interests, strengths, etc. At the same time she has
access to the variety of electives offered at Valley due to WDMCS being a larger district. Also,
we need to do a better job of more individualized teaching and allowing students to move
at their own pace of learning, again as experienced by my daughter that is in a smaller, more
personalized setting.

--

We’re looked at as leaders. If we’re looking around, realize the grass is not necessarily greener
on the other side. Recently, we’ve been making loose decisions. Chrome books, less text book
teaching, a performing arts center with a family name on it, bathrooms nearby without privacy,
school board paying bills the architect should be paying. The quality of decisions is going down.
Why?

--

Are there any more plans on moving 6th graders into the junior highs and moving 8th graders into
Southwoods?

--

Some of the elementary schools are very diverse and some not really at all. It would be nice to
see all of the elementary schools with more equal amounts of diversity. There have been forums
on how to change the high school culture to be more accepting of differences, it starts at a
young age.

--

I strongly feel that 6th graders should NOT be moved out of elementary buildings. Students do not
have the same maturity level as an 8th grader. I fear that by putting them in the same building,
the 6th graders will be influenced by the older students in a negative way. Keeping 6th grade
in the elementary buildings encourages them to be kind and helpful to the younger students by
being a positive role model.

--

Why not move 8th grade and 9th at Southwoods? Then put 6th and 7th at Stilwell and IH. The
thought of adding a whole other grade level to Stilwell is ridiculous. Have you not considered
the amount of additional traffic this would bring. Stilwell’s drop-off is already a crazy dangerous
morning ritual as it is. Please don’t put hundreds of addtl kids there!

--

The project based learning concept is out of control in elementary classrooms. These kids are not
developmentally ready for this type of instruction. Kids are going to move on in the grades with
missing skills if we continue it at the early ages.

--

I don’t like the math program.

--

I think there is a disservice to students when certain basics like spelling and penmanship are
not taught. Just because there’s computers doesn’t mean you stop writing down information.
Spelling should be taught regardless of technology. Spell check does not pick up all words...
was shocked to find that a highly regarded school district, like West Des Moines didn’t see the
importance of teaching their students to spell. -- Opportunities should be available to ALL students
regardless of race or socioeconomic level.

--

My middle schooler is not getting enough sleep. I wish start times were later in the day. Also, the
bus stops are not safe with only one or two students at the end of the street. Would prefer bus
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stops to be at the elementary schools, so students could have larger numbers waiting and stand
under overhang during bad weather.
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--

I would really enjoy earlier start times at the elementary level and later start times at the high
school level.

--

Please extend the lunch time in the elementary schools, they currently only have 20 minutes and
the clock starts ticking from the time they leave the classroom. This isn’t enough time! -- Also, my
fourth grader only has one recess, this isn’t enough activity for a 9/10 year old. -- Would also like to
see the elementary start at least a half hour earlier.

--

We need to create spaces for groups to visit, hangout, as well as spaces for individual learning
and studying.

--

I know a consideration is moving the 6th grade out of elementary buildings. I liked that WDCS
is about the only metro school that does NOT have a middle school of 6-8. I feel that the best
alternative, if 6th grade needs to be moved, would be to consider a 6-7 building and an 8-9
building. I know the busing and back and forth to school sports etc is more complicated that way
but don’t like the idea of 6th being in with 8th grade.

--

I believe their needs to be plans for developing/building a 2nd high school in this 10 year project.

--

Is 6th grade too mature for the elementary buildings? Are they ready for a larger space with
different opportunities?

--

Absolutely awful parking lot and traffic issues at drop off and pick up or at special events. Please
fix this! It is a safety hazard to our kids when people don’t follow the rules (dropping off/picking up
in the middle lanes). It is also a safety issue when traffic is backed up the way it is. If an emergency
were to happen, there would be no way for Emergency vehicles to even get to the building w/
the way things back up on the roads during key times of the day like drop off/pick up specifically.
I’m very concerned as a parent about this.

--

I would prefer the start times for Elementary to be earlier and the middle schools to be later. Also- I
REALLY like that 10-12 is separate from 9th, however I would like to see 6th and 7th grade together
in the middle schools, and 8th and 9th grade together at Southwoods. I prefer this set up because
of where the children are at developmentally on social and Physical levels. =)

--

All of the ideas in the pictures look amazing but the idea of doing a large scale remodel across
several buildings to achieve this is not something I can support at this time. I also feel that 6th
grade needs to remain in the elementary building. This is one large benefit of the WDMCS.
Remaining in the elementary building allows the 6th graders to have one more year before they
are put into the setting with the older, more socially mature/advanced students.

--

Hillsides gym is too small and needs bleachers.

--

Children/young adults when they graduate High School should be made aware and be taught
the ways of the world. The real world and know how to live outside of parents home and take
care of themselves. How to get along in the world today!

--

As My child has entered high school, I am very disappointed with my child’s opportunity to play
in the sports that he loves. There are too many students out for one sport and coaches only work
with the best. My student athlete would be playing on the field of any other area school. The
high school opportunity to play in the sport you enjoy is gone because so many athletes are out.
Student athletes are then discouraged and quit so their full potential is never seen or built upon.

--

I think we are pushing technology on our kids too early and not taking into consideration the
research backing up the ideas that teenagers who look and screens and don’t interact with
peers struggle to interact as adults. Constant use of screen time is fairly new and we are just now
learning some of the long term effects. We need to slow down.
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--

The pictures are nice, but let’s invest money more wisely. It’s not all about the furniture. Invest
in teachers. Lower class sizes. Create more programs like CNA that take students out of the
classroom and into the real world. I’m confident the amazing WDM teachers are capable of
creating and managing innovation without having to spend $3 million on something like New
Tech.

--

New facilities are fine, but staffing is more important. Some of my student’s teachers have over
170 students at a time on their roster. That teacher burden seems to have a bigger impact on my
student’s learning than the facilities in which he learns.

--

You need a second high school!! The parking situation at Valley is absolutely ridiculous. Keeping
one high school to keep top athletic prowess is one of the things I hate most about WDMCSD.
My kids attend school so they can LEARN, not so they can sustain brain injuries playing football.
LEARNING / TEACHING should be the primary focus of any school district. NOT athletics. One of
my older girls racked up over $1000 in “parking tickets” at Valley... because there were no parking
spots in the lot, and she couldn’t park on the street or surrounding parking lots. If you want to
spend money on upgrading the schools, at least build a parking ramp. Better yet, quit worrying
about beating Dowling at football and build a second high school!

--

Very important to remember what the purpose of the education experience is. The ability to learn
and to take quarters learned to the world experience is not dependent on the coolness of the
learning environment.

--

Please stop spending just to keep up with the Jones’s. It’s about the knowledge/education, not
the look and layout.

--

Please try to keep middle school in elementary buildings. I believe emotional and socially it is
better for the students. It was a major appeal to me as wdmcsd is the only district in the area that
still does this.

--

Please keep sixth grade in elementary school! It is one of the reasons we bought a home in the
West Des Moines School District. Sixth graders fare much better socially and emotionally when
they are stay in elementary schools. Peer pressure becomes intense in middle/junior high years
and suicide rates for middle school children has increased. Enrollments in our district have been
decreasing so there is no reason to invest millions of dollars into moving sixth grade out when
the space issue will self resolve. I currently have a sixth grader at Western Hills this year and I am
so happy that she has the gift of one last year of childhood before having to worry about the
pressures of junior high. I would like the same opportunity be given to my youngest son who is
currently in first grade. Lets continue to show our students that we care about their social and
emotional well being and keep sixth graders where they are at!

--

I never could find my way around Indian Hills... fortunately my student didn’t have any issues with
that. Also, I do think that the junior high schools start way too early. If you are in an after-school
sport or program, the only time you can meet with a teacher is before school which is just too
early.

--

I appreciate your willingness to listen to the larger community, so thanks for that. I have heard
the rumblings about a possible shift from the junior high model to a middle school of sixth through
eighth grades. I’m not a total naysayer about shifting to a middle school, but I’d love to see the
research/data showing the benefits of that model. Anecdotally, we loved our experience at
Stilwell, and I think they have a great thing going over there. I also greatly appreciate the chance
for my kids to have a longer time to mature in elementary school before stepping up to the next
phase of their education, both socially and academically. Finally, I think the data would have to
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be very compelling to initiate such an enormous investment and change to a system that has so
many strengths and successes currently in place.
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--

I’m grateful for this survey and sharing of ideas. Thanks.

--

It would be nice to entice some of our Waukee residents back into our schools by providing them
with a close elementary.

--

We recently moved from Bettendorf. Our elementary school in Bettendorf had one entrance and
exit from the building with security cameras, and it seemed much more secure than Westridge.
This is a concern to me.

--

There are several gray options in these pictures. I personally am not too familiar without th what
the middle and high schools already have, but some of the common area concepts could be
implemented into corrent buildings. Shared space with private space would be beneficial.

--

STEM is the future and good for jobs

--

Our schools are firmly set in academic environments popularized 30 years ago. Does it work...
sure, but we should be remodeling to capture future ways of learning.

--

Great experience with WDMCSD thus far

--

If there is going to be modified spaces in schools, then helping the teachers to use the space and
promote engagement and collaboration will be key for increasing student learning. A brand new
space without modified teaching styles will not be as effective.

--

We need a dedicated gifted school in the district 3-12

--

I understand there are noise complaints about Valley football stadium. I disagree with these
complaints. I have lived close to the stadium for 16 years. It never impacted my children’s sleep
as they grew from infants to teens. It has always been run professionally with never a problem.
My street is used for parking and I’ve never had a problem. The signs of fall are always welcomed
with the band practicing at 6 am and the games going on. It is a beautiful facility and provides
many opportunities for young athletes to play on a top-level surface. The community movie was
a great idea and I feel it is a shame that there were complaints. Keep doing a good job and
know we are not all complaining.

--

I still think the district should have built 2 high schools instead of building the freshman school. Now
look at Ankeny and Waukee - it can be done!

--

We are so thankful for the Rex Mathis building being used for the WDM Homeschool assistance
program. The program has grown enormously over the last few years and is maxing out the space.
There will soon be a need for more classrooms and updated building.

--

I open enroll my son and so grateful for the opportunity. I think WDSM does a great job!! Keep up
the good work!!

--

We are 1st year transfers from another school district. It has been a difficult adjustment and we are
still questioning whether this district was the best decision. Have had little to no communication.
Our student seems ok but misses his old school quite a bit. He seemed to have gotten more one
to one attention and parents had felt more “in the know”. It will probably get better with time,
however the class sizes and number of students concern us. What can the District do to eliminate
our concerns.

--

Stop spending so much time and money on this. Sorry that it’s your job. But it’d be nice if you
would all put your heads together and figure out something different. -- This will take forever
and too many people’s opinions to do it ‘right’. -- But make sure people are in sync with hat
have differing backgrounds and/or lots of experience and/or open minds. -- I bet security is an
increasingly larger issue for more parents as time goes on and we hear about more crazy people.
Too bad. It’d be nice if you could spend some of your facilities money on a police officer with
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a gun to protect our kids - at least one per school. Then you can have as many windows as you
want.
--

I like the K-6, 7-8, 9, 10-12 split.

--

I don’t feel that there is enough inclusion for students in SpEd.

--

Is there a possibility of adding a second high school?

--

Wish there was more extra curricular activities at her school and wish Spanish was taught at the
first grade level instead of third.

--

We cut budgets two years in a row. We lost 1-3 Spanish and down to a part time librarian. The
district brought in a company that held meetings and swayed the answers. If we remodel or
build on they get to bid, conflict on interest. How about we bring back what we lost. Lets be
more financially responsible. Based on past items we spend money for research, and then the
superintendent and/or board does what they want. Waste of money. The space item was put on
hold and then the superintendent and the outside company brought it back with little notice for
folks to attend meeting. We know the goal in bring in more pre-k students, it is a cash cow. The
problem is that we keep expecting Kindg to to more and more and the other grades as well.

--

The principal does not seem to know who my children are and their names. My daughter’s name
is constantly misspelled or mispronounced.

--

Please revise school start times. Research shows elementary students benefit from earlier start
times, and high schools students learn best with later start times. Let’s fix our current start times and
make them better for our kids!

--

Another high school is desperately needed I feel like valley is so full it would be easy for a kid to be
invisible and there’s no way any kids who wants to play sports really has the opportunity to play
and experience high school competition in a real way.

--

Why are there no 7th grade organized athletics? The middle-school start time is way too early!
Surely the district is familiar with adolescent brain research which has shown adolescent brains
don’t wake up till 10:00. Start the elementary schools at 7:30. The unsupervised hours after school
for middle schoolers have also been researched and proven to be “dangerous” time for this
cohort.

--

The high school seems to have a lot of these but the elementary and junior high are aged and
trying to fit square pegs in a round hole.

--

Having a nice looking facility with some architectural features is nice, but functionality, building
maintainence, safety and cost effective is more important.

--

The elementary schools need additional space for support staff to meet with students. Moving 6th
graders would help add additional space.

--

The more natural light, and flexible, collaborative spaces the better....as long as teaching
practices align with utilizing these types of spaces

--

Love our neighborhood elementary schools... Sad when they became overcrowded! Wish we
had another high school instead of trying to keep adding on to our overcrowded high school
that kids can’t even get around and have to carry a full days worth of books since they can’t
make it to a locker between classes

--

I think it’s time to be a bit more progressive. 180 school days is an old concept. It’s time to go
by hours like other districts in our area. Going to school after Memorial Day is a waste. All that
students are doing is recess and movies in the elementary and middle school level. No real
learning is being done. Our district needs to thoughtfully consider this
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--

A second High school would be beneficial to students with lower students to teacher ratio and
would offer more opportunities for students to participate in clubs, activities and teams.

--

I like the school events western Hills hosts

--

Keep up the current partnerships with parents and community like you are doing with the surveys!
Thanks for being a fabulous district.

--

There should be required mental health classes that teach students about mental illness and
how to deal with them and how to deal with others who suffer from them. -- There should also
be required classes on things everyone NEEDS to know how to do. How to sew a button, how to
change a tire, just things they will need to get through day to day life as adults.

--

Counselors should know the kids before making recommendations ... even smart kids don’t need
to be herded through every AP class in existence. “Honors” degrees do nothing for them ... my
kid is at a prestigious university who accepted zero AP credits. The counselors don’t take the
time to know my kid or his plans ... we’d have been better off without their “advice” ... he would
have saved himself a lot of stress and busy work in HS and left time for extra curriculars. We’re not
making the same mistakes with our younger child.

--

School times need to be looked at. The 7:35 start for jr high is a tough one,. Studies should teen
learn better in later in the day. Younger childern better in the early morning. Maybe adjustment
elementary and JR high. times

--

More foreign language opportunities and music/art.

--

Love the idea to have preschool in each elementary

--

I would like to see 6th grade kept within elementary schools

--

My main concerns for classrooms is flexibility, collaboration, engaging atmosphere and growth
opportunities It is great that Indian Hills has removable dividers but Crossroads doesn’t have a
large enough area for more than one class outside of the gym or cafeteria.

--

It’s great to get some good ideas, but we cannot afford most of the stuff in these pictures. Nor do
we need all of them. We need to identify the places our schools need improvement and focus
on those areas. Sports venues are just fine and do not need any further enhancements. I’m sick
of ba-zillions of dollars being spent on sports and the rest of the district getting the leftovers.

--

It is an important transition for preschoolers to be in elementary school. I would rather 6th grade is
moved than preschoolers. It is essential to start them off on the right foot for kindergarden.

--

Some improvements to the district teaching/learning spaces could be done with very low cost
to implement. Color is a big one. Some of the graphics I have seen added lately are a fantastic
addition to the buildings. I really loved our elementary school experience in WDM and their
continued embracing of collaboration space and I see the upper grade schools struggling with
their spaces to increase their collaboration. Some of the district’s investment in furniture has been
very good, but I have concern that there is not a master plan for implementation...or at least I am
not aware of one.

--

I’m very unhappy with the lack of accountability that my 2 students have. There are no real
significant school consequences for not completing work on time. It’s too lax. And I don’t like
that they don’t learn cursive, spelling and vocabulary anymore. This is causing a huge problem
for my 7th grader. These are real world skills they need to have. It shouldn’t matter how fast my
child can read OUT LOUD. Can he read and is he understanding what he’s reading? Can he
pronounce the words? NOPE!

--

the expectations at the middle school level need to be raised. It is very sad if 6th grade is harder
than 7th or 8th grade. How is doing less and hardly ever having homework going to prepare
them for HS?

--

I think there needs to be more resource rooms available for special education and gifted/
talented students as well. There never seems to be enough room space for teaching outside of
the traditional grade level rooms, with the majority of the children.
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--

It’s time to Build 2 10-12 grade High Schools. -- If Ankeny and Waukee can survive athletically so
can we. We need to stop putting sports above the importance of teacher to student ratio. It’s
absolutely ridiculous, and selfish to worry about sports like we do. -- So many kids get looked over
due to the size of our school. It’s truly disgusting.

--

Students need more time between classes in Junior high.

--

WDMCS needs to understand that many of our buildings are outdated and won’t look like new
districts that have built in the last ten years. We never will but reevaluating the space, updating
the teaching space will always allow us to stay competitive. Gather as much feed back from
our teachers as they are the ones who are “in the space” the most and would have the greatest
knowledge of what they need to be the best they can be.

--

I believe the key to success is a strong partnership between the school and the community.

--

Thankfully my student isn’t in JR High anymore, but the start time is way too early for those growing
and developing kids!!

--

My children will not be going to VHS. Too big, not enough exposure for the average, too university
like, not personalized

--

Now is the time to move forward progressively and think about “what” in terms of professions are
we preparing our kids for? Stem, Collaboration, Technology, Medical, and to look at “how” our
kids learn best and in “what” setting...Some very wonderful directions to follow as shown in your
previous questions! Love many of those as “possible” ideas.

--

I think safety should always be first, some areas look cool but I’m not sure they are safe.

--

I would love to see a program like Waukee’s APEX be developed in WDM.

--

Don’t forget about Kids West, for a lot of kids they spend a good chunk of time there each week
and they need a good, functional place to be

--

I do wish you had an optional kindergarten option for those kids with a late summer birthday

--

WDMCSD is positioned to do a better job preparing kids for what’s next and how they can become
exposed to real career opportunities that match their interests and strengths. For instance if an
8th grade child is excellent at math and science, you might consider exposure to an engineering
project as an elective before they hit 9th grade. 8th grade classes feel very traditional and could
expand to better relate curriculum to real world careers. How can jr high begin to better bridge
the kids to areas of interest before they get into high school?

--

A collection of comments numbered by one respondent:
1. Westridge is overcrowded and needs new / bigger spaces created.
2. Westridge is really grey. It needs to have more color added-- it is a drab atmosphere. I
was sad and disappointed when we saw the renovations. It is new, but looks worse than
what we had before. It feels completely institutionalized, boring and not a place where a
child would feel comfortable.
3. Indian Hills needs to be updated, it is very old looking, run down and drab.
4. The libraries at both of my children’s schools need to have a full time librarian. My children
need to have a full time librarian. I have two reluctant readers. When the librarian is at the
school, they come home with excellent book choices, and are excited about reading. When
the librarian is not there-- they are less excited about reading at home. Also, my Junior High
student needs help with research skills. It is difficult for him to get that help, because the
librarian is at two schools.
5. There needs to be more recess time. Children need to be able to run and play during the
day. This will help them concentrate during academic time.
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6. I wish schools had more than one gym-- one for PE, which is important and one for indoor
recess.
7. Students need to have more PE time.
8. It is frustrating to be the parent of a student who is not in ELP. My 7th grade son would love
to participate in Mock Trial & Debate, but he is not afforded this opportunity because he is
a Regular Ed. student. He will take it starting in 9th grade, where he will be behind the other
students. This is not equitable.
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--

I would like to see 7th grade sports offered

--

Why do elementary kids go to school so late in the day compared to HS and Jr. High?

--

Routine maintenance seems to need attention (i.e lawn/grounds care, signage damaged and
not repaired, etc.)

--

Lunch time is too short - my kids constantly complain that they can’t finish their lunch. -- They have
no space or common areas other than class rooms. -- My kids’ school is old and forgotten, the
new schools can implement newer concepts with ease. -- Arts (Music, Drama / Theater, Band,
etc) are minimal at best & require so much of the teachers -- The band/orchestra teachers often
cancel lessons and don’t communicate with parents at all - likely because they are spread so
thin (?) -- we dont have science clubs - robotics, stem, etc. -- we don’t have tech clubs, other
schools offer them for community ed, but I have a job & can’t get my kid across town when i
work downtown. -- we don’t have opportunities to be involved in sports at elementary (including
archery, despite parent offers to run the program) -- school starts and ends at a time that forces
me to pay for before and after school care - it’s ridiculous. Meanwhile, kids at the junior high
level have to be to school at 6:30am if they want to participate in jazz band, etc. Seems a little
backwards to me. -- It feels like socializing is ENCOURAGED at other elementary schools that
we’ve been to and at this school they just want everyone out, asap. -- also, DMPS has adapted
new grading systems - we are still doing needs / progressing / meets? that feels like something
that should have been phased out by now.

--

There is constant talk about overcrowding. Many students in the elementary schools live out of
that schools boundary lines. If each student went where they were zoned to go, perhaps we
wouldn’t need to spend millions of dollars on construction. I think a closer look needs to be taken
at where students live and getting them out if they don’t live in the district. If I moved next to the
school and could not get in and found out that a kid that lives in Adel was taking his/her spot it
would be frustrating for good reason.

--

I am greatly concerned about the possibility of moving sixth grade out of elementary. Not only am
I concerned about space at the junior highs I also work in a 6-8 building for DMPS and I don’t feel
it is best for the younger students. There is a lot of development that happens between 6th and
8th and it isn’t always good for the younger kids to be exposed to that earlier.

--

The teachers and staff are amazing!

--

Athletic opportunities seem to be biased regardless of talent. Too bad.

--

I want to make sure that even though we aren’t building new facilities we can stay competitive
by reinvesting in our existing infrastructure and modernizing our spaces to meet changing learning
environments.

--

My child’s school is overcrowded. Rooms are too small. My child was in a music room for
kindergarten. It adds stress to my child’s life. Exterior parts on the facade look poor and rusty. It
feels poorly maintained. Playground equipment isn’t in great condition and has graffiti. Still, it’s an
adequate building. Not as nice as competing school districts. I would probably purchase a home
in Waukee if I had to do over again. -- Also I feel more money should be spent on extracurricular
learning activities. -- We are concerned about diversity and inclusion due to issues at the high
school and general lack of diversity education in the community. More could be done at the
school and in classrooms at a young age. -- Lastly, my child is bored much of the day. He needs
lessons that are suited to his level. Many children are still reviewing. More extended learning for
children ahead or behind is extremely important to me.
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--

I would like to see all elementary students getting at least 3 recess each day. The kids need more
movement through each day.

--

I think that 4th grade and older should have more than one recess or outdoor learning time per
day. I think that lunches should be 30 min instead of 20 min

--

I love Fairmeadows! Every teacher is so kind and welcoming. When you walk in the school there is
a positive, caring energy!

--

We do want what is best for our children and we hope the administration and teachers can help
lead the school district in the future!

--

I would be supportive of spending more $ on improving our district’s buildings. Western Hills
desperately needs a remodel on the interior and the play space outside is sad and outdated.

--

I don’t believe is a good idea to take 6th graders out of elementary schools.

--

6th grade should be moved out of the elementary. They are not treated like elementary students
in an elementary school; they are similar to 7th graders. 8th graders and 9th graders should be
together.

--

I don’t feel the kids have enough time to eat lunch. Once my kid finally gets their hot lunch and
sits down, she has about 5 minutes to eat it in order to still get recess time with her friends.

--

Please keep 6th grade in ELEMENTARY! I am not sure you can fully understand the shift that has
happened to most other school districts who have moved 6th grade up with 7etc. It is THE prime
age to instill confidence, leardership, the importance of being a good role model, keeping
elementary aged family students together, helping younger students to and from school, and
in school. I have seen 6th grade in a number of different configurations and the traditional K-6
best supports all students at those grades. Other systems see problems of immaturity, fitting in,
leadership, etc in more higher grades (6,7,8,9) when 6th grade is moved. It is a lot that changes
that schools and systems of thought do not seem to take into account.

--

I feel that we have a great district and a wonderful staff of teachers that do an amazing job of
teaching our students. I hope that as we continue on this journey of looking at the best utilization
of spaces, that we focus on functionality and cost effectiveness. At times the district is about
appearances or making a statement. We don’t need statement buildings in order to teach our
children well. We need quality teachers to teach our children. Maybe the spaces we build aren’t
high tech or in vogue...maybe they are more cost effective and functional.

--

Above all, one of the themes of my commentary is We, the Citizens and Taxpayers of our
communities desire our schools to be top-notch. But we believe a top notch school is defined
by employing Top notch instructors (ands compensating them well for good performance) and
employing top notch curriculum. A top notch school is NOT defined by how much the Architect
and builders profited from the building project. we don’t want them run-down, but we also don’t
wasn’t glass cathedrals that metaphorically spit in our faces when we look at our Increasing
property and local sales option taxes either. A well performing teacher should have a home that
is more luxurious then his or her Classroom.

--

The playground at Westridge Elementary is positioned at the opposite end of the school from
the cafeteria which means students either have to walk through the hallway to get to recess or
around the school building. Both of these scenarios cause problems. If the students walk through
the hallway there is a noise issue especially with no doors on the classrooms. If the students
walk around the building (and this is of much more concern to me) they leave through the side
doors by the cafeteria and follow the sidewalk around the building to the playground. This is a
huge safety issue. I can’t be certain about the children in the lower grades, but I know that 3rd
grade an above are not supervised during this time. The doors from which the children exit has a
sidewalk that leads to the bus lane and the parking lot then around the front of the school next
to the front drive and just off of E.P. True parkway then finally to the play yard where the recess
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monitors can not see them until they are on the playground. Without any supervision, and the fact
that the children aren’t dismissed from lunch in groups, but as they finish lunch it would be all too
easy for one of them to leave the school grounds or be abducted and no one would be any the
wiser until class resumes. Also there is a public trail that runs ther perimeter of the playground and
no fencing. Especially enlight of recent abduction attempts I do not feel that my children are safe
at school due to these factors. If fencing isn’t an option I strongly urge that adult supervision be
mandated.
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--

I think we really need to work on class size. Moving students around is a great idea to get
preschool students in. I would rather see the focus be on students rather on flashy gyms, hallways,
etc, like we saw in many of the pictures.

--

This was a great survey! I really enjoyed looking at the pictures and thinking about all of the
options.

--

I’m sad that their are not leadership programs at the elementary age (specifically Western Hills).
Their focus seems to be about controlling behaviors with no focus on student leadership

--

I would love for the classroom sizes to go down. I know it’s hard but it’s so much better for the kids.
I also wish there was more space at westridge, especially in Kindergarten. Thankful to not have
a kindergarten classroom by band/lunchroom/gym this year. It played a major factor in which
teacher I was hoping for my child. Had nothing to do with the actual teacher. I also am eager for
the new entrance that was talked about to be out in place at westridge, that would force visitors
to go through office. I would feel safer for my kids.

--

Elementary school teaches to one level. HS has many options. Elementary schools needs more
advanced learning options. Some of our kids are learning nothing in these grades.

--

Many of these images look to have a lot of wasted space and thus wasted money. I wonder how
much actual “learning” our future “learners” or students will?

--

Would love to see some of our schools renovated and become more modern. Most of those
pictures I just looked at would be great advancements compared to what we have now.

--

Are you going to consider letting teenagers sleep a little. Currently band for 6th graders is at 7:30
am, which means they are up at 6:30 and Jr. High starts really early. Most sleep specialist say that
is too early for them.

--

Please consider making a second high school and changing the ridiculously early start times at
junior highs (kids have too few opportunities to deeply participate in the mega high school and
junior high kids fight tiredness continually)

--

I really like keeping the 6th grades with the elementary. They have their whole lives to be
grownups and should stay young as long as they can.

--

Students need more time to get to class and have restroom breaks. The congested stairway at
Valley needs changed.

--

I would like you to consider changing start times for elementary, middle and high school. It seems
the elementary aged kids should start earlier and middle high school kids should start later. I’m
not sure what evoked this change in the past. Seems like younger kids could use more play time
after school and middle/high school aged kids would have more time to engage in getting
proper amounts of sleep rather than afternoons of potential trouble. Especially with the amounts
of homework required these days. -- I also like the sixth grade transition within elementary schools. I
have one experiencing the transition now (and highly appreciate the fact that he is experiencing
it without older kids influence) and hope my second child gets to have the same experience.
-- More PE, music, arts needs to be added to our curriculum. It is sad to me that these activities
which are proven to stimulate even greater learning and healthier mental and physical health are
becoming less and less important/accessible within school hours.
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--

The locker situation at Valley needs to be resolved. Neither of my kids has ever used a locker and
carrying those heavy backpacks around all day led to back problems in one kid. Plus, we’ve
had to invest in lined flannel shirts that aren’t too hot in doors, but allow the kids to avoid wearing
jackets to school as that would require a locker.

--

I’m in favor of shifting 6th grade to middle school and 8th grade to Southwoods

--

WDMCSD wastes a lot of money on unnecessary things and we have too many administrators.
The schools place too much focus on just a few kids (normally the non-performing kids) and not
enough focus on the rest of the kids (especially the gifted kids). I grew up in WDM and went
to elementary all the way through Valley. It is sad to see what has happened with our schools
in WDM. They are focused on bringing everyone down to a lower level rather than raising kids
up to a higher level. Churning out average kids is not what an Iowa education is all about.
Focusing on things like everyday math and other national programs have the opposite effect
of what is intended, as it drags everyone down, rather than lifts everyone up. Keep your politics
and political agenda out of our schools. Focus on teaching the kids and making them the best
students they can be. This has been lost in WDM as the schools have caved to politics. There
is too much attention given to making sure no one’s feelings are hurt rather than teaching and
learning by the kids. You wonder why parents are flocking to the private schools or homeschooling has increased so much. As long as you are pushing political agendas, you’ll never see
progress and things will continue to fall back. If you would instead focus on the kids, you would be
amazed at how good our schools could be. It is sad that you won’t leave your politics out of our
schools.

--

I feel that we need to have metal detectors at the school entrances. It would make me feel safer
sending my child to school every day Also, we need to figure out a way to have sophomore’s
park in the VHS lot. With the threat of abductions in the area lately as well as the fight in the
sophomore lot, they need to be on school premises.

--

I hope the WDMC continues to support the arts.

--

I support expanding preK opportunities into all elementary schools. -- ideally wrap around care
can also be provided. -- and state funds...

--

I REALLY feel like the schools are focusing too much on certain ways of teaching and meeting
certain number goals instead of actually making sure the students are learning and RETAIN the
information. There needs to be more focus on “real life”. Also, Parents don’t need updated on
every single little thing our kids are doing. I mean I love my 3 sons but wow, they need to learn
responsibility not have me get an email that there is a late assignment or something, if he has to
learn the “hard” way then so be it. AGAIN, REAL WORLD!!! If you don’t finish a work project on
time there are concequences, your boss won’t call you guardian and say your son/daughter
didn’t finish their presentation in time. I personally feel as though the schools aren’t teaching
enough of LIFE SKILLS, I get education and knowledge but that alone isn’t going to get them
through life or prepared for it when the time comes.

--

I feel it is important that the 6th graders stay at the elementary level.

--

some schools seem to get more of an advantage over others. newer neighborhoods seem to
better schools while older schools get left behind. they also seem to reflect the average income
of the area surrounding them

--

Stilwell, VSW, & VHS are all positive learning environments. Fairmeadows is not a positive learning
environment. While some teachers are wonderful, others yell and are rude. The 6th gr team are
nice people but need behave more professionally, treat students with respect and raise the bar. I
believe if they did they would be happier and get more out of their students.

--

I am truly proud to be a WDMSD parent and am grateful for the opportunities my child has.
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--

The play ground at western hills is extremely run down/broken. The “hanging zip line” Does not
move unless the child forces it to. Step areas are cracked. This has to be updated as its been a
topic within a lot of parent circles.

--

Using the restroom between classes can be challenging. Need more sports options that can
provide opportunities for kids that aren’t identified as the chosen ones. My kids feel lickers are
useless remove them to make space for some more useful and digitize all books.

--

It was important for me have my kids go to school in the WDMSD because I had a great
experience going there when I was a kid.

--

I think the 6th grade students should be in a middle school environment instead of elementary.

--

It seems like the students with behavior challenges in the elementary school are becoming
more and more challenging. There are times when a room has to be shut down for a disruptive
student, or we can’t use a hallway for the same reason. It would be nice if there was a better set
up for those students so they didn’t negatively affect the other students. I think it is a “catching”
behavior as well, the borderline students see what they can get away with.

--

The parking and drop off at Clive Learning Center needs improvement for safety of the children
and those entering the building. -- Sit stand stations. -- Conflict of Interest with coaches employed
by the HS and the Select Club Leagues, if you are not on select, you do not play in high schoolthat is driving people to send their kids to VanMeter or Norwalk. -- Sixth Graders should be with
7th graders. -- I like the idea of the Southwoods school with 9th graders coming together as one
class-gives kids the opportunity to be as one graduating class and meet others from the second
junior high and keeps older classmen from dating freshman (typically).

--

I feel like WDMCSD is the best school district. I like the opportunities that this district allows students
and I like the diversity it offers.

--

Would be great if there were more music/performing arts opportunities for younger elementary
kids. My daughter is in 2nd grade and has never had a school concert or program at Jordan
Creek. Also an elementary drama program/club would be great - some of the elementary
schools do a school play, others (including JC) do not.

--

Would like to see more extra curricular activities/school sports available for 7th grade. Seems
like all opportunities are reserved for 8th graders. -- Jr high starts too early. -- Drop off at Stilwell is
problematic. City of WDM should do better job working with school officials.

--

Our elementary school is not safe. My kids attend Westridge, and while there is a parent check
in procedure, it is not enforced at all. You push the button to get in, and the people in the office
aren’t even looking at you, so you could walk in and get to anywhere in the building. I know this
is stressful and parents will complain, but I am way more concerned about the safety of my child
than ticking off a parent for being mildly inconvenienced.

--

Need two high schools so more kids have an opportunity to participate in non-classroom offerings

--

1. metal detectors for front doors needed 2. keep lockers need something to hold personal items
3. Lunch needs to be longer than 20 min- the kids woof down food makes for bad eating habits.
It is a social time & release for them too. 4. I VOTE NO for moving 6th graders from grade schools
to Stillwell etc. 6th Graders earned the right to be the coolest kid in the building- bragging rights pride for the school - It helps them have empathy of younger kids too.

--

It seems like all of the schools that I have been in offer very little natural light into the rooms. I
don’t know if this was done for a safety reason or not, but all of the pictures presented in the
survey had plenty of natural light.

--

We are happy with many of the teachers our children have had over the years, but are
disappointed to hear them indicate that a teacher doesn’t show them the fundamentals for
solving math problems, for example, or doesn’t adequately prepare them for tests. We are also
frustrated that our kids doubt their talents and intelligence, because these thoughts don’t come
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from our home where we encourage and recognize them for their talents. In some areas, our
children have lost confidence in themselves, either through a lack of encouragement or, worse,
intimation that they aren’t talented in areas.
--

Parking - there’s seems to be a short supply, especially during conferences, etc. at elementary
and middle schools. More parking for students at high schools.

--

The 6th grades should stay with elementary schools. I taught 6th grade and have had 3 6th
grade daughters myself. The maturity between 6th graders and 8th graders is huge. Some major
damage could be done by putting 6th graders in that environment just to help with space issues.

--

I would really like you to consider splitting Valley High School into two schools. The size of each
class is just too big. I am not sure I feel comfortable sending my children there when they are
at this level. Rethinking the use of space at the middle, freshman and high school levels, is
necessary.

--

Yes, I have always felt that WDMCS has always dealt with and treated my children fairly. I
never had seen overt racism for my Hispanic children. However, this year at Valley my son
has experienced what i would call under the radar racism. Meaning he may be treated more
abruptly or with less tolerance or communication than some of his peers who are white. I think
that some Valley teachers/Coaches have become experts at hiding it from administration and i
believe this is way racial tensions continue to be high at Valley

--

All teachers, administrators and staff need to understand the importance and positive impact of
recognizing and rewarding academic achievements and being good (character, befriending,
caring, leadership/responsible) students/kids. Publically recognizing and rewarding these students
so all kids/students can see and better understand the importance and impact of academic
achievements and being a good (character, befriending, caring, leadership/responsible) kid/
student.

--

The elementary activities, arts and sports all seem to depend on which school district you live in,
which is a gross disservice to kids who would thrive from these activities.

--

I don’t think you should move the 6th grade to jr high

--

We need innovation for our future. Provide spaces that help foster creativity and innovation.

--

General music rooms need more space and/or more rooms so that teachers aren’t teaching in
regular classrooms on a cart. -- Instrumental rooms need to be bigger especially at Western Hills.
All elementary schools should have a space for orchestra and band so that both can teach at
the same time not in hallways.

--

7th grade sports!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! There’s enough money. West Des Moines youth have strong youth
athletic backgrounds by 7th grade. Let them dominate the metro area!

--

The future will be bright.... if planned correctly. My family LOVES WDMCS.

--

I have concerns about the lack of new playground equipment at Western Hills Elementary. Old
swing sets were removed this summer while construction was being done and not replaced. The
children have a lack of equipment and what they do have is outdated and seems unsafe. Is there
a plan to replace or update what is currently on the grounds?

--

Westridge needs more space. We have art in a cart where the students have to have art in their
normal classroom. My son and daughter have to take PE in the cafeteria, should be enough
space for them to have in the gym. We have a kindergarten room in a 1st grade pod. Each
kindergarten room should have a restroom and their lockers inside the room. The pods create a
very unsafe environment should their ever be an intruder. Each teacher needs doors that close
and lock to protect the students.
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--

I feel like there is a huge developmental difference between 6th graders and 7th-8th graders. I
don’t feel like 6th graders should be in junior high at that age. 6th graders are on the average 12
years old and to be in school with students who could be 14-15 years old is a very large jump.

--

SAFETY is number one priority: Who can get in the schools and do they belong there. Playground
safety.

--

My son is a sophomore this year and has had an IEP up until this year. I feel like he’s been left on
his own to figure it out.He’s had amazing help up until getting to Valley. It has been very difficult
transition this year. He is use to having someone that he can talk to if he needs help, someone
that understand his abilities and disabilities. If I were a parent that didn’t watch my kids grades
and talk to him, he would be failing almost every class... NO DOUBT. There needs to be a system in
place so that the “in between” kids aren’t falling through the cracks.

--

Balance out the resources better between the elementary schools. Jordan Creek has many more
than the others. Resources seem limited to those from other areas of the district. The constant fund
raising needs to stop also.....

--

Seems to be falling behind other districts, such as Waukee and Johnston.

--

Small rooms for offices and where small groups can go that isn’t the chaos of the hallway are
useful and there aren’t enough of them.

--

I think they way they are set up is fine the way they are. I like 6th grade being with the elementary
schools; this doesn’t need to change.

QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? (optional)
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--

My student is only in preschool. Most of my responses are based on my own experience up
through grad school.

--

I have students at the elementary, jr high, and high school level. One is in love with NTN, one
tolerates it, and the other would have had to change districts if it had been implemented in their
grade.

--

If any spots open up, please contact me at Kerry Colwell 515-770-5644. I am both a parent and
employee

--

New to the area; struggling to find support for child in this new environment. Child is feeling picked
on by peers and some school staff.

--

I would love to be a part of the planning process, from both a personal and professional
perspective I believe I could offer a lot of positive feedback and solutions. [zane muntz]

--

I’m a WDMCS parent, but also an elementary teacher in another district.

--

We are white, middle class family that lives in Urbandale. And we support our daughter’s
education

--

Currently have 3 kids in elementary.

--

I teach at a middle school in Waukee. I wanted my children in the WDMCS, but appreciate all
that Waukee has done to ‘modernize’ facilities - lots of flexible seating, areas for collaboration,
and spaces that spark creativity.

--

I’m the parent of a preschool student so I don’t know too much about the school right now. I just
see her classroom and not the rest of the building.

--

I have 6 children. 2 have graduated from WDMCS. I have 3 in schools right now - and 1 more to
come. The WDM staff (with a couple exceptions) have been wonderful. The facilities need work.
And I understand lack of funding... but when a decision was made to build a 9th grade school
instead of a second high school (or I believe the choice at that time was to renovate Valley), I lost
some faith.
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--

Nuclear family, seven children, experience with both public and private education. Middle-class
income. Very interested in secondary education that enhances the college experience. By this I
mean in the educational sense, I don’t mean they were at relaxation sense

--

Just a stay at home mom of 2 girls. A preschooler at Fairmeadows Elementary School, and a 2.5
year old. I would love to be more involved. It is hard with having a 2.5 year old to do some things.

--

I didn’t answer any of the questions with pictures because I didn’t like that there was no option
to just answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’. I had to choose either ‘yes, thankfully’ or ‘yes, unfortunately’... my
answer in most cases would have been indifferent.

--

I have 4 children so I’m pretty involved with the schools.

--

I have helped design secondary schools in the metro.

--

Came here from a local private school and we are so glad we made the move! Love it at Stilwell!

--

We are homeschooling two children and love the partnership with WDMCSD. Parent involment
in education is a win/win for the district. It cost the district very little compared to the traditional
student and can offer the same high quality education. I would love to see this partnership
continue and expand as more families choose this option.

--

I think public schools waste a lot of money. I’m more interested in making my kid smarter. You guys
don’t have to provide everything for everyone. Parents are responsible for a lot of it. Unfortunately
we have a lot of crappie parents out there with little guidance and little means to help their kids
get ahead.

--

We used to go to Hillside. Even though we still reside in that neighborhood, we switched to
enrollment at Western Hills.

--

Parent of two, one current WDM student, one future

--

Parent of 6th grader and 8th grader. Been in district since Kindergarten. Really like the district.
Concerned that Westridge proficiency scores dropped since new administrator, but this is likely
also due to a change in the school population due to Phoenix closing and new boundaries being
drawn.

--

I Have been in the construction industry for over 30 years, mainly in the HVAC sector of the
industry.

--

I’m a new parent in the district. My thoughts are based on the little experiences I’ve had with the
district up to this point, as I have a kindergartner. I am also an educator in a neighboring district.
Ensuring that our schools become and maintain 21st century learning environments is a priority to
me. I feel that Hillside has accomplished this, but do not know if all other buildings in the district
are comparable.

--

Attended Crossroads, Indian Hills and Valley and my children are as well. I am a teacher in
another district but WDM is where I wanted my children.

--

The liberal bent to the teachers at valley is appalling. I don’t care what your political leanings are,
but I’d prefer you do your job instead of sharing your political opinions. My kid is there for calc stick to that please.

--

Parent of kindergartner with a preschooler starter in 2 years. And a baby on the way. So will be
enrolled in West Des Moines schools for many years to come.

--

I am a veterinarian in West Des Moines. I grew up in WDM and went to Fairmeadows, Stilwell
and graduated from Valley in 1991. I now have a son who started school at Fairmeadows as a
kindergartener and is now in 5th grade.

--

I have been extremely happy with Fairmeadows school. It feels smaller than other schools. The
teachers and staff are incredible!
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--

I am an architect with over 20 years experience in school design and I am NOT interested in
stepping on the district architect’s toes (they are doing fine), I just would like to help share some of
my knowledge to make all of WDM schools better and would love to help the team if needed.

--

Why do we have a separate 9th grade building? I would rather see two high schools instead of
9th graders in a building by themselves.

--

I’ll have a child in your schools in about 5 years, and I’m excited to see what ideas from these
photos you take into consideration! As an eLearning/Training developer for adult learners, this was
a really cool experience and very informative!

--

I work for the Construction Company that built the New Johnston High School. It incorporates
MANY of these ideas previously shown. I am interested in helping in this planning in any way I can
as long as it will not jeopardize my company’s future to have the possibility of building for the
District in the future. I would love to arrange a tour of the New Johnston High School to the focus
group, or School Board to showcase some of the innovative things they did.

--

This is our first year in the district and we are so pleased!

--

I am a kindergarten teacher in a neighboring school district.

--

Looks like our future “learners” will be more indoctrinated versus educated, i.e. political
correctness.

--

I love our community, but I despise wasteful public spending. Good enough is good enough.
A student doesn’t learn better because he/she sits in a $300 chair while being taught by a
unengaging underpaid teacher, so invest in the main thing if you want my support.

--

I am a mom of a 4th grade student with ADHD. When schools are remodeled or laid out students
with all types of disabilities are often over looked. Schools really need to make these students a
priority too!!!

--

I think to many activities and school get out way to early during the day.

--

I have four kids in four schools, two elementary due to the special needs of my youngest, so life
is a little crazy. As a whole I love the district but there are tech advances that could be used to
progress our district

--

Parent to 5 kids in WDMCSD. 4 at Westridge and 1 at VSW. I am an employee in a neighboring
school district in an elementary building and it is very interesting and informative seeing the
differences and similarities.

--

Currently all mine are young, 2nd, Kinder, and two not yet in school. Used to teach at valley so
have some long term perspective. Proud of the district we are in!

--

My husband and I both grew up in WDMCS, he went to Clegg Park and I went to Rex Mathis (We
were both one of the last 6th grade graduates of those schools.) We both than went through
Stilwell, Southwoods, and Valley. We now have our daughter, who is currently a Kindergartner at
Clive LA. I am excited to see all the changes the school district has planned and how the schools
will change and evolve into the future and with all the new technology we now have!

--

I moved to West Des Moines in order to give my children opportunities. I hope that schools
continue to promote these for kids.

--

I don’t really think so but as you can tell I really like to give my thoughts and opinions :) I would be
willing to continue in the future if needed.

--

Parent who has worked in the district previously

--

I currently teach and coach in a neighboring urban district. Would love to work in schools like
these examples.

--

I am a Director at a local insurance company who specializes in insuring schools. I was also a
teacher at WDMCS. We constantly educate our insureds and agents on creating safe schools
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and what really needs to happen. I would be more than happy to offer free advice and credible
materials on how to do this appropriately. This would include speaking with school employees on
how to have discussions with parents who don’t like check in procedures.
--

I am a mother of a second grade and kindergarten students at Western Hills Elementary School.
My daughter will be attending Western Hills in two years. I hope that she will have the opportunity
to participate in the Bilingual Immersion Program.

--

I’m an involved parent who volunteers ALOT and pays attention

--

Always invested and involved. Would love to help if needed. Am a Creative Director at a
marketing agency, so, if you need that sort of volunteer skill set.....

--

My daughter will be entering 7th grade, Stillwell. She is terrified of walking to school. (recent
stranger danger in the news) I wish there was a before and after school program in middle
school, like Kids Club, that she could attend before and after school. So she is safe at school from
7:30- 5pm until mom and dad are done with work.

BUSINESS COMMUNITY COMMENTS
Prompt: If WDMCS schools had __________________, then our community could _____________________.
-Technical school, a learning void would be filled and all students would thrive.
-More off site events, support and help those students
-trauma-informed staff, thrive
-Two high schools; Provide more opportunities for our students.
-required volunteering throughout all years of school; provide opportunities for students to
volunteer, which teaches them 1) to give back, and 2) gives them experience performing a
specific task
-required community volunteer requirements; help provide opportunities for kids to serve, which
then teaches them collaboration and teamwork
-more space in our elementary buildings; then there would be room for volunteers to meet with
children in quiet spaces and students would benefit then benefit the community.
-Vision, excellence and rigor
-Sexual assault prevention courses then we could raise awareness on the issue and train girls to
defend and boys that women do not belong to them and they should be a part of prevention
-two high schools; have more inclusion
-mental health supports; help more community members
-This is a poorly worded question! Is it a trick? If WDMCS had more MONEY then our community
could do ALOT MORE?
-Equal opportunity, better serve everyone.
-adequate funding and less layers of management; regain its reputation for having a top tier
school system
-Excellent schools; Thrive

QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about WDMCSD schools? (optional)
--

Years ago a theatre sight was considered between Southwoods and the LRC. Has this space
been considered for an addition of a tech and STEM school that can service kids from
Southwoods, Valley and Walnut Creek? It would also help to eleviate the overcrowding at each.

--

I’d like to see Valley’s performing arts center used for more community functions.

--

Since my graduation four years ago, I have never visited VHS to see a teacher (with whom I had
always made an appointment) without being harassed by the security guards. Those guards
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were patronizing and disrespectful to us as high school students, and they have continued that
behavior towards me as a successful alumna. I do not visit former teachers inside the building
anymore, therefore I do not get to see new developments inside my own high school. One time I
was actually denied physical access and had to call the cellphone number of my teacher, who
had to physically meet me at the door, in order to come inside. As someone who has seriously
considered being a future donor to this school district, the treatment I’ve received from the school
safety officers as a graduate has left me angry and disappointed. In addition, as a student of
security and peacebuilding, I believe that the way our schools approach security procedures
must be completely overhauled in order to facilitate a strong and respectful community. Finally,
I have been incredibly disheartened by the administration’s handling of cases of alleged assault.
Many of my close friends in the school district faced major (and sometimes legally questionable)
challenges posed by administrators when seeking safety and justice for the assaults they survived
by other students. This is unacceptable and must be changed. We cannot be a school district
that leaves assault survivors (mainly young women) behind while we make pathetic excuses for
perpetrators (mainly young men). The way we address these cases should follow a restorative
justice process, one that I’m sure many board members and administrators are familiar with.
Complacency is no longer an option.
--

Although my kids have all graduated, has consideration been made to year-round school?
Seems that could be a competitive advantage to ramping up quicker at the start of a new
grade if there is less summer time off. Also, would allow for more evenly spread out family time
with longer breaks throughout year. Would like to see a better balance with competition and
inclusion - it’s ok for kids to know they are not going to be given an award each time they
participate. It’s important to provide different ways for kids to win - since not all are gifted in
sports or academically, but some are gifted in relationships, or in compassion, or in empathy, or in
leadership, or in teaching - and it’s important for kids to know they all can be good at something,
but it most likely will not be the same thing as their neighbor.

--

Valley Southwoods sits on one of the highest points in West Des Moines. It has a million dollar view
looking south and west yet there are no windows! What a waste! Indian Hills is the worst! All of the
kids are crammed into a few little pods divided into classrooms. They don’t get outside and there
is no natural light. Something missing from the photos was outdoor dining rooms or patios outside
of the library. I am a big fan of outdoor living spaces. The Valley cafeteria/open period space is
fantastic!

QUESTION: Is there anything else you would like us to know about you? (optional)
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--

I care about this school and this school district. I attended WDMCS from kindergarten through 12th
grade. The education I received allowed me to excel academically (finishing with a GPA above
4.0), develop musically (becoming orchestra concert master my senior year), and train athletically
(4-year varsity player). I am grateful for the opportunities and education WDMCS offered me
-- I certainly would not be the person I am today without the guidance of the many teachers,
administrators, coaches, conductors, and support staff I encountered. I want WDMCS to reach
new heights, which are unfortunately often highlighted when we fail as a community. My previous
comments are meant to be taken very seriously, but not out of malice or spite; rather, I am taking
the time to convey all of this because I love this community and I want its current and future
students to inherit a stronger, safer, and more reliable school community.

--

I’m a recent alum who has been through the system and came out pretty good but watched a
lot of my peers struggle and not fit the system

--

I am a former WDMCS student and a future educator and it would be an honor to teach in any of
the WDMCS schools. I believe I got a wonderful education as a student and now looking back
after being educated to be a teacher I believe so even more.
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Image Survey Responses
An optional section of the survey included various images, drawings, photographs of
example spaces in other school facilities. Respondents were asked whether to compare
these examples with their current schools and to offer any additional insights and opinions
of the spaces shown. The following summarizes the image-based section of the survey.

For each image, the following questions were posed:
1) Do you have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, thankfully!

•

Yes, unfortunately!

•

No, thankfully!

•

No, unfortunately!

•

Not Sure

2) Would you like this type of environment in your schools?
		

Yes, here’s what interests me:

		

_____________________________________________________

		

No, here’s what concerns me:

		

_____________________________________________________

		

Not sure, it could be cool, but I worry about:

		

_____________________________________________________
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 1: a collection of 20th Century classrooms

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?

•

Yes, here’s what interests me on image #1:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“Yes, its simple and clean.”
-“I like how there’s windows in every classroom.”
-“Not too bad just plain so if you like plain then keep it”
-“Many classes are in one area which is convenient, classes are closer this way”
-“Yes because the linear style makes it easier to locate classrooms.”
-“this allows a structured, segmented, and focused area for specifically math topics”
-“Organization can lead to efficient movement through building. Simplicity is sometimes good”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes)
-like windows in all classrooms
-there’s “a time and place” for this type of organization in education - for example, testing
-like that classrooms have doors
-organized, streamlined, easy to navigate
-sense of safety/security, ease of lock-down

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes)
-traditional structure is good, familiar, uniform, predictable, “worked for me”
-organized, efficient, consistent, easy to navigate, get to class o time
-all classrooms have doors, and good separation from other spaces
-all classrooms have windows
-fewer disruptions and distractions, better focus
-equity - all rooms are identical
-effectiveness of this layout is dependent on what is being taught, what grade levels, etc.
-some students thrive within this degree of structure
-nothing interests me, too traditional, hoping for more 21st century designs

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”consistency for children”
-”Windows to fresh air in all classrooms.”
-”Cost efficiency in constructing the spaces.”
-”I like the traditional format for some areas of study, but not all”

•
		

No, here’s what concerns me on image #1:
STUDENT RESPONSES
-”Does not allow individuality ”
-”you have to sit in rows in desks”
-”you dont have as flexible of a space ”
-”There is no distinction between rooms”
-”It can get boring and lead to lectures that bore kids and make them not pay as much
attention.”
-”The chairs are literally attatched to the tables. They’re hard to get in and out of when they’re in
little groups. We have to organize them like that for tests.”
-”organization, and boring structure”
-”Sometime’s it’s hard to see and it gets boring just sitting in rows.”
-”If so many classes are in one area and put into one hallway, the hallway will be very crammed”
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“The way we teach has changed and so should our learning environment/classrooms.”
-too rigid/structured, inflexible, boring, outdated, not conducive to learning for most kids
-too conducive to silos, teacher-driven, “military” organization, limiting, institutional
-“Students like to be interactive. The days of a teaching standing in the front and lecturing are
gone.”
-no space for interaction, collaboration, movement,
-no diversity or variety of spaces for various activities - all too much the same
-dull and boring, not supportive of creativity, communication, collaboration or creative thinking
-“we learn from one another, and this isn’t conducive to that.”
-no individual or small group areas, especially needed for special ed programs and services
-not real-world, not supportive of group work
-this model does not allow for different learning styles
-“In order for the students to own their learning, collaborative space must be provided and
encouraged.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“This is too old fashioned, things need to be mixed up and different in other rooms, also make the
kids walk a little more, create a couple extra hallways if need be.”
-Too rigid, inflexible, boring, uninspiring, inflexible, impersonal/unpersonalized, dull, uniform,
structured. “Seems like a prison”
-No shared space, collaboration space, group work, cummunal/gathering or social spaces
-too “20th century”, support of memorization as THE way of learning
-Not all students learn the same, this space doesn’t allow for that vatiety, “one size doesn’t fit all”
-seating is outdated and rigidly arranged, looks uncomfortable, doesn’t promote movement
-hallways will be crowded during passing
-looks clinical and institutional, sterile and controlled, utilitarian
-not real-world, doesn’t match the current/future job market, won’t prepare kids for the future
-not conducive to collaboration or interdisciplinary instruction
-won’t inspire participation nor “cross-polination of minds”
-not enough creativity

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”too sterile, too static, boring”
-”One central hallway would be too crowded for high school level.”
-”This doesn’t fit the learning styles of all students, does not work for many students”
-”Capatalistic structure of power hierarchies.”

•
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”In this picture the difference to Valley Highschool would be that the inner classrooms would not
have windows.”
”It’s not secure, and it looks boring”
”it is way too organized”
”these arrangements arrangements dont allow for easy collaboration and discussion”
”The same thing gets boring”
”it’s too uniform”
”They look too small and everyone is sitting in rows, hard to do partner work.”

Not sure, image #1 could work, but I worry about:
STUDENT RESPONSES
-”Learning is by class, not by student”
-”All the students in the hallways after class ends, traffic jams”
-”the simpleness of the layout”
-”too many students in halls after class”
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-if there would be enough space for all the activities we need to do
-“I like that it appears easy for parents and students to find classrooms, but it lacks innovation”
-“I worry about students with anxiety issues.”
-Not enough space for meaningful collaboration, but good for direct instruction.
-It is what kids are used to, but I think it can change to more collaborative seating.”
-may work well for some students some of the time
-how to provide equal access to instruction when it’s this uniform and kids are not
-not enough large spaces for activities, very little ability to have students move freely from one
class to another

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-too “cookie-cutter”, but sound isolation between spaces is good
-“This is fine if we just want our students lectured and not connecting with other students”
-lack of fun and inspiring space
-different grades/programs/courses need different environments
-hierarchical structure of teachers in front and students in rows
-“Other Districts being more progressive with the classroom facilities, and people being attracted
to that and moving out of District.”
-not flexible enough, too rigid
-“It doesn’t offer much flexibility for teachers or students to adjust to different lesson plans or
student needs. Not all students learn the same way--some learn better in different environments,
obviously. A more flexible classroom would allow teachers to accommodate MANY different types
of students at the same time.”
-Individual needs and abilities are less able to be discovered

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Most don’t know anything else so it’s just fine”, and “it’s all they know. they don’t know a different
style which is unfortunate”
-allowing children to fall between the cracks
-the lack of flexibility for student movement
-Some schools in the district have this, others don’t, which is unfortunate.
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 2: A flexible classroom that can be arranged many ways

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?

100
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me on image #2:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (quotes)
-Yes it provides a sense of change and freshness.
-because we can sit where we want, and we can move around for different activities
-windows!
-I like the flexibility and use of the space. Good for discussions or taking notes.
-It’s something different, you can work with other classmates, it makes the class more comfortable
-Keeps students engaged, can be used in many ways.
-If you can move around your tables, you can be able to do more collaborative learning!
-Good for groupwork, the possibilities for multiple activities to be held in one room
-gauges the students attention the most
-It looks more comforting.
-It seems very flexible and would be very conducive to discussion, which is a big part of many
advanced classes. It also feels more relaxed and inviting.
-Yes because it would change up how we would learn on any specific day.
-it’s very flexible and is different from other classrooms
-this type of classroom allows for collaboration and flexibility in project oriented classes and the
presentation of projects
-this type of classroom encourages engagement and collaboration
-The flexibility of this and having changes throughout the day is nice.
-Getting to sit in a room with same proportions but different set up is nice.
-Easier to do partner work and talk as a group.
-Allows for 21st century skills/new curriculum that is being developed
-Brings wide variety of classroom settings that don’t get repetitive and boring
-I think its good that its not the same thing everyday and can be moved

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“I love on the fly arrangement that lends itself to learners and the different situations required of
them.”
-allows for some structure but can be flexible for a variety of learners and learning styles
-good flexibility, learners can choose what works best for them and teachers can arraange room
for various lessons and activities
-Encourage collaboration and learning spaces, rather than rows that can feel like cubicles
-Teacher and Student interaction and collaboration are encouraged.
-It makes learning more of a constructive process versus and “sit and get” process.
-“Students have the ability to collaborate. There is comfortable learning space. It just looks more
friendly and welcoming.”
-Students can rearrange their chairs easily to fit the needs of their learning that day; Student-driven
approach to learning, not teacher-driven
-engaged learners, students can easily regroup and move around. There are spaces to
collaborate or work solo.
-“I like the bright colors, all the windows, welcoming gatherings anywhere such as on the floor,
around the table, on cubed furniture, etc. Students seem engaged and happy. Wonderful!”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good flexibility, enabled by the right furniture
-collaborative, flexible groupings for various activities, promotes engagement
-good peer interaction
-adaptablity for different learning styles and activities
-“These spaces seem to provide a better indoor/outdoor connection [incl. daylighting principles]
and they seem to provide more flexible settings, just a couple of principles that apply to modern
learning environments.”
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“Nice change of pace for students. Can arrange to fit all the kids’ learning styles.”
“gives students an opportunity to work better in teams or groups; removes the idea that teachers
are at the front of the room and know all
“Classroom space is limited and this type of furniture would give more flexibility for collaboration
and new learning techniques.”
“Active participation, learner based. Giving students opportunities to learn from each other.”
“This is what is taking place in the workplace - Of course it is awesome for our students!”
“I like the opportunity for teachers to decide on the best layout for their classrooms, and I like walls
and doors for privacy and enhanced concentration.”
“I think it’s healthy to try new and different learning environments. I’m confident the teachers will
assess effectiveness or lack thereof in this type of learning environment.”
“LOVE! This is something you would see in a real work environments. Interesting and fun!”
“I love that there are many areas to work in and realize that not all children learn the same way
and should be given the opportunity to find their fit.”
“Allows for the room to adapt to the classroom’s needs. Provides space for engagement activities
and collaboration between learners.”
“more collaborative. It’s refreshing to change the atmosphere every once in awhile.”
“I love the multiple learning opportunities. There isn’t ONE way that will always work and this offers
multiple learning environments in one classroom.”
“Love that there is different areas of the room and that it can be moved to fit the needs of what
is being taught. Constantly switching things up helps children learn better and breaks up the
monotony of school” “Differentiated learning so our kids don’t end up hating school”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (all quotes)
-If used properly, it could function. Looks fun!
-varied learning spaces, flexible
-Good for young kids who need to keep interested.
-ability to adapt to multiple teaching methods and learning opportunities
-diverse learning community
-Yes! Changing it up in the classroom can be so helpful and make the long school days more
productive!
-the flexibility is great
-I think this is again good for some disciplines, but not all. Not a real fan of group projects
-Opportunity to make changes based on the needs of the class.
-The ability for so many different set ups

No, here’s what concerns me on image #2:
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Kids fighting over sitting in a couch”
-the cost(s)
-vandalism / maintenance
-testing
-“Introverts are forced into group activities that may not be requisite to a quality education”
-“does the arrangement necessarily provide for success? Is there a higher level of success due
to arrangement? Does arrangement facilitate educating a well-rounded student who has
academic as well as interpersonal success?”
-“I share a room, so if it is not set the way I want it, I would not have time to get it the way that I
needed it” and “if you share a classroom, or tech multiple preps, then you can’t make use of
flexible rooms without losing instruction time.”
-“Misbehaviors occur when students choose their seating; it creates a less structured feel and
therefore leads to less structured behaviors.”
-somewhat chaotic to manage
-“Not enough structure for younger grades, distractions”
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PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
------

--

---

		

•

might be chaotic, distracting, competative for kids to get choice seating
time “wasted” rearranging furniture
spreading germs / illnesses
some kids like consistency
“Are kids held individually accountable for their work? I’m concerned many kids could fall through
the cracks with this model and hide within their group, but not actually doing anything on their
own.”
“looks like too much chaos could happen. Some students would have their back to the teacher.
Students having to look back and forth from desk to teacher isn’t good for the learner. all eyes
need to be looking ahead at the teacher and chaulk board / dry erase board. Image too is not
a good or smart idea.”
“You lose the dedication to school, respect for teachers because it’s easier to talk and not listen
to the teacher”
“This is not a business that needs a conference room. It is a classroom. You don’t need a couch
in a classroom.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”some children may be overwhelmed by chaos”
-”Highly depends on teacher’s ability to utilize it successfully”
-”Would teachers use this type of space? We have flexible walls that have never been used. I
have tables and I do have a few lessons where I push them to the side. Most of the time they stay
in one place.”

Not sure, image #2 could work, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Students with behaviors who have too much stimulus and can’t control themselves
-classroom management, behavior issues
-“some students do need that structure and moving things around can set them off”
-“This maximizes space only if the TEACHER (and their personal stuff) is removed from the
classroom. These should be shared spaces and the teachers can be housed in a bullpen style
room with multiple teachers. This will maximize space in classrooms, free up scheduling in and out
of the classrooms, and promote teacher collaboration and PLCs.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“How productive students would be in a setting that is drastically different than what they have
experienced before.”
-“Doesn’t it all depend on what furniture is in the classroom? I’m sure many teachers spend their
own money to adjust their classrooms. I worry about ample funds to furnish a classroom flexibly.”
-“Giving all students individual learning experience with hands on application within a more robust
curriculum is far more important than how the classroom can be reconstructed by developers.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”maintaining spaces”
-”Cost”
-”I like it but the rooms need natural light. Those rooms appear to have no windows.”
-”Some schools in the district have this, others don’t, which is unfortunate.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 3: a collaboration “hallway” right outside classrooms

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?

104
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me on image #3:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-If you have all of that space, it makes it easier for group work and different items you can move
around to make it work for you.
-Freedom
-All the colors and the different things that are going on in the hallway make it look less uniform.
-It would be a fresh take on what almost every school looks like.
-we do have an area like this of sorts in the commons and media center, but the commons is too
small and inconveniently located to be of much help, and the media center is required to be too
quiet to allow for effective collaboration.
-more flexible arrangements, changes from the daily routine, many possible uses
-I could talk with friends in between classes and do projects during class easily there.
-Students can help one another with their homework and can get teacher help as well.
-Similar to college and businesses, treating students like adults and giving them freedom

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“We need to use our hallway space more effectively. Right now it is wasted space 90% of the day.
The only time it’s used is during passing periods. “
-“Being a middle school teacher I know how easily distracted students are with only one tiny
window in my classroom door. I would only worry if large windows were built into classroom walls. “
-flexibility to support multiple activities, expressing creativity
-not all learning happens within the classroom
-natural light
-supervision from classrooms
-looks fun, interesting, kid-friendly, inspiring, inviting, comfortable, colorful, interactive
-opens up opportunities for teaching and learning
-“Students need to be provided space and opportunities to own their learning and collaborate”
-Helps “everyone to feel welcomed, encourages social interactions, feels open and creative”
-“This would be perfect for support teachers pulling out, pushing in as well as student groups to
work collaboratively within adult supervised areas”
-“The possibilities here are amazing! These spaces could also be utilized for outside groups that
often use our building.”
-“We have/had these spaces in our living rooms, but they have been taken up by the wonderful
support teachers we are fortunate to have. Would love to see more room for these supports and
give the living rooms back to our grade levels. :)”
-“Students have more ownership of their learning as they aren’t being highly patrolled by teachers;
Flex spaces allow for authentic conversations and learning to take place in a comfortable setting”
-contributes to a less-institutional building
-“students would be more interactive here, being prepared for college and careers in their future”
-“Students can stay close to class but have appropriate space to spread out and collaborate.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good daylight, collaboration opportunities, learning extending outside of the classrooms
-friendly, student-centered, student choice, kid-friendly spaces, promote creative thinking
-support for social-emotional learning, engaging and inspiring good behavior
-“Collaboration increases engagement. And it helps to be able to physically move around.”
-“Students need to develop soft skills in and out of formalized learning. This environment may help”
-“Looks awesome I think all Kids’s in all grades can help each other to learn and thrive”
-“this image shows younger grade students, but I think it is beneficial to all grades. The use of bright
colors is great!”
-“Kids of all grade levels are learning together and this space offers unlimited possibilities!”
-“This feels like it would engage the social aspect of school much more, which would be very
beneficial”
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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“YES PLEASE. This is how real people interact with each other in the world.”
“anything that gets students comfortable, able to work collaboratively, and have control over
their own space is necessary to prepare students for their future.”
“Color invokes senses....a full learning experience“

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (all quotes)
-interactive
-I’ve seen this in very successful schools in Hawai’i.
-Current hallways are nicely decorated with students work. They should be proud.
-Reinforces colloboration and teamwork. Very rarely do projects or achievements are done alone
in life. All achievements are outcomes of teamwork, shared learning, and colloboration.
-This would be great! But unfortunately students are watched like hawks by overly strict faculty
creating a stressful and divided environment
-seems more “real world”
-I like the colorful setting, areas for group or individual spaces/areas, modern looking
-Natural light, modern, clean, a space you want to be in
No, here’s what concerns me on image #3:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-I think that this would be too much of a hassle (noise, mess, etc.) and that unfortunately some
students would take advantage of it, even with adult supervision. It’s nice in theory, though.
-Even though on paper it would seem like a good idea I don’t think it would be to practical
because the students especially as they get older would not be able to focus on the task at hand
in the classroom.
-[high schoolers] will slack off and take advantage of it and not do their school work. People will
be crowded in the hallways and it will be harder to get to classes
-It would make it easier for minds to wander and kids not to pay attention
-the halls would be crowded with unnecessary things that would be hardly used as teachers tend
to stick to a room

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Too much chaos in the hallway. Not a good space for learning. Too many opportunities for
distraction. “It may provide too many distraction, and make it harder to ensure students safety.”
-Noise levels, students meeting to hang out, large space and not enough “eyes” to be secured
-Students taking advantage of this area. Getting into fights, skipping class to hang out with friends.
-“Having taught in this type of environment, it makes it nearly impossible to keep hallway activity/
noise/problems out of the classroom and to keep the class focused on what they need to be
learning/doing”
-“The students would not be adequately supervised and disrupt classrooms near them.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concerns for noise, distractions/disruptions, lack of structure
-cost / use of resources, wste of money
-supervision, safety, maintenance, vandalism, ownership
-“There is too much risk of lack of focus and/or the ability to mess around and disrupt others from
trying to learn.”
-“Gross to see kids sitting in the floor”
--

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”may allow some children to ‘be lost’”
-”Distractions for kids with any type of learning disorder.”
-”distraction. safety.”
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Not sure, image #3 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”noise and distraction”
-”the fact that it’s not really beneficial in high school. this is great for elementary, but i dont know
how we’d use it at Valley”
-”Freedom in the wrong hands is abused”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Our school has this but it is not being used as effectively as it could be due to budget
constraints.”
-noise, acoustics, disruptions, distractions
-Safety with all the windows open to the public.
-“If students are outside the hallway, they are often yelled out for being “too loud”. The adults
can’t handle the noise necessary for true world learning.”
-students abusing the space, vandalism, maintenance, etc.

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-student monitoring, noise levels, chaos, loss of control, too much independence, “too much
gossiping”
-research of effectiveness of this type of environment
-return on investment
-“Students do not know how to collaborate. They need a ton of coaching to make this happen.
Where are the adult resources going to come from to create this in a meaningful way? “
-“Very inviting and relaxed for students, but I worry about spaces to hide, and disengage. “
-“There is a point to an enhanced hallway environment, however we still have to realize that it is in
fact still a hallway”
-“this environment may be overwhelming for some students”
-“These are terrific spaces but need to monitored REALLY WELL. VSW has a significant amount of
sexual activity going on in the collaborative pods that is completely inappropriate. That could
easily be eliminated with proper monitoring, or by assigning specific classes and a teacher to the
spaces.”
-“While this idea seems good, I wonder how it would work in practice. Would that space really get
utilized? How would students be supervised?”
-“Might be distracting but could also serve a good purpose for active engagement with others
they may not otherwise cross paths with “
-“This ‘looks’ like a fun idea....concerns: Too much noise; monitoring of the students; kids horsing
around and defacing/destroying school property. “
-“There also need to be private areas for small groups becuase this type of area can become very
chaotic, especially if there are major behavior problems. Then if there are not private options for
small groups it is hard to find a good meeting place.”
-“Not a lot of down time for elementary to use it”
-“My only concern would be about keeping track of students’ abilities to stay on track and keep
them safe & accounted for.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”noise levels”
-”What the desired learning outcomes are”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 4: an elementary classroom entry with student cubbies

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #4:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”I really like this idea because it is easier for students to get to their stuff ”
-”cubbies”
-”It creates an environment of togetherness more than just a hallway.”
-”Open space and sunlight”
-”This would be interesting to test but I don’t think it would work for high school.”
-”You can have your private and quiet study time, I prefer this than study hall”
-”Giving a student their own space, even if just a locker/cubby will make them feel ownership in
educational experience”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-having cubbies/storage in the hallway would hopefully make for more collaborative space in the
classroom, keep the clutter out of classrooms
-open, natural light, windows, views - “sunlight is good for children”
-quiet spaces to work and reflect, personall space, can be used by reading, specialists, and other
teachers for small groups.
-“I like that it promotes trust and easy access.”
-welcoming atmosphere

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-bright, inviting, homey
-good space for peer interactions
-place for belongings, keep clutter outside the classrooms
-“Visually appealing. Sitting spaces and room for movement of classes withouth congestion.”
-“cubbies outside of classes reduce distractions in class”
-“I have seen this at other elementary schools and children can display their work/art and share
with the entire school community. Cleanliness is nice too with individual cubbies.”
-“I like the individual cubbies. There are no locker doors to slam. There is actually a place to sit
down and put on snow boots or shoes vs the dirty floor.”
-“good gathering space for kids to bond and have time together when they might not sit
together.”
-“I feel that the natural light would be a positive influence on the students.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”allows children to have ownership of a space”
-”trust”
-”Having your own space in school is important!”
-”love the natural light”
-”I don’t think I have seen this setting, I like it, however it appears to be a very expensive model.”
-”The natural light!”

•
		

No, here’s what concerns me about image #4:
STUDENT RESPONSES
-”Opportunity for theft ”
-”If you have open lockers, then everyone can steal your stuff! And it’s the perfect place for
people to cut class, and we don’t want that.”
-”The main point is theft, especially at older ages jealousy for items and people trying to set
something with someone could take their things quiet easily.”
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-theft and vandalism
-clutter in the hallways
-“Students are very visible to outsiders, and out of the line of vision of their teachers.”
-“students will climb and hide inside them, get into each other’s things”
-“Coats and backpacks should hang in their own space. (headlice)”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-security of student belongings (prefer lockers)
-safety/security of students being “too visible”
-clutter and mess in the hallways
-noise and disruptions in hallway
-need separation of coats (lice)
-“Cubbies within the classrooms give better supervision of the students.”
-“Open access to one’s belongings is concerning to me. I don’t want the teacher’s to have to be
responsible for policing these open cubes.”
-“Need enclosed lockers for hygiene purposes. I feel there have been fewer letters home about
lice since we got our lockers.”
-“The windows allow for intruders to canvas the school.”
-“The pods have room and more folks can see what is going on. There seems to be hiding spots,
don’t like it.”
-“With all the togetherness and open layouts a small space like a locker to keep your things is
important.”
-“We have integrated behavior kids that roam halls and have destroyed property already.
Wouldn’t this make that easier and allow opportunity for more theft. This isn’t a work environment
where people can be fired.
-“Windows are nice but expensive and adds heating cooling cost.”
-“With today’s children being more likely to need to store expensive devices in their cubbies I am
concerned with the open views there would be increased theft.”
-“If belongings are in the hallway I would prefer lockers so belongings are less accessible to other
students.”
-“I think the lockers are a better choice to keep belongings organized”
-“I just have a kindergartener and for that age I like everything open and accessible in the
classroom. Afraid things with get lost/misplaced if it was all open cubbies in hallway”
-“too much personal stuff will be on the floors causing a tripping hazard and the hallways are too
narrow right now”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Cost. We don’t need this.”
-”too sterile”

•
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STUFF WOULD GET STOLEN ON A DAILY BASIS! (at least at valley)
open cubbies might make students apprehensive about leaving their belongings in an open
space, i like lockers because you can be sure that your things wont get taken
Kids walking in the hallways can steal other kids’ things from their backpacks.

Not sure, image #4 could be cool, but I worry about:
STUDENT RESPONSES
-”Lockers, not cubbies, are needed in high school. Layout may be nice for traffic, though.”
-”The kids who attend my school are too old to have cubbies.”
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-supervising this space
-theft and vandalism
-clutter in the hallways
-students “messing around” with other students’ stuff
-noise / acoustics

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-messyness, noise
-distractions, need for supervision
-theft, privacy
-need ample space for winter gear
-“Love the open look and feel, but we might end up with lots of squabbles about who was in
whose cubbie. :)”
-“Looks nice, a good space saver for the classroom maybe. Would have to hear more about what
the benefits are.”
-“Jordan Creek has areas outside each pod/wing for the student lockers. The concept is similar to
this “hallway” with cubbies and seating. Some small group instruction takes place by the lockers,
although the traffic is fairly consistent. These cubbies look nice when they’re not filled with stuff;
however, in reality they’ll be messy and invite a lot of theft if everyone’s belongings are left out in
the open. ;)”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”not as welcoming”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 5: a library area for primary school learners

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #5:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-Fosters both creative, group activity, and individual study
-Libraries are always a good thing to have.
-you have a more collaborative learning space
-Looks like a place that makes kids interested in learning
-It is very open and the spaces to work aren’t crowded. The locations of things are set up away
from one onother and that makes it a great space for group work and class work.
-It seems like a great place for kids to learn and read and have fun during the school day in an
academic setting.
-Even though because of the internet people might not use books for research anymore, they still
are a great place to get all the necessary resources for learning and studying.
-yes. very nice
-moves away from the typical library, allows more collaboration, gives a more comfortable setting
-Kids can be more interactive with one another.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Creative, open, flexible modern seating, inviting, colorful, cheerful, comfortable, calm
-daylight and views
-variety of environments for students to choose from
-acoustical controls
-“Comfortable, welcoming, and functional. A place where I would both enjoy teaching and
learning.”
-“It’s bright, inviting and fun! it would get more kids to come in and hopefully read.”
-“appropriate space for young learners”
-“Comfy and pleasing space. Multiple types of places to sit for different activities.”
-“It looks like a fun, exciting place to read and inspire kids.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Open, inviting, bright, good lighting and colors
-relaxing atmosphere
-flexible seating, accommodates multiple activities, good student choice
-“This is great for a libary. There are ample areas for reading and study and makes it exciting
and engaging. The books are at appropriate heights for the readers that would be interested in
them.”
-“Safe space where a child can use their imagination.”
-“A good space to work together while not disrupting the flow of a hallway. There are also relaxing
places to read a book while waiting.”
-“Warm colors, good lighting, natural elements make for an inviting experience. It’s looks like a
place you’d want to spend time in”
-“an opportunity to use the library for more than just gathering and reading books.”
-“I love the comfortable and flexible seating that encourages reading
-“I think natural light is a big draw in any setting, but especially if we want kids to stay focused
-“Opportunities to embed reading time/space into curricular day; friendly space to read
-“Anything to spice up the library to make it fun. Just as long as they focus more on books and less
on having tablets in there.”
-“Beautiful! Such an inviting atmosphere to encourage literacy and the love of reading!”
-“A library can provide a building with a space for learning, staff PD, and the flexibility to
accommodate a large variety of groups while also promoting literacy and 21st Century digital
skills.”
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“Bright, organized, and has variety of seating for different activities -- multi-purposeful”
“Lots of areas for either alone time or collaborative work.”
“This design is more sensory appropriate. Seems inviting”
“Encourages happy relationship with reading”
“Reading is good for kids and a comfortable space helps”
“I think all Media Centers should function like this, I figured most in our District already were.”
“you want to have inviting space so kids enjoy the library and want to come back. The Franklin
Ave library in Des Moines is one of the best examples of a children’s section I have ever seen in a
library. Send someone there to see it.”
“A great space that is smaller scale for younger learners, allowing for more right-sized furniture for
older students in a separate place”
“PLEASE keep our libraries. Technology is important but should NEVER take the place of real
books!!”
“Would like my almost preschool age child to be in this type of environment.”
“This is an engaging learning space, and allows for easy supervision of Children with good sight
lines to all areas of the space.”
“gives students an option for group work / read aloud area separate from a quiet area”
“My kids enjoy having resources their sized.”
“It gives students lots of space to spread out their materials.”
“A library within a library at the elementary level? LOVE it! Smaller, noisier kids have a designated
space all of their own--much like in Barnes & Noble. Perfect!”
“libraries are seen as ‘community centers’ the ‘SHHHH be quiet’ mindset has shifted to a library as
a learning center for collaboration“
“I like the ability to circle/collaborate. More comfortable furniture to relax and enjoy reading
would be nice. “
“I love all the natural lighting and different types of furiture and areas offered to the children. This
looks like a space that children would really feel comfortable in and would be very inviting and
make them love going to the library.”
“very colorful, warm, and inviting for younger learners”
‘Small tables and comfortable sofas invite children to relax and encourage literacy!”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”some classrooms try to do this, but without the new furniture”
-”welcoming, bright, collaborative”
-”Collaboration is great! And complete silence may not be as productive”
-”colorful, modern”
-”I seem to recall a similiar setting, like the bright, modern, welcoming area”
-”Keeping our current spaces fresh and modern.”
-”Great place for change of environment.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #5:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-”It’s good for elementary students not for us”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-”This would not work for my students, as they are students with signficant learning disabilities.”
-”Library is not currently recognized as a teaching classroom for the teacher librarian. It’s a
community room.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Not enough books or computers are shown in the photo
-concern for cost, “waste of money”
-“Lack of structure, students with ADHD could have problems concentrating”
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“Lack of attention with spread out areas”
“The focus should be on learning, looks too much like a classroom. Emphasis needs to be on books
and resources, not being talked to. Students in elementary don’t do a lot of research, but should
be reading”
“Cleanliness. I see this and I think ‘Fabric, kids laying on pillows. Head lice.’”
“It can cause distractions being completely open.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”The cost of this will not produce a better learner.”
-”doesn’t look like flexible space”

Not sure, image #5 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”The decor is not necessary in a more mature, high school development.”
-”May be too far with “creative” layout”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“I would say we don’t have the great new furniture to go with it, but our libraries are often the
most beautiful rooms in most of our schools currently.”
-“we have a space but it would be nice to see a space like the pictures that is more targeted to
lower primary Elementary grades”
-“wouldn’t work in a building where the library is also a stuy hall room.”
-There doesn’t seem to be enough books in the photo.
-“injury hazard from items tossed from above as well as horse play on the benches”
-“Ours is the center of our school and has classes constantly walking through interrupting.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-supervision / security, noise, maintaining order
-“It maybe too fun. Kids not able to focus on reading or quiet activity”
-“They just need a quiet place to read that is comfortable. Nothing special needed.”
-“Westridge lib. is right in the middle of all the classrooms though and there are so many books
and not enough table and rooms for the kids. It needs to be a little more tucked away, quiet and
bigger for relaxing a little”
-“you still want someplace for students to have ‘quiet’ space - for reading, independent,
homework etc”
-“Interaction is great, but keep reading at the core!”
-“Would need full time teacher librarians in each elementary to best utilize the space and
curricular programming”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 6: a commons area with seating facing a stage

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #6:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”I like the idea of being able to perform for my classmates and peers more regularly. However,
again I think this space may be taken advantage of by students who don’t respect it.”
-”This would be an interesting concept for learning, the open environment might help the students
learn whatever it is they are learning.”
-”provides an interesting area where students can easily engage and move around”
-”I like that drama can be turned into a classroom”
-”Students can get up on the stage and act out things. ”
-”May promote fine arts”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“This is a great way to create authentic audience opportunities for student projects and
culminating activities”
-“I love having spaces through the school to make use of in new creative ways. this would be
a great place for students to perform speeches or readers theater work that they have put
together”
-good to have multi-purpose spaces and performance spaces, would help with scheduling
challenges of using the auditorium
-like making use of “hallway/lobby” space as teaching space when not being used as hallway
-general appreciation for the possibilities this kind of space would allow teachers to take students
for guests/speakers, presentations, real world connections, etc.
-“Readers theater needs a space like this.”
-“This is wonderful!” - “Can we have this pleaseeeeeeeeeeee?” - “What a great use of space!”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-flexibility, good multi-use of hallway space
-need more space for performances and small presentations
-fun concept, good for clubs and after school events too
-quick and easy space for short gatherings for 1 or 2 classes
-“Encouraging speaking skills and confidence. Also teaching kids to be respectful listeners/
audience. This would be so cool.”
-“So many opportunities for different types of instruction”
-“Great place for all kids to be able to see for a special presenter”
-“Provides another learning space outside of the classroom.”
-“A space for performance if any kind would be amazing. Commons area allows kids/adolescents
to collaborate, socialize.”
-“A space to bring together students for shared learning.”
-“A performing area that can also be a hang out area”
-“Creative use of space, could showcase student talents”
-“An area for students to gather for presentations outside of the classroom. More conducive to
the audience being engaged and not distracted. Everyone able to see and hear.”
-“This would be much better than using the gym and sitting kids on the floor for performances and
assemblies.
-“This is similar to our gym/lunch/community room setup, minus the fixed seating”
-“We need more places in grade schools for large groups. Only have gym and cafeteria now.”
-“A way to showcase talent or guests without disrupting lunches and pe”
-“This looks like a great place for groups to congregate, and doubles as a space for classroom or
announcement use (stage, auditorium seating) would be large enough for classes but not allschool.”
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“Love the inclusion of a stage for simple to more complex performances. It still has a creative but
non-intimidating feel to it, as well.”
“This is a great use of space that is not wasted if not used. Good for impromptu and smaller groups
to get together.”
“Absolutely. This is ideal for presentations, small group work, performing arts, and so much more.
Plus, the different learning environment instantly stimulates learning by pulling them out of the
usual classroom.”
“Wide open space to use for formal and informal gatherings throughout the school day.
“Absolutely! Most schools have to create this space on an ad hoc basis with removing chairs. This
is time-consuming, expensive and the work likely discourages teachers from doing performance
type activities.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”flexible”
-”good use of space”
-”Not sure what it is, just not a fan.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #6:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”people can interrupt the class and walk in and out ”
-”If you’re teaching a class right there, and people walk through the hallways, they interrupt your
class. They don’t want to learn what you are, so stay out of the hallways unless it’s group work!”
-”do not see the frequent use of this setup”
-”Lectures are for college, not high school. ”
-”We already have a PAC with a stage”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-waste of space, “we have an auditorium for this.”
-disruptions when kids need to use the hallway space, noise, distractions
-supervision issues
-“This would not work for my students, as they are students with signficant learning disabilities. They
would not learn in this type of environment.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-underutilized, unnecessary space (unsure of purpose)
-noise and disruptions to nearby spaces
-elementary gatherings can happen in cafeteria or gym, dont need this space
-appears dificult to manage / supervise, may be unsafe
-would rather spend on adding space to classrooms
-“We don’t have space for this and I’d rather have space for classroom learning”
-“not big enough to house enough kids; potentially distracting for kids walking by/walking through
or in near by classrooms.”
-“too loud to do anything in the space during lunch or passing times”
-“This just looks weird.”
-“I don’t like how far away the stage is from the learners”
-“This set up could be difficult for children with physcial disabilities.“
-“I don’t think this is necessary to add onto current buildings that don’t have auditorium space.
The gym works fine.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”may be underutilized”
-”if a class needs to pass, then it interrupts the learning/performance”
-”That looks so uncomfortable! If we are preparing students for the workforce we need to give
them good work space.”
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Not sure, image #6 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-”this is cool for elementary but would this work in high school?”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes)
-cost and efficient usage
-not enough room for very many students
-Noise carrying throughout the building

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for unidentified use / purpose for this space
-“This could work as a gathering space for groups, but a room used for band/orchestra or choir w/
stadium seating would be a better use of the $.”
-“looks like a lecture hall. I know sometimes that may be necessary though, so this would be the
way to go”
-“How would you use it? Resources are in too right of supply to spend millions on stuff like this.
We’re cutting programs and expenses every year. “
-“this could have potential to use this space for mutliple opportunities with students. Where or how
is this space ADA accessible?”
-“This is neat, but would need to be large enough to fit a whole class or two!”
-“It looks uncomfortable. It could be distracting to the kids that you can see through the window in
the room next to it the risers.”

		

BUSINESS COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”It’s a great collaboration space but we have a lot of performance spaces already”
-”noise”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 7: an elementary classroom with a window seat / stage

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #7:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-Its would be nice to have a big window and maybe a stage in the classroom.
-that is one of the coolest classrooms I have ever seen
-this is a good spot for students to observe and read
-We need more access to outdoors
-It gives kids and teachers access to a new type of learning, acting, and will enable activities like
readers theater and more un presentations.
-This would be good for students because the amount of artificial light in schools I think is actually
hurting the students emotionally as they learn.
-this is v cool
-change in setting, could be used in many ways, provides sunlight and a space for students to
work
-It’s nice to see outside
-Kids can let their imagination run wild.
-A small setting that is versatile will promote creativity in young students, which is a necessary skill.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“This space promotes oral communication and authentic experience”
-“I would love more spaces built in to the classroom that invite reading. This also provides a natural
focal point and a connection to the world beyond the classroom”
-fun, cozy, inviting, relaxing reading area, connection to outdoors (views), calming
-natural light, “naturally sunlight improves student learning”
-“I love my classroom window seat. Kids go there to draw, read, or upload work to their online
portfolios.”
-“I love the dual components; classroom plus presentation aspects”
-“The window seat is a great place for students to perform or to share their accomplishments!”
-“focus on creative lesson plans and space to build self confidence or calm down.”
-“Love this! What a great way for students to perform, present, etc. I also love all the bulletin board
space at student level! This looks like a large open classroom where students have room to move
around. “
-“Window seats are fantastic little spaces to make student feel a little more protected. I love that it
can double as a stage.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-natural light and connections to outside/nature are important
-looks fun, kid-friendly, peaceful, relaxing environment
-good to know what’s going on outside
-dual-use, flexible imaginative space for kids
-“This would be a great window for the teachers and “learners” by which to review a better
curriculum.”
-“This provides another area for learning for students which could be benficial. There is a lot of light
in the classroom which makes it feel less like a prison.”
-“It seems like such a great space to encourage reading or learning. Sitting in a spot like this can
be used as a reward.”
-“Quiet place for reflection or conflict deescalation”
-“The windowseat is fun and friendly. Stage lets students participate in instruction.”
-“A place to stop and enjoy the world while doing your work”
-“Would make the presenting kid feel very special”
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“I like having outside light and spaces incorporated to make students more aware and provide
visual variety.”
“Some of our classrooms have this and the kids love sitting in the window for reading”
“What a great idea for performance space in the classroom”
“Beautiful. Love the light and the multi-purpose platform/window seat.”
“I love this. What a peaceful/tranquil learning environment. Also could be used as a motivator
(reward) for learning, work well done. I love it.”
“Open and inviting. An area for students to sit and read or work together. A raised area for
presentations as needed.”
“It’s an elevated space with a window. It can lead to imaginative learning and play.”
“individual/cozy zone for a break from the rest of the stimulating environment. I love the color and
the visual access to the outside”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Open, inviting, area.”
-”dynamic”
-”Nature is important!”
-”windows! natural light!”
-”We have a little of the outside lighting/windows in a few buildings, I personally like that, we don’t
have that scenery though, which would be nice.”
-”Stages are great”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #7:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”If there’s no tables or chairs, then everyone would be wild and have to sit on the floors. ”
-”I like the little nook thing there, that could be like a presenting area.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for distractions, day-dreaming, not sure it would get good use
-“clearly safety hazards from points, ledges and falling no handrails or supports”
-“Students are very visible to outsiders. Would students be distracted by weather events?”
-“We have enough kids lacking focus--don’t need more spacing off”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES
-concern for costs, this seems to be an “extra”, not necessary, cost issues
-every classroom should have a window
-distractions, lack of control
-age appropriate for preschool, but not other grades
-“I think our school has other cool seating options for quiet times. I’m afraid this would become a
distraction”
-“Windows= good. Stage= intimidating for some”
-“a seat isn’t totally a “necessity”, but a luxury”
-“The school should have a good stage to be used by all classes (at various times of course).
Seems like a waste of good space within the classroom.”
-“This may work for pre-school, but it serves no purpose for other grades or older kids.”
-“Stage promotes Show boating/to realty tv like. Creativity is good with learning but there should
be boundaries.”
-“How does this help learning? Just turn the computer to a screen that looks like this.”
-“turn-taking/stage-hogging”
-“Injury when they fall off”
-“This is pie in the sky stuff ... you show great photos to garner community buy in and execution is
lacking while budget climbs.”
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Not sure, image #7 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”The window would just be facing a parking lot so it wouldn’t get the same effect as the picture
shows.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes)
-concerns it would be underutilized, costly, not necessary, takes up too much room in the
classroom, safety issues
-distractions, disruptions

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for distractions, students “off-task”
-safety/security of a large window
-not practical
-students competing for use of space
-“As long as the kids are not distracted with what is outside, or behind anyone performing. Maybe
have a shade to pull down during certain activities”
-“Would all teachers be trained on integrating performing arts into their classroom? Not sure
that the cost of putting this in each classroom could be justified if the “stage” area is not used
regularly. Would rather use money for things used more in the classroom.”
-“Classroom setting is very important for group learning and consistent learning”
-“Would it just become a storage space?”
-“Distractions; we won’t have gorgeous mountains to look at. Instead it’s parking lots or
playgrounds which could be a distraction”
-“Safety from violence. No place to hide in case of threat”
-“Shooters? I don’t like to even bring that up. Benefit outweighs concern here.”
-“Again this is a very cool concept, but I would want to see studies that support students learning
and applying that knowledge through statewide testing”
-“Fights over who gets to sit there and when (at an elementary level). Window would have to face
away from things like recess, or direct sunlight...”
-“I like the colors and student work. the window alcove is cool, but really not functional.”
-“Another situation for entertainment not education. Another area for distraction.”
-“Who wouldn’t like to sit in a window seat and look at the beautiful outdoors. This would be
awesome, but I’d probably not get a lot done because I’d like to look ouside.”
-“No need for a slightly elevated stage. Just stand in front of the class. Also, only couple students at
a time could use the window seats which will cause drama.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Heating/cooling could make it difficult to use in late summer and winter.”
-”This looks unnecessary.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 8: an amphitheater in an elementary library

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #8:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”this is good for reading and provides more space for students ”
-”Gets kids interested in learning”
-”The amphitheater could be a great place to silently read or do library lessons.”
-”Again, seems like a fun place for younger students to read and moderately socialize.”
-”This would be another kind of open space learning that would possible help students learn
better.”
-”Very very cool”
-”could be used for many purposes (storytelling, performing, acting, collaboration, seating, etc)”
-”Good for elementary students to get to see the teacher well”
-”More spread out and quieter.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Opportunity for students to practice oral communication and presentation to authentic
audiences, guest speakers, story telling, etc.
-allows students to engage in different spaces to read or study, independently of in groups
-“Yes, the theater seating allows for more focus on speakers and the person sharing the story. We
are gifted with an extraordinary Librarian who would make this THE place to be.”
-“Another really amazing gathering space that could be used for outside groups as well!”
-supports multiple activities, flexible, imaginative, encourages learning
-fun, comfortable, flexible, welcoming, students could act out the books they read
-“I love the versatility of this space. For reading or watching student performances. Pillows make it
comfortable and inviting.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good multi-use space, could support wide variety of activities and student groups
-fun and interesting, good seating alternative
-casual and inviting, comfy
-creative way to promote reading
-“Cool space that feels safe/seperate from all other spaces. A place to “escape” for a bit and
recharge.”
-“This would be good for library/commons area for students who have the ability to leave class,
opening up more individual opportunities.”
-“these spaces can be very flexible and allow for many opportunities for engaging different
activities for chidlren, before, during and after school.”
-“This would be a great place for read alouds in the library”
-“This is an example of a multi-use or flexible design that works for small performances, reading time
and a comfortable place to sit.”
-“There’s an interesting shift in perspective when a space has more than one level. This would
enable some small performance type activities and support students being more comfortable
presenting material to an audience.”
-“ability to engage all students in the learning experience, invite outside authors into the library vs
common areas (gyms/cafeterias)”
-“There are several pictures with varying amphitheater, commons area with stage, individual
classrooms. Any if these are a benefit for learning.”
-“It’s a new and interesting place for open imagination.”
-“This is great! I love the stadium seating and the lighting; plus it feels more enclosed/familiar
because of how the walls are set up.”
-“Love the color and space can be used by individuals or by a group depending on the activity”
-“Love it, freedom to comfortably read. May encourage more kids to read or study if they don’t
always have to “sit down” and “face the front”.”
FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”free space for children”
-”good use of space in a media center”
-”I believe, we have a couple of areas similiar to this, not sure I am a fan of it.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #8:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”It would get too loud in the library.”
-”It could be a little unnecessary but it could also be a great tool for teachers”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-student safety/injuries, and issues of cleanliness (lice, soil, bacteria, etc.)
-takes up too much space, consider costs
-behavior issues, kids napping
-“too comfortable and handwriting might be an issue.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-is there a need for this type of space?
-distracting, uncomfortable, noise issues, control issues
-supervision issues
-maintenance / clean-up
-trendy
-usefulness, utilization enough to justify expense?
-“Would provide a place for kids to run around. I don’t see this as being useful. I see it as a
hazard.”
-“How does this help learning? Libraries aren’t needed. We don’t need super special equipment or
rooms for school plays.”
-“not sure the space would be used often enough to make it worthwhile”
-“Distract from quiet reading. Perhaps a stage somewhere else that would allow for being loud
and not distracting others?”
-“Doesn’t seem that it would promote student learning and well-being enough to justify cost.”
-“Loss of individual space for individual learning, and quietness”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”seems to take away from quiet space”
-”Cost”
-”It’s uncomfortable. Give them sofas, and conversation chairs and tables.”

•
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“Could be useful for presenters to come in and chat with a smaller groups of children. Most
schools offer a large staging area where the children can easily disconnect.”
“Looks to be more reading friendly. Better than having to sit at a table and read.”
“Children would enjoy reading in this enviroment”
:”a place to chill and get interested and lost in reading! how awesome!”
“Kids sit in chairs all day - something different is welcomed, plus easy to care for and clean”
“Absolutely love this idea!”

Not sure, image #8 could be cool, but I worry about:
STUDENT RESPONSE
-”Falling asleep, because this is so cool and looks comfy”
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EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“it becoming a climbing wall; especially after hours”
-concern that it could be messy and a problem area.
-wheelchair accessibility
-“it would take some time to get kids used to this open space idea”
-wasted space/resources
-“I dont feel this would be beneficial or harmful to learning”
-might be “too comfortable”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-is it necessary?
-is it comfortable?
-acoustical / sound issues
-safety issues
-maintenance issues
-“It’s a cool concept, not sure if it’s essential to learning.”
-“Would the bottom portion of the amphitheater be accessible for children of all ability levels? It
looks so fun and inviting, I’d want to ensure all kiddos could use the space equally.”
-“Beautiful and bright. Pillows may be an issue with lice in Elementary students.”
-“Doesn’t look comfortable without the pillows.”
-“Not necessary. Kids can sit on the floor.”
-“Butt and back aches”
-“I love the pillows and the casual feel, and I love the idea of this for book events, author visits,
librarian talks. However, I envision having to do lots of crowd control if students have their backs
butting up to their classmates’ feet. :)”
-“What exactly would it be used for, and would it distract from others things that could be going
on in the library at the same time?”
-“too unstructured. I favor a more traditional library setup”
-“Sure kids would enjoy this”
-“Pillows would be a must and they must be kept clean.”
-“the light colored wood getting dirty, written on, shoes scuff marks, and who is going to wash the
pillows and repair them when they are torn”
-“Great idea but I’m not sure you learn any better sitting in that than at a table”
-“incorporate interactive technology into a setting like this
-“It looks nice, but I can see it being a place where supervision could be difficult, especially with
only 1 or 2 teachers present in the library.”
-“Our kids don’t actually get to “hang out” in the library at all. It is check out and then back to
class.”
-“This looks like so much fun for kids! The only downside i can see is the crazy kids who would end
up with a few more bumps and scrapes from roughhousing.”

FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS: 01.09.18
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 9: an elementary school library

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #9:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”Lots of open space and natural light”
-”There’s a bigger space to work - you’re not so close together. It’s got beautiful windows and
sunlight too, so that’s a good thing for reading too.”
-”Lots of windows provide a calm, relaxing space to read and study.”
-”Libraries are always goo places to gather the resources you need to study.”
-”open spaces, variety of seating, open room, natural light”
-”Kids have lots of books to read.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-like natural light, colored glass, fun seating, high ceilings, technology kiosk
-bright, open, welcoming space, student-driven, encourages reading
-modern seating, flexible arrangements
-“Love all the different areas for students to read as well as all the natural light. Very inviting area
for students. The media center should be the hub of the school.”
-“Yes. Libraries need to be fun too.”
-“LOVE the colors & natural light. Would there be enough outlets or spaces to sit with
Chromebooks/Lap tops?”
-“It allows for reading space, have collaborative learning space but also for independent
reading.”
-“Bright and inviting. Natural light is always best for reading. This design helps the children feel
welcomed and excited to be at the library.”
-“This is bright and exciting and provides various types of seating for students to enjoy their books
and complete work.”
-“Notable priority on learning.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES
-bright, natural light, open space
-welcoming, exciting, spacious, engaging, fun environment
-flexible, variety of seating options/student choice
-good use of color
-flexible seating options, encouragement of collaboration, technology available
-community use / meetings
-“Easy to find books, lots of seating for reading. Beautiful environment to spur imagination and
creativity.”
-“Love all of the natural light and bright colors, different seating and media options.”
-“This would be a great way to incorporate the outdoors into a school and provide for a variety/
break from monotony.”
-“High ceilings. Lots of light. The decore is not too trendy. This looks perfect.”
-“This is an outstanding library example! Shelves are at the lower height and everything seems very
accessible to the children.”
-“Good balance of structure and freedom for a healthy reading relationship”
-“I like this, typical now at most of our schools? Unless you are showing specifically all the glass
here, then that is not typical, but it would be wonderful. There are incentives to consider using
glass/ energy efficiency.”
-“kids will want to go here and learn and spend time. A hip library”
-“Even with technology becoming more prevalent in schools a library with real books is a must at
all grade levels.”
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“There seems to be more books in this library; while still giving kids space to collaborate it they
would like.”
“The open space is inviting and multifunctional.”
“I like the bright open atmosphere of this room and books are still the focus.”
“The community computers on the floor are easily accessible to students and there is a
comfortable area for them to explore different books before checking them out.”
“I love all the natural light - something my child’s current school library doesn’t offer. The flexible
seating looks inviting.”
“I love to see the amount of books offered in this setting, our school has a similar offering”
“While the furniture in the picture is much cooler than what we have we do have all these
amenities at Western Hills. The stand up computer stations would be cool.”
“Bright and cheery, full of actual books with quiet spaces and group spaces. “
“I like the bright open atmosphere of this room and books are still the focus.”
“It’s a more traditional layout that helps them learn from an early age how to navigate a library.”
“Would like more windows in our library...if we can’t get kids outside for more recesses, at least
they would see sunlight.”
“Features the books.....promotes learning”
“Its functional first. The space has been made interesting with colored window films,
contemporary, yet easy to replace furniture as Interior design trends change.”
“Every school should have a library.”
“I believe the schools have wonderful libraries; however, they may not be as fantastic as this
one. The floor to ceiling windows are phenomenal, for sure. Can’t beat natural light for boosting
children’s energy!”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”I have a college library like this and I/fellow students do well with the large windows
-natural light”
-”I like the natural light and windows and modern furniture and feel”
-”That is fantastic!”

•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #9:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-“doesn’t gauge any learning”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quote)
-ceilings are too high, difficult to heat
-“classrooms around the library [could be] disrupted with noise in the library”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-cost, too “fancy”
-too many windows
-loud and distracting
-“Money pit. Don’t need that much glass and high ceilings. It’s really great to be artistic, but there
are more cost-effective ways.”
-“Too fancy and expensive. Maybe for a public library”
-“During the winter months might get cold, unless top notch windows were installed.”
-“The amount of windows can be unsafe in severe weather.”
-“It’s loud and distracting. Kids just look for whose class is walking by. Kids are shushed enough.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Ceilings are too high. There is too much glass. This is a huge energy consumer that looks like it will
be cold in the winter.”
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Not sure, image #9 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-“not as cool as the other options”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-students are very visible with all the windows
-do students even have that much library time?
-distractions, noise, etc.
-“High ceilings, energy inefficent and more costly.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-heating/cooling issues
-“Heating or cooling issues? Looks nice but if the district won’t pay to keep temperatures
comfortable in there- forget it.”
-“Need comfortable chairs”
-“Again, I love the light and the invitation to discover books and read in one’s spot. As long as the
windows are energy efficient. :)”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 10: an outdoor classroom

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #10:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-I hate being inside all day.
-this would be good for observing and also it is a change of environment to help students get out
of the classroom and enjoy the outdoors
-being outside!
-Freedom, outdoors, make this.
-helpful science classes, and a change of pace for classes
-During warmer weather it would be interesting to be outside.
-Open air classrooms would be a good change at schools because being exposed to nature
would be a good supporter on the student’s mental health.
-it can be a good learning environment to be outside
-students can spend time outside while learning, allows students to have hands on learning if their
subject deals with anything nature

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“we all need to get outside more”
-connect to nature, messy projects, more opportunities to learn, real-world, adaptability and fun
-“Real world experiences that connect value beyond school”
-“It can be used throughout the year, it provides shelter from weather elements, sink area”
-“This would help student to know that learning can take place anywhere.”
-“We can be outside 6 of the 9 months we are in school. I would imagine something like this is a
cheaper option to add space.”
-“Kids need more outdoor time. This looks like an incredible space.”
-“Students need opportunities to learn about the natural world, and to have places outdoors to do
messy activities.”
-“I think this would be great for my students. They are very sensory oriented and learn best from
hands on”
-“Students LOVE to take learning outside. It would be great to give them a change of scenery.”
-“I would LOVE to work in a school that had an outdoor classroom. The environments that we
provide to our students says so much about how much we value them.”
-“We have lots of outdoor area around our school but the grounds of all district buildings are not
kept up. We really need to update the grounds and outsides of some of our buildings to make
them look inviting. It should not be the responsibility of parents to take care of the landscape and
the lawns. When we do this it would be a great time to establish some outdoor classroom space.”
-“use of outdoor spaces is a great tool for enhanced learning and real world connections”
-“It would be great to get students in a different location. Change of space to enjoy the weather.
They’re inside all day.”
-“I love anytime we can increase outdoor time with kids. In today’s high paced world I think
anytime we can encourage a love of nature or integrate that into the students learning it will be a
benefit to all .”
-“We absolutely need better outdoor learning environments”
-“This could be SO useful for real life applications... like growing food, caring for animals, etc.”
-“I would love to teach science lessons outside!”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-outdoor connections, kids need fresh air
-adds to the variety of environments for learning
-fun and active learning
-get kids to move around
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“I think kids need to be outside, off of screens, learning in nature. Not sure you need something this
fancy. I think you can make the outdoors a classroom just by walking outside. Probably doesn’t
need to cost thousands of dollars.”
“If done right, this could lead to some great class discussions.”
Mixing up environments for kids can be beneficial“
“What a great way to exercise the brain. So many opportunities. A lot can be learned outside that
cannot be learned inside “
“flexible spaces are fun and engaging and the opportunity to add outdoor areas, provide a
completely different and unique experience that engages students of all ages.”
“Being outside in the sunshine can help boost positive behaviors. This would be a great new
learning environment for students in so many ways.”
“I always wanted this as a kid, and even as an adult.”
“What a fabulous place to learn. Allows kids more movement, easier to include nature.”
“We have so much to learn about the outdoors, environment etc as well as being able to get up
and move around while learning. I would love to learn outside”
“Technical skills learned from doing large projects or from exploring the world around us, fresh air/
sunshine, classroom garden projects, change-up learning environment for variety,and for doing
experiments with more space.”
“Opportunities for other activities that can’t be done in a classroom.”
“The opportunity to learn outside is something other countries embrace”
“This option would be great in appropriate weather. Why should only PE class get to go outside”
“Great break from traditional classroom. Take advantage of great weather and fresh air”
“Flexibility of the teaching/learning experience”
“Great idea, very educational with real life lessons”
“Love it...very much needed. Could incorporate at many schools now with considerably less cost
that one would think.”
“Need, need, need! Kids need to get outside no matter the weather and there is so much to learn
outside. Plus outside spaces allow for being loud and getting messy wo worry. Every school should
have multiple outdoor spaces that could be used for multipurpose reasons”
“YES! Kids need more time outside, more interaction, this would create A LOT of possibilities for
the students to learn things- science, home ec. planting, learning about insects, water, soil, treas,
weather, etc. The fresh air is great too”
“that would be awesome. The kids love outdoor activities, digging in dirt, exploring/learning.
Especially they love to help.”
“This would be great when students have spring fever and need a break from traditional
classroom activities”
“My kids would love a change of scenery on nice days and a place to apply practical skills they
may not be a good fit for in the classroom.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Reconnecting children with nature”
-“I’m not sure we could have true outdoor spaces in Iowa but we could have hydraulic powered
windows”
-“Outdoors matters.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #10:
STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-I wouldn’t want to be there when it rains.
-Kids would not pay as much attention to the teacher
-It would be great if you’re doing a lesson outdoors, but it would be hard to keep little ones under
control, and the older students would be playing sports and running around too.
-Iowa weather is too cold and unpredictable for this.
-It is not save, and this space is vulnerable
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guys it gets below freezing during the winter
Our weather is too hazardous or inconsistent to have an outdoor area like this

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-climate/temperature and usability concerns
-“climate is too diverse in this region for it to be practical”
-Teachers need training on how to use this type of space
-“we have greater needs at the moment”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-weather / temperature / usefulness during the school year
-distractions, lack of focus
-cost, vandalism/security
-supervision, control, noise, maintenance
-“At times kids cannot even focus in a controlled classroom setting. I feel there would be too many
distractions for most kids and although fresh air is great, they probably wouldn’t learn or retain
much.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Do educators have the training needed to fully use an outdoor classroom?”
-“No.. my child wants to learn. Teachers can barely control kids now”

•

Not sure, image #10 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-bugs

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“What do you do with the space in the winter? How do you secure the space after hours?”
-extreme weather, security, maintenance concerns
-“If used properly, it could be great. I think it might not ever be used, or maybe just by the teacher
that loves it, not a whole class/grade.”
-upkeep/maintenance, vandalism, security
-after hours use

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-weather / cold / Iowa climate limiting use of this space
-“This would work in the right setting with the right subject matter. Probably not the place to do
mathematics”
-“We have the space, the school just needs to make it a priority.”
-“The idea of an outdoor space is great in theory, however in Iowa I would prioritize many other
things above this”
-“Just go outside. Be in the environment. Uses same products found inside the building. Let’s make
being outside something to appreciate on its own.”
-“I love the idea of an outdoor classroom. I worry that it would not be utilized by the teachers if
they had one.”

		

BUSINESS COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“winter!”
-“Best idea yet.”
-“Iowa is too cold much of the school year”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 11: a middle school maker lab

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #11:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-It would be cool to have in our school. Similar to lego club in elementary school but smarter
-making stuff
-A cool space for students interested in tech to further their knowledge in a space conducive to
that kind of learning.
-Schools do have this as classes but if this is implying that this is just for anyone anytime than that
would also be good for students to express their creativity.
-this is the bomb
-easy collaboration, hands on learning, encourages creativity and thought
-Kids can be active, collab and make new friends.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“WOW! SO MANY possibilities!!! We need more tools to allow students to use any and everything
to stretch their knowledge!”
-Maker Lab experiences help students practice inquiry, engineering design and collaboration
-“Learner directed spaces like this are an amazing learning lab.”
-“Students need an opportunity to be creative problem solvers.”
-value projects, building/making, exploring through experimenting, following kids’ interests develops 21st Century skills, real-world applied learning for all ages
-“kid centered, attracts kids who learn differently and encourages inquiry - forward thinking”
-“The STEAM approach in which kids could have deeper interdisciplinary connections”
-“cooperative learning during lab time and good visual of the students from one spot in the room”
-collaborative space - students can explore individually and in teams/groups
-kid-centered, kid-focused
-“It’s critical to create space and opportunity to support the growing science and tech classes-especially the collaborative group work that is so prevalent today.”
-“LOVE this; NEED this!”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-hands-on, real-world experiences, explorations, STEM focus
-collaboration, group work, problem-solving
-inspries creativity, enhances learning
-skills development, prepare for jobs, explore/confirm interests
-“We do not take enough of a focus on “craft” and engagin students in not only creativity, but in
the actual labor of completling something physical.”
-“I love this concept. Don’t wait for high school and college to introduce the lab concept.
Promotes hands on learning. I don’t anyone who loves sittinr at a desk doing paperwork all day,
including adults. I absolutely love this idea.”
-“It would be great to have more hands on skills like shop class.”
-“A fun and active lab makes learning fun and real. “
-“great for tactile learners, gets kids up and moving, collaborative.”
-“We need more that in the block classes sewing/tech ed is not for everyone-add a coding class”
-“like the strong visual connection with the space outside the classroom. Lots of storage and tools
to experiment with”
-“I like the idea of an open concept area where kids can explore and build. I also appreciate the
glass walls. Even though this is an enclosed space, it feels open and welcoming.”
-“Wow there’s lots happening here and it looks fun and exciting. I can see this as a lab space, but
not classroom as students would need space to make notes, write, etc.”
-“This is sorely needed at our middle schools.”
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Working together, creating, designing.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #11:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“graffiti“
-“Not everyone is interested in these types of classes“
-“It’s so small there’s not enough room to work“
-“unorganized“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-image looks crowded, projects need space / elbow room
-“looks like fun, would love to see the research on if it works.”
-concern for “Students who let the leaders do all of the work.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-safety using tools
-too disorganized, messy, chaotic, clutter
-looks crowded
-“This just looks like a sensory overload cluster mess.”
-“What is a maker lab?”
-“Entertaining but not teaching”
-“Looks busy and cumbersome, not organized.”
-“My child may need more guidance and instruction than this appears to provide. And can a
student do nothing in here and get away with that? Kind of reminds me of a Lego room at a kid
museum and I personally very much dislike that ‘subject’ or whatever it’s suppa lego”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“The overcrowding of space and equipment for the students“

•
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“I would love a maker lab to give kids who don’t have that at home, a place to expereince
hands-on stem learning.”
“Always need more hands on learning especially with the importance of STEM.
“Always good to have these spaces
“experimenting would allow students to explore their own ideas
“With technology becoming an even greater presence in the world around us, involving students
in its creation seems only logical.
“I love the idea of having a space for this even though my kids have no interest in it.”
“It gives kids an opportunity to explore using their imaginations and hands. Also teaches them
to use tools they may not otherwise learn to use in their homes. May open some kids’ eyes to a
vocational career.”
“This hands on learning would help open new learning opportunities for so many kids.”
“this would be great - expand beyond just art class!”
“just look at all the interaction and hands on learning!”

Not sure, image #11 could be cool, but I worry about:
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for supervision, maintenance and treatment of school property
-space - the photo looks tight, projects need more work space
-how to “stock” the programs with adequate supplies and equipment (budget issue)
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“Management and organization of this space. Our living rooms could be used this way if we had
other spaces for our support teachers.”
“While the large open area is nice it is also wasted space in a tight budget time”
“Possibility for huge messes - who cleans up?”
“Im not sure what the benefits of this would be.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Great collaborative environment but small, too easy for kids to get projects intertwined/lost.
Awesome large tables though and lots of storage.”
-“Obviously, safety is an issue, but if monitored correctly this could be really cool.
-“Concerned about a lack of space to navigate around the classroom.”
-“I think my child would enjoy this and provide those students that are more hands on learners time
to experiment. This could use a bit more organization, though. It feels a bit cluttered.”
-“This is similar to tech rooms we had at Indian Hills, I am not a fan of the big windows rather than
walls. This could be very distracting for students in class”
-“I think it might work for 5/6 graders but not younger students”
-“I don’t have a kid at this age level. My only worry is when too many kids work on one project, the
strong ones take over and the weak students enjoy the ride.”
-“Cost and upkeep. I am familiar with other maker space libraries and the upkeep and cost
might outweigh the benefit of the space. If this was implemented there would have to be a
hefty budget to support the work. Many spaces like this are funded at the start and then not fully
funded to buy materials and staff to run it. If it isn’t supplied and provided proper upkeep it will not
be of value.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Find a reason to make something”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 12: a secondary school library

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?

•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #12:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“it has a lot of collaborative space“
-“It’s spread out and has separate areas for group work.“
-“all the colors“
-“not too bad“
-“very nice, but an amphitheater would be cool too“
-“allows easy collaboration but also space for individual work, open atmosphere“
-“I love to read.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-library should be a ollaborative space that helps students learn from peers and research together
-like flexible and modern seating, openness, windows, bright colors and graphics
-welcoming, upbeat space, will invite student use, feels like a coffee shop
-“Media centers are important, not only for reading but also to help engage and teach students.”
-“This library image is awesome! That amount of natural light makes the room bright; collaborative
spaces allow for flexible student learning; comfortable seating invites students to stay in the library
to read and study”
-efficient use of space, provides all necessary areas
-“Students would love this. Libraries dont all need to be dim and nutural colors. We need to make
them more inviting”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-positive, inspiring, inviting yet comfortable
-bright, good natural light, open
-flexible space, like all the seating options, students have choice
-colorful, modern, like the graphics
-like the computer bar
-high ceilings make small space look larger
-“Visually Appealing - Individual space for all learners, or a group space if that is what they would
prefer.”
-“Their is different types of seating, not all students can sit still or sit the same way
-“The library at VSW is not quite as cozy as this photo; however, it attempts to be this type of center
for middle school/high school students.”
-“Very modern. Looks like a place a middle school child would feel comfortable in, want to visit.
-“This would be great and would allow for more classrooms/students to utilize books, computers,
researching etc.”
-“Wide open spaces promote a friendly environment to read, study or collaborate.”
-“Any resources that can be provided to increase library services, support, environment would be
welcomed. Libraries are vital to student success.”
-“I like the set up and the different areas to read, study, and collaborate together.”
-“Love the cool cafe feel to this space - again, providing space seperation I think is important.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“more welcoming space, currently sterile“
-“modern“
-“I love the natural light!“
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•
		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE
-“looks too elementary-like”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-[survey photo title included the word “secondary” which was intended to refer to grades 7-12,
however, several comments read “secondary” to mean a 2nd library space to supplement a
main library. thus many comments reflected a concern for the need for additional library space,
and whether is would be used if there was a main library, etc. These have been omitted as
irrelevant. We regret our use of this term, and wish we had simply stated “grades 7-12” in the title
instead of “secondary”.]
-wasted space
-not enough seats,
-would not get enough use
-distracting, chaotic
-“We building Schools or Cathedrals? Huge volume of wasted space for taxpayers to heat/cool.”
-“That whole environment jjust looks terribly distracting.”
-“Too busy. Not enough attention on books. Seems loud and not conducive to studying.”
-“too much going on with the paint. distracting.”
-“Need full time teacher librarians in each building. The “cool” space is only as good as its leader
to encourage its use”
-“There are no comfortable places to read and very few books to read.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Ceilings are too high. Inefficient.“

•
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No, here’s what concerns me about image #12:

Not sure, image #12 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“It seems far to “young” for a secondary school.“
-“The colors and light would distract me while studying, I think“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-space appears too large in the photo
-“feels appropriate for middle school, not so much for high school”
-“A lot of space dedicated to this. Want to make sure the budget has great impact and feel that is
better off in the classrooms.”
-“Tall walls without windows makes the space feel less cozy.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-[survey photo title included the word “secondary” which was intended to refer to grades 7-12,
however, several comments read “secondary” to mean a 2nd library space to supplement a
main library. thus many comments reflected a concern for the need for additional library space,
and whether is would be used if there was a main library, etc. These have been omitted as
irrelevant. We regret our use of this term, and wish we had simply stated “grades 7-12” in the title
instead of “secondary”.]
-“Fewer books, more collaboration space needed”
-“I don’t see enough spaces to drop down and read a book, only those three round ottomans.”
-“I feel neutral about this. Don’t love it, don’t hate it.”
-“Not sure what the stuff on the wall is- seems a little overwhelming, chaotic”
-“noise distractions”
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“Red and orange are very aggressive colors. This is neat, but seems a little busy, and for a library
where kids should be able to focus, may be detrimental to concentration.”
“Not enough table and chairs, not too conducive to actual learning, more like a playground
indoors.”
“Not enough table and chairs, not too conducive to actual learning, more like a playground
indoors.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“I just don’t like the asthetics“
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 13: a science lab/classroom

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #13:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“I could conduct my own science experiments!“
-“Science is cool and it looks cool in this awesome lab”
-“you get to mover around and have a lot more space “
-“different tables, wheels on chairs“
-“The chairs at the lab counters are a great idea. Stools and standing hurt during block days.
-“In the picture this would be a good classroom because it is so big, having everything spread out
would help students because they are not so cramped in a classroom of smaller size.“
-“easy to work together, variety of seating, open room“
-“More space and adjustable, easier for partner work. “
-“It’s nice to have a separate area for science labs. It allows for more in-depth experiments and
change within the classroom“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“flexible-seating“
“
-“Collaboration and shared learning “
-“allows collaboration, different tables, open, windows“
-“Flexible space that is bright and cheerful.“
-“like the movable tables and chairs“
-“We would LOVE a space for science work as well as materials storage!! It is very important for
“science to be hands on learning! “
-“Some of our science rooms have a classroom side, and lab side, but not all.“
-“Working together in a group“
-“how organized it is and how inviting it is to students“
-“Space for collaboration and projects and experiments. And WINDOWS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!“
-“could be used in elementary also“
-“Flexible student seating, clean lab tables and counters, WINDOWS!“
-“Provides for group work and labs“
-“love the flexibility“
-“plenty of lab space“
-“looks similar to VHS labs but with chairs on wheels“
-“Seating and work station options“
-“Flexibility of the space is good. Separation of lab equipment keeps kids out of trouble.“
-“Another idea for flexible spaces and hands on learning“
-“Love the action gym!“
-“lots of outdoor light“
-“Having more of them!“
-“I love the mobility and options this space allows“
-“allows for differentiated learning projects“
-“It seems flexible but well-suited for labs.“
-“more group work and peer learning and space available “
-“space and options for seating “
-“Looks inviting, yet functional and fun.“
-“Colors, light and cooperative.“

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good use of space
-ample space for projects and collaboration
-bright, good color, welcoming
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good movable furniture, defined workstations, movable storage
clean, organized, efficient, sleek, bright
good natural light
structured, but open, functional but attractive
flexibility, student choice, teacher flexibility to arrange room for various activities
“This seems to offer a lot of various surfaces and seating conducive for science experiments.”
“Love it. Looks like college but with more color. Promotes group learning, hands on, lab concept.”
“Science is difficult to learn and fewer distractions is extremely helpful.
“It appears that the teacher is in the center of the room so all students can see better
“This is a necessity. VHS has done a nice job of upgrading their science wing. Keep up the good
work!“
“Are those separated, each table has the ability to do it on group laboratory work. Yet also plenty
of walking space for shared work”
“Great space in this photo!“
“This would be fabulous.“
“There are different learning environments in one classroom.“
“yes, yes and YES! This would be fantastic! You would be doubling the learning opportunites :) :)”
“I enjoy the openess of the classroom, the different options to collaborate in groups, partners, or
work individually.”
“would be cool - make students feel like grown ups.”
“Room to learn traditionally and to try lab work.”
“Updated and looks more collegiate.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Looks like a nice room.“
-“I like the tables on wheels“
-“I like our science labs at Valley better“

No, here’s what concerns me about image #13:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“you need separate desks AND a lab area--- that way the teacher can have multiple things going
on depending on the lesson. There needs to be separation of students some days, and group
work some days, and sometimes half the class needs to be in lab while others are not b/c there
aren’t enough lab supplies for them all to be in lab at once.“

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-looks too plain, not inspiring
-could also work for primary (in addition to secondary)
-“I’m not in favor of the elevated table and chairs in a classroom.”
-“I’m bored just looking at it.”
-“very utilitarian”
-“It just seems very sterile and boring. When I’m bored, I don’t want to concentrate on the task at
hand. I think there’s a middle ground between this and the prior library picture.”
-“All the wheels on the chair would concern me as a teacher, as I could see them being a
distraction (I speak from experience as a middle school teacher)”
-“it looks like not everyone would have opportunity to be at a lab space at the same time”
-“How to you lecture to a room that is this spread out? The teacher should be giving directions
before splitting into groups.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“It’s a little plain.“
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Not sure, image #13 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“Everything is so crowded, it needs to lose a few tables and then there might be barely enough
space.“
-“swivel chairs are nice but there isn’t much lab space“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“I think there is a better way to incorporate the lab and the classroom into one to mimic the real
world better.“
-“Not sure our staff would like it, kids would“
-“It looks great but from a teacher perspective not enough of the things needed most like sinks,
gas outlets, electrical outlets. Love the flexibility of the furniture and the large space but lacking
basic science amenities that are needed”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“I think we tend to think of science rooms as needing to be huge. At times I fear it’s wasted
space.“
-“I think these could be a little more engaging and inspiring, but I think they offer some good
functional/flexible areas for learning.”
-“ASK the science teachers!”
-“I don’t know. I never recall that I cared for science learning.”
-“Teacher’s Desks? Teacher’s moving from classroom to classroom to teach is a new approach
that some District’s are trying.”
-“Not a fan of chairs on wheels for secondary students-too distracting. Everything else looks great”
-“the chairs and tables on wheels could be a major distraction”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 14: a middle school gym

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #14:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“Yes because a big gym is great to have and can be used for all kinds of activities.“
-“The windows let light in, and it seems more open than Stilwell because of the light.
-windows!“
-“The windows are a great idea to provide natural light and access to the outside world.“
-“Gyms are always good for schools because it is a good way to keep kids active through PE and
other indoor sports like basketball and volleyball.“
-“i enjoy the mural in calming colors“
-“open room, natural light“
-“Bigger, more space“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Classrooms in addition to the gym would promote blended courses”
-creative, warm feeling, windows
-Natural lighting is important in a gym
-“Natural light is fantastic”
-“The art is bright and positive.”
-welcoming and unity
-Large space, lots of visuals and natural light
-Bright and Clean
-“Physical activity is important.” “Exercise and physical fitness are essential”
-“the decor is great”
-“very welcoming with positive images and nature light being shinned through the clear windows “
-“natural light and inspirational space to provide motivation!!!”
-“The windows offer a lot of light. Gyms with only fluorescent lighting feel icky.”
-“It would be nice if the gym had windows to the outside world...”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-like natural light in gym space
-inspiring graphics, inviting
-cheerful, beautiful
-functional
-engages active play and learning
-“The addition of natural light and engaging paintings on walls
-“I think this space could be even more interesting, but these seem to be much better at engaging
daylighting and providing a more dynamic space than what we currently have [small, dark,
gyms, buried in facility].”
-“Our gyms could totally be made over to seem more inviting and not stale
-“More natural lighting is good for student health.”
-“Personality plus! Exciting and invigorating space.”
-“Color and fun graphics.”
-“Love the bright light being brought in through the windows, gyms are often so dark.”
-“Our grade school’s gym is newer, but our middle school gym is a little dark and dreary.”
-“I love the natural lighting in the gym-none of the wdm schools have this”
-“I love the addition of windows! It makas the space less intimidating and claustrophobic.”
-“it’s a must and I really think more ventilation and a couple windows would make it less depressing
dungeon like”
-“Well lit, regulation size court plenty of room for larger PE classes to meet.”
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COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“I like what they did at Indian Hills better. This is good, but a little to busy.“

No, here’s what concerns me about image #14:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“Our junior high and elementary gyms could use better/built in AV equipment and screens/
monitors. “
-“i would like multiple courts/ side courts“
-“classrooms are to cramped this is nice“
-“we need but just don’t have light“

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for natural light
-too costly for simple gym space, not necessary
-“Natural light and windows in a gym are not good. Glares and sunlight issues, along with the
potential of broken windows.”
-“A gym is essential, but 10s of thousands of dollars in Wall decor ( I know, I make Wall decor for a
living) is too heavy a burden on the taxpayer. If its a private donation, its cool however.”
-“Too small. These days we need gyms that serve multiple classes at a time and multiple sport
teams at a time. Need to be able to divide and still have adequate space to do curriculum.”
-“Seems a little over in Hanst. Seems like many gymnasiums are going more retro. Simple is actually
OK”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Glass curtain walls and hard balls being thrown around do not go together.“

•
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“This would be an excellent indoor space that would allow children to not only have P.E. but
recess as well, when temperatures do not allow students to go outside.”
“Kids need to have space to move around!”
“This would be an excellent indoor space that would allow children to not only have P.E. but
recess as well, when temperatures do not allow students to go outside.”
“I like the size and the quality of the setting.”
“Nice floor, with the great sunlight”
“Awesome artwork and windows. The gym in my child’s school is outdated and dark.“
“Kids need to have space to move around!”
“Looks like a place I would want to exercise.”
“I like the natural light coming into the space. Most, if not all the gyms in our district are interior
spaces. I would not specifially renovate a gym to put in more windows.”

Not sure, image #14 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE
-“glass breaks“

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Seating for crowd/audience? Lighting nice, but could you make it dark IF you wanted to do
something like something shown on a screen?”
-“It’s just so many windows - again, cost. Where is all this money for windows and glass going to
come from.”
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“It’s a gym... Nothing special. Most gyms look like this, from my experience. Having a rock wall or
interactive spaces would be better.”
“I’m not sure how fancy a gym needs to be...?”
“The natural light could be a distraction when playing some games if the sun is in the wrong place
at the wrong time.”
“Looks like a regular gym.”
“something encouraging on the walls is always fun. Maybe have an upper class design it each
year.”
“looks too small. These days we need gyms that serve multiple classes at a time and multiple sport
teams at a time. Need to be able to divide and still have adequate space to do curriculum.”
“Looks like a fairly standard gym set up. I do like the bright mural on the wall though and the effort
to get natural lighting in.”
“The middle schools have gyms, of course. VSW’s gym is fabulous. HOWEVER, there is no indoor
space for turf training in WDM for any sport. Not sure why that is. And the Level 3 Special Ed
schools should ALL have sensory gyms--including VSW and VHS. It’s discriminatory to leave them
out of the equation.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 15: a double classroom

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #15:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“Spread out tables and natural light would really help with student’s learning because they would
be mentally readier to learn than through the standard ways that schools do this currently.“
-“yep, this is it“
-“wood floor“
-“Very conducive to discussion and group work, which become more prominent in higher-leveled
classes.“
-“open, group seating, easy to rearrange to accommodate lessons/activities“
-“More space and can be more interactive.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-natural light / windows are important n a learning environment
-flexibility, no desks in rows, ample space for various activities and grouping
-good use of color and materials, welcoming, homey, inviting
-supportive of collaboration, group work, projects
-movable storage
-“Collaboration/Communication and agency are promoted in this environment”
-“Natural lighting is great. Closed in rooms can be depressing.”
-“I wish not all classrooms are structured and empty. Make them cozy, kids are at school half of
their waking time.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good flexibility to respond to different lessons
-setting fosters collaboration and group work, desks not in rows
-“
-enhancement of individual learning
-good windows / natural light
-good color, not as drab as some classrooms
-“Large windows and ability to rearrange desks based on what the lesson/plan for the day is.”
-“Paint colors and flooring for learning.”
-“This looks like a multi-purpose room not assigned to a particular teacher?”
-“Collaboration made easy”
-“Looks functional and flexible“
-“Light, flexibility, not teacher focused“
-“Open space and team style seating “
-“Large and open. Light furniture easily moved.“
-“It’s bright and open.“
-“Looks very welcoming “
-“Natural light. Plenty of space. “
-“Lots of outdoor light is very inviting, modern and updated furniture along would be great“
-“I like the less traditional layout“
-“I like the group seating and the table format“
-“lots of space so kids aren’t in each others laps, room to spread out, chairs and desks that high
school students can actually fit into. flexibility to set the room up several different ways“
-“This exists thorughout the district, I”m just not aware of any at Westridge where my kids attend.“
-“Again, somewhat flexible. Need enough space to be able to spread kids out for tests,etc. but
large room, storage , windows. All critical to health of good classroom.”
-“It would be fantastic is all classrooms had a full wall of windows and small group tables with
seating. I’m sure there are a few classrooms that might have this set-up; however, those are
probably not the norm. This looks really inviting and pleasant.”
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No, here’s what concerns me about image #15:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-need combination of furniture, some for individuals, like during testing
-looks expensive
-“That’s a lot of floor to clean and windows too”
-“This doesn’t allow for flexiblity within the room--- kids will always need to sit with each other.
Assessments would be rough, and students who need to be in direct supervision (aka my 504 says
I have to sit in the front b/c I have ADHD) will not be best served her. Regular desks are nice, and
can be grouped into 2’s, 3’s and so on.”
-“Students who have to sit close to someone with body odor, or a student who is not engaged”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“This drab color seems like an office building instead of a classroom to inspire learning.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-concern for too much interaction, too much space
-too sparce and institutional
-forces students to interact and work in groups
-too traditional
-not structured enough
-“Too much inefficient glass. Too expensive.“
-“Sterile environment.”
-“chairs uncomfortable- need to be on rollers”
-“Lots of wasted space. Students aren’t facing front ‘eyes ahead’”
-“This is a little sparse to me - I wish there was more on the walls to personalize the space”
-“This is really boring. It reminds me of a conference room. I don’t feel engaged in this
environment.”
-“Dark walls. Traditional seating, except for teacher desk.”
-“I do not care for forcing kids to work in small groups. Too distracting.”
-“I feel like it is not much different than an traditional classroom. I don’t know if students need
desks and have to look across at each other.Desks like that still trap. Rounded allows for more
conversation. Also, a desktop to write on would be helpful for note taking since students have
chrome books”
-“Not structured enough ....invites clicks...need all eyes on teacher”

•
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like the larger space than what is at Valley, Valley Southwoods, and The Jr Highs.”
-“Windows”

Not sure, image #15 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-double classrooms are mainly for interdisciplinary teaching, less available to other teachers
-seems expensive / costly
-“I like the idea of collaboration but no one strategy is the secret to success. Table can make
independent learning difficult especially when differentiating for learning styles.”
-“It reminds me of DMACC classrooms. I like the grouping it offers, but it feels big and impersonal.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-too sterile, needs more excitement
-looks cold
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“Like the flexibility but don’t want so much space it’s not adequately used. Teachers will need
appropriate training so that it’s used effectively”
“these could be a little more visually inpsiring, but good use of daylighting. Need more flexible
seating and different learning areas/zones.”
“Test taking days? Getting the room dark when it’s needed- for projecting & such.”
“concern that these tables and chair are not on casters for greater flexibility”
“It’s not very inviting. There could be more done with colors or set up to make this a warmer
space.”
“Teacher’s Desks? Teacher’s moving from classroom to classroom to teach is a new approach
that some District’s are trying.”
“I worry about kids that actually like having their own personal space. There are people, including
kids, that like their own personal space and don’t want to sit with a group of students.”
“Students having their backs to the teacher and having to turn around while they write any notes
abut the topic being taught.”
“It is very open, not all students face the teacher & it doesn’t all for all types of learning”
“It looks like a generic classroom. Like the ones i had in high school. Nothing “bad”, just boring.“
“lots of physical room, but students forced to sit too close to others in a classroom“
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 16: a middle school science lab

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #16:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“robots in the ceiling!“
-“this is sick“
-“Overhead lights are an interesting idea.“
-“In this picture and others the colors of the classroom would really be nice to have because they
“would be better than all of the walls being white and gray.“
-“collaboration, easy to move around“
-“More space, more interactive“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-state of the art equipment, application and research
-engaging, unique, appealing, flexible, “technocentral”, modern, inspiring, bright
-good furniture, flexible, good for differentiation
-“Advanced science should be taught from an early age.”
-“I think larger group settings are great to help encourage group learning and teamwork”
-“Those chairs look like they would be much better than the connected desks. This looks like a
place where collaboration would work well.”
-“Seems very inviting with the coloring. As a short person, I appreciate the chairs.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good hands-on, applied learning
-clean, organized
-great technology
-flexible, good for collaboration, interaction
-nice use of color
-good daylight, open space, inviting
-“Love this! Promoting hands on, lab learning“
-“Very clean and geometric. The shapes on the floor and ceiling are interesting without being too
interesting. There is a lot of storage that is away from the work area.“
-“seem much more inspiring and good use of daylight and integrated technology.“
-“Seems like science lab and science classroom could be combined. “
-“This gives the students the ability to use technology in a hands on environment.
-“desks/chairs not in rows. science equipment at each set of tables.
-“The furniture and colors seem inviting and cool not outdated and boring
-“Looks like a fun place to learn!
-“Bright modern organized inviting
-“bright colors, open tables in the middle, access to large fume hood at middle school level,
“technology looks to be incorporated into each station
-“it seems like a forward looking science room
-“THIS is a great science classroom! The colors are bright and engaging, the students are
“collaborating, it looks both high tech and achievable.
-“Looks high tech! Set up for collaboration and social learning.
-“It looks more interesting and technologically advanced than a normal science classroom.
-“Love the New Tech feel of this room. It is all modernized and has incorporated technology.
-“It’s a MUST! I learned SO Much in a science room like this, I retained more information too
“because of the room to do hands on or use certain tools etc.
-“This looks like it provides opportunities to use advanced technology and there is enough space &
“equipment for all the children to have the same opportunities.
-“It looks high tech, and I like the tables that give kids the ability to work in larger groups.
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No, here’s what concerns me about image #16:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“there is a lot of wasted technology in rooms like these where teachers aren’t properly trained or
included in decisions regarding such devices.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Looks cool but expensive
-“Tables have to stay where they are because of capture hoods. Not a lot of opportunity to
rearrange”
-“the space is fine, but those light fixtures are overkill. Look expensive.”
-“Doesn’t have the basic science amenities. Gas, water, electric. All very important and looks like
relegated to the perimeter and/or non existent. Need sufficient amenities to properly run an entire
class, not just a demo. [NOTE: it is not unusual for a non-educator to not be able to recognize
new equipment, such as the ceiling-mounted lab equipment shown in the photo. We regret not
including an explanation in the survey caption.]
-“I don’t like the high chairs or tables.”
-“not enough natural light”
-“Tables are kind of big indicating that the group would be large. Many students wouldn’t thrive
well in a larger group of like 6.”
-Tables are too large for the students to hear each other. Groups will get fragmented.
-Skylights and the drops above the tables look expensive and long term possible maintenance
issues

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Skylights leak and are inefficient.“

•
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like the apparent space, I think they layout & equipment could be better organized“

Not sure, image #16 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“not enough good space to do hands on science“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Not sure if it meets science teachers needs.”
-need space for breakouts and small groups

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-non-traditional science lab may have been confusing for some parents
-“Where is the teacher teaching from?”
-“This space does not look like it is ADA accesible in anyway shape or form.”
-“spills, mainenance”
-“Kids would like- innovative looking, again ask science teachers for sure!”
-“Not enough lab equiptment”
-“Storage of materials in relation to where students are located.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 17: a middle school collaboration space

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

160

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #17:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-Multiple study spaces
-different places to sit
-This would king of act as a classroom outside of the classroom where students could come to work
on projects that they have for their different classes.
-pretty cool
-many uses for the room, varied seating for different needs
-Students and teachers can help one another.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-collaboration, agency, communication, shared learning
-flexibility, support multiple activities, larger groups
-“It is inviting and bright. It has potential for many uses. “
-comfortable, cozy, colorful, accessible, open, variety of options
-“Nice to have a place where kids can go to collaborate without disturbing others.”
-good space for staff meetings, professional development, etc.
-“We need more of these types of spaces.”
-“safe places for collaboration and enhanced social skills”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good collaboration space
-supports variety of functions and arrangements
-looks fun, engaging, flexible
-“This seems to offer good collaboration areas but still maintains a bit of structure to keep students
focused on the task at hand.
-“I like the map on the wall and the comforable chairs to talk.
-“Like use if map to provide a visual that could reinforce other learning
-“This allows different types of work groups and learning to happen in a large area.”
-This appears to be solely for collaboration - not a library.
-did you say collaboration? Yes and Amen!
-I think some of my child’s classes are like this. Middle school. I like this environment. More kid based
learning on their own. Looks like a relaxed peaceful learning environment as well .
-This allows different types of work groups and learning to happen in a large area.
-Good place to meet classmates for studying.
-Student driven collaboration
-Open, comfortable, conducive to collaboration and socializing.
-It’s a great place for others to meet and collaborate.
-love the flexiblity of the space. Various interact grouping for all kinds of collaboration
-flexibility of a multi-purpose space
-If this is in the center of a pod of classrooms this would be nice
-spacious room, great graphics
-I really like how this is set up and the wall art. I would appreciate more windows, but the space
seems cozy and conducive to conversation.
-Warm and inviting. Optimal for students to work together.
-i like the idea of collaboration as that is how the “real world” typically works.
-It looks like a great place to study and to get help not only from instructors, but fellow students as
well.
-It has different seating areas to allow for different learning types
-I love the concept of collaboration spaces and they serve a terrific purpose.
-”Collaboration spaces are a great new concept. It looks very inviting and would be a great
space to relax or get some homework done. ”
-”comfortable seating and areas to collaborate”
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”Kids should have a study hall in a room like this, no more study halls in classrooms where they
have to sit in a desk and just sit still and work quietly... let them be kids a little more, let them move
around, let them breath. I guarentee behaviors would be more positive”
”It looks very comfortable and like a good place to collaborate.”
”I think this would be an excellent place for a study hall or tutoring time.”
”Promotes learning in a non threatening environment.”
”Good use of space. At VSW have this space but taken up with computers on tables when they
all have their own.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”the size of the space, not sure about the layout and furniture”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #17:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“we are already short on classroom space.”
-“My Special Ed students need different types of seating.”
-needs natural light
-may not be utilized enough to justify the expense
-“It’s not used all of the time and so it is seemingly “wasted space” when it’s not being used...and
when space is at a premium, it’s hard to see it empty.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-under-used / not needed
-too much group work
-no natual light
-other spaces could serve this function
-“Classrooms, libraries, Gymnasiums would serve this function”
-”This could be a part of the library.”
-”The lunchroom could maybe be considered a collaboration space ”
-“I’m not sure how much it would b used”
-“We need more time learning independently not more group activities.”
-“To much soft space. Condusive to sleeping”
-“Again, collaboration spaces are wasted infrastructure money, wasted on-going maintenance
money. Kids collaborate on their own.”

		
•

Not sure, image #17 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-needs monitoring, supervision
-needs good storage, easy access, lockable
-“I am not sure how this would be utilized.”
-“I think this needs to be part of the classrooms or pods so that teachers have ownership.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Need bigger tables”
-What’s the focus? Hugh ceilings? Far away tables? A mural?”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Looks nice”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 18: a middle school art lassroom that opens to the outside

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #18:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“open to outside”
-“This is what we have at the moment where everything is closer together.”
-“collaboration, movement, creative space”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“There is an easier flow of traffic. There is flexible seating. There is a lot of light. The garage door
gives flexibility with space use.”
-supports creativity, collaboration, exploration, communication, shared learning
-outdoor connections
-efficient, durable materials, ease of maintenance
-ample space, room to move, create, multiple projects
-good natural light
-flexible furniture
-“Love the connection between students and supplies”
-“Creative use of space. Love the garage door idea.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good space for creating / creativity and student choice
-dynamic / flexible, inviting, spacious, bright, promotes active learning
-good connection to outside
-“I like the wall projector to trace images and the extra large tables.”
-“I like the raw finishes and the access to natural light. I like the large overhead door connecting
the space to the corridor or possibly an adjacent space for greater collaboration opportunities”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“more space, current art classrooms are cramped”
-“It’s crowded and cluttered”

•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #18:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-space seems small in the photo
-“no easels or multi medium space”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes)
-too busy, clutered, crowded
-too blank, boring

•

Not sure, image #18 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“Having enough space to create. The desks are very cramped, art is more individualized to me.”
-“its pretty cool i guess”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes)
-nees more opportunities for individual work
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 19: a middle school library and broadcast media room

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #19:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-color, looks nice
-“This would be a great way to introduce new, interesting subjects at the middle school level.”
-“At Valley there are media classes that we are thankful to have because it is another way that
students can express themselves and learn other things besides the main core classes.”
-“encourages creativity, many uses”
-“students can hang out.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-great area for students to be creative, more opportunities to communicate, express themselves
-good colors, inspiring space, well-lit and organized, good technology
-“Broadcasting in the school would be such an amazing feature to offer students.“
-“Authentic learning experiences that connect to the world beyond school”
-“Making more spaces for broadcast opportunities, video creation, etc.”
-specific, enclosed space for media room
-“right now we have teachers and teacher librarians making makeshift versions of these in closets
and storage room. Would be nice to have a spot set up to do this from the start.”
-“Students are constantly wanting a “green screen” so we have a make shift one set up in our
media center computer lab”
-“I like the area to displace books and small area for students to work. video etc.”
-“What a great way for students to be creative!“
-“create our own school identity; student news student run“
-“would be good for projects.“
-“this gives students more opportunities “

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good support for critical media literacy and hands-on learning
-students should have opportunities to try new things, particularly with emerging technologies
-fun and engaging
-“students should be making and editing school videos as often as they have to use PowerPoint.”
-“Pretty state of the art for middle school”
-“This would be awesome for students to use. Think of the projects and real world application!!!!”
-“Opportunities to learn various skills to enhance their interests and provide unique opportunities.“
-“It promotes different areas of learning
-- and“exploration.“
-“Would be a great opportunity for students“
-“We absolutely need to be offering classes like this.“
-“another opportunity to try something new“
-“Lots of choices for students.“
-“What a cool environment! And a new way to use media in the classroom!“
-“Tech oportunities for kids, inviting, colorful, etc.“
-“Would love to see something like this incorporated with Art/ Creative spaces in all schools.“
-“Students need to engage new and emerging tech and media“
-“Opportunities for students to learn mass communication skills.“
-“The media option is really cool - just have to have the resources to enable kids to utilize it“
-“I love the colors.“
-“This would be great for kids to learn something new“
-“this would be really awesome, again “out of the box” learning spaces!“
-“It allows children who might be too bashful to try the opportunity to see and become familiar
with broadcasting. “
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“creative outlets allow students to utilize the knowledge being taught“
“I think it would be a great extracurricular club for students to learn a new trade and to try it out”
“This looks spectacular! I’m not entirely sure what the students are using for media classes at this
point.“
“Kids would love a space like this!“
“Great idea for learning!!“
“connection to students’ interests and different type of learning“
”My child would like to study broadcasting in college and this would provide experience”
”It looks interesting and bright. Good space to apply practical learning. ”
”Again this would provide more actual hands on, one on one ACTUAL learning :) Great
experience/practice”
”Will give kids another avenue to try out interests for career education.”
”Very cool idea for the broadcast media room.”
”Any opportunity is give children access to technology is welcomed.”
”Very cool concept. Can do so much. Most people may not understand the green paint on the
walls, but it’s meant for Chromakey”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Great way to be introduced to something new at that age ”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #19:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concerns for extent of use to justify the expense of building/operating it
-“Looks “cold” and uncomfortable. Not inviting for relaxing and reading”
-“Spending money on this, and not working to ensure teachers are utilizing it.”
-“training for teachers to best utilize the space”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-utilization / wast of space
-supervision / distrust of student activities
-“seems confining, not enough room”
-“In Middle School? No thanks, save it for University, until then use available light and an
inexpensive backdrop”
-”Misuse of media devices.”
-”Lack of use, could better spend school dollars elsewhere”

		
•
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Not sure, image #19 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-again, concerns for extent of use to justify the expense of building/operating it
-“Had this, did not get utilized so it went away.”
-“I’m not sure how it would be used and may be a waste of space.”
-“we already have it at the high school level”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-”Library looks small; media room is a great idea, promote creativity
-”Not a big room for video work
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”I like giving them the opportunity to use technology/equipment. I do not know why there is
a ”small window into the lab in the reading area; seems to be an opportunity for mischief/
distraction.
”I have no idea what broadcast media is. I never did this in school ever and I studied finance in
college. If it’s to put students on radio, then that’s silly to spend so much money on that small of a
number of students that could learn other ways in thecommunity .
”is this something that secondary school students are partaking in?
”Recording room should have more sound proofing.

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Small spaces being utilized as learning areas, concern for supervision.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 20: study alcoves in a library space

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #20:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-“provides a quiet space for students to work independently without distractions“
-“The ability to be more isolated with less distractions“
-“Looks like a really cool area to sit by yourself and do work with no distractions/anxiety that
people are watching what you’re doing all the time“
-“They are your own little space to work.“
-“quiet places to read“
-“the seclusion of the space that is yet open“
-“this is also sick“
-“An individual study space would be great for when want my personal space while working.“
-“This would be nice because they would keep you more focused on whatever it is that you might
be studying about.“
-“You can peacefully sit in your little corner and work and assignments and other work“
-“thats adorable i love it“
-“allows for individual work, great to study“
-“We definitely quiet places.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-warm, inviting, comfortable, colorful
-provides individual spaces for study, reading, homework, etc.
-good space for students who need quiet, separation, minimize distractions but still be supervised
-“Collaboration as well as individual work are supported in the same space. This gives students
options”
-“Small spaces can help a student focus - ADHD; Aspergers”
-“allows for students to work on their own away from others. still need to remember not all students
function 100% in groups”
-“This would be awesome in a library and/or in unused hallway spaces.”
-“need more of these types of spaces maybe in our commons area, etc.”
-“I think all buildings could benefit with having these.”
-like the different types of chairs, concerned the studios may be abused by students
-“Could be great for students with anxiety or ADHD issues to help with calm/focus
-“Students would like this.
-“I feel this would be greatly used and appreciated in middle school and high school”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-semi private study option
-good for introverts and students who are easily distracted
-“I feel strongly we need to create more inviting spaces for students to stay and even if we want
them to collaborate, we need to give them spaces for focus and studying.”
-“This allows privacy for students that need to have a quieter/isolated study space.”
-”I like the quiet space that says ‘Don’t bother me, I am concentrating right now.’”
-”like today’s workplaces, this provides for some very flexible working environments.”
-”Privacy is helpful to studying.”
-”Given the ability to implement this It would be in enhanced with the learning, noting that lack of
space could lead to problems with student “ownership” of these cubicles”
-”LOVE this. I am the extroverted mother of an introvert or two, and I’m positive these alcoves
would be a fantastic option for focused work.”
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”These are neat. A way to give each student their own individual space where someone has a
hard time coming up to bug them if they are trying to get their work done . I would have enjoyed
this type of environment as a student”
”This would be nice as most college/higher learning areas have something like this. It’s good
to have personal space in areas especially if the district decides do add in more community/
common areas ”
”My favorite part of the survey is the cubby for individualized reading and study. ”
”Love the quiet study space for sensory kids”
”Supports students who need space to focus”
”Quiet work spaces away from distractions that have a seat and table to allow students to work.”
”It provides a quiet and private place for individual students.”
”Quiet space for single students
”Fosters independent study and encourages students to seek a quiet area if they prefer ”
”I love the flexibility of the table or cubbie. the cubbie could offer an alternative to avoid
distractions that come from open space tables.
”Nice private area that still allows for adult supervision.”
”OMGoodness! I want this in public libraries too!”
”I like the multiple study zone options (more public vs. more private). Color usage is good.
”This individual space would lend some privacy to individuals studying or reading during library
time”
”these spots look clean, fresh, and locations where students can study and learn.
”it would be good to allow children a dedicated space to work on homework/projects in a quiet
area.”
”I LOVE THIS. Having personal space for studying is super important, and these spaces look”
engaging and comfortable. Definitely a must have.”
”The lack of distractions is great”
”I like the cubby --a place that says “I’m working, do not disturb’. Sometimes a table of others can
be easily distracting so this is neat.”
”Quiet spaces for students to study without being stuck in study hall. ”
”love this idea :) If possible to include an outlet in the alcove. ”
”Sometimes we all need space to ourselves. Perfect opportunity in this environment. ”
”Great way for students to “get away” and focus when they need to”
”Great ideas to give students spots to study alone but supervised as well. Less likely for others to
”bother, cause problems as well. ”
”Every child learns differently, these could be useful for those who need to take tests in a different
environment.”
”It allows students an area to get “away” to be able to study but not feel stuffed into a testing
box”
”This is an excellent use of space that fosters good study skills and the environment they may
experience in a university setting.”
”I would have loved an area like this when I was in school. I like to study with minimal distractions.
”being a part of the room but still alone to get work done”

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“I don’t think we have this type of space in our district, I like the concept.”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #20:
EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for student abuse of spaces like these (vandalism, “make-out”, inappropriate computer
use, etc.)
-safety and security concerns
-utilization concerns, “not the best use of space”
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“Students would use them to hide. Not always great and may result in problems.”
“Students can have ‘quiet’ space at home.”
“Not much time in the school day to utilize this type of space”
too much isolation, hard to supervise

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-not needed / wish list
-difficult to supervise and maintain
-safety issues
-promotes anti-social behavior
-“No..awful....students in the comfortable chairs and ample space on tables”
-“Pointless, looks like a welcoming spot for nefarious things to happen.”
-“The secluded area can invite inappropriate behavior”
-“Looks great for college students...not many younger kids get enough time in library to make use
of single alcove”
-“Spaces will be abused- either left dirty, monopolized, or used for activities other than study”
-“Go study at home or wear ear plugs. Issues with kids doing bad thing in them.”
-“Everyone should be seen. There are to many spots int he High Schools that are not see and things
happen.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like the concept of small study spaces, but it concerns me that students would abuse them.“
-“Not necessary. They spend enough time cut off from the real world.“
-“I don’t think we have this type of space in our district, I like the concept.“

•

Not sure, image #20 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concerns for supervision, keeping kids safe
-utilization?
-“I’m not sure if students would like/use this space; they don’t use the study rooms now”
-“Cool space, but does it have max impact for $”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-Students would love these for a multitude of reasons--not all of them good! These could be great if
they are monitored extremely well.
-“An interesting space that is flexible. I wonder what supervising would look like.”
-“Is it necessary/do kids study at school library?”
-“Age appropriate concern in elementary school”
-“how you monitor what the student is doing, they would need to be visible to the person
monitoring the space”
-“I like this personal space; however, do you have kids fighting over the use of this space. Do you
find students misusing the space (ie making out vs studying)”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Good idea”
-“Is there really study time for people to do individual work?”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 21: a student commons / dining area

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #21:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-”cool chairs”
-”the openness and variety of seating”
-”Now if this is referring to a lunchroom than yes we have it but if it is a smaller commons area
where you can also dine at than no we don’t have this and it would be an interesting concept
and how it might work I wouldn’t know.”
-”different seating, easy to re arrange to fit groups”
-”Being able to hang with friends.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good for social interaction/learning, social time
-students have choice, different tables, areas, groupings, activities
-multi-functional space is necessary
-“Kids wouldn’t stress about not having a seat or not having anybody to sit by”
-“Teachers need collaborative spaces, not in classrooms, for PLCs to meet and work”
-“This would be amazing! We need our common areas to be better equipped to help students
throughout the day, not just during lunch.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good for secondary students, respectful
-bright, open colorful, kid-friendly, inviting, fun furniture
-relaxing, not so institutional or sterile
-good flexibility for kids to chose how to spend their lunch periods
-“like today’s workplaces, these seem to provide for some interesting and flexible areas for
hanging out, studying, or eating.”
-“It seems like it would be easier to have your lunch alone instead of in a group if you wanted to.
less peer pressure”
-“I think this environment looks good and is ADA accessible and inclusive”
-“Seems more natural (home dinner table) and allows for more social interaction to destress”
-“These areas serve so many useful purposes for students, faculty and staff, AND the community.
“Great spots for meetings, selling merchandise and event tickets, etc.”
-“It is great for social development”
-“Lunch should be relaxing - not rushed and squeezed together for a quick bite.“

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-”Looks like an interesting concept.”

•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #21:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for cliques, bullying, supervsion, control
-concern for maintenance / custodial: need more trashcans, “students don’t eat neatly”
-need larger tables, kids could be excluded
-“I don’t care for the furniture. seem uncomfortable and pointless.”
-“Lots of space needed and we just don’t have it.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for cleaning, custodial issues
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too unusual, not enough “normal” tables
concern it would not be used / underused / wasted space
creates inequity - who gets better seating? - concern for cliques
“Doesn’t look like a normal area for eating their meal? not enough seating, waste of space.”
“kids lack recpect for materials”
“It looks like a McDonald’s and there doesn’t seem to be enough room to accommodate all the
students.”
“Spaces need to be functional; oftentimes for a multitude of functions/settings. We have spaces
in our junior high that function as a lunchroom/study hall, registration area, meeting area. The
ability to have a space function as more than one space is ideal. Space functionality is at a
premium because we don’t have unlimited funds (or land) to build a variety of one purpose
rooms. We need spaces to be multi-functional.“
“Messes that may interfere with other students not eating.”
“I think this might be a little unstructured for small children just starting out in school (K-3)”
“Looks like a custodian’s nightmare. Possibly easier for kids to exclude someone?”
“I don’t understand the purpose of the TV screens.”
“a basic lunch room works fine”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-”Waste of space. This looks space inefficient”
-”does not seem practical for the # of students that we have in our buildings.”
-”Too funky!”

Not sure, image #21 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes)
-acoustics, supervision, control
-furniture

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-under-use / misuse
-maintenance / cleaning
-too crouded, loud
-could be an alternate lunch area - like for seniors only
-“at Valley there must be another space to eat lunch. The enormous cafeteria is loud and
intimidating.”
-“I like the different seating arrangements but I worry that too much time would be lost finding
seating & partners. There is so little time for lunch on the current schedule.
-The tables in the middle don’t look large enough for dining.“
-“nice perk but should funds be spent on a lunch space or education..?”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 22: a hallway with independent study areas, and visibility
into classrooms

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•
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Yes, here’s what interests me about image #22:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-see-through
-This would be nice because if some students were having trouble with grasping whatever it
is they are learning the teacher could take them away separately while everyone else works
independently.
-If I’m outside a classroom for a teacher I have, I can look in there and relearn the lesson.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-open, warm, inviting colors, encourages team building, independent study
-variety, multiple spaces and opportunities for collaboration, options for teaching/learning
-observation & supervision, good visibility between space, so teachers can monitor students
-effective use of hallway space
-“Great places to work as a group without distractions, but still be able to be supervised because
of the glass walls”
-“Faculty can model collaboration for students. Students can literally see staff working together.
Students can see other student groups collaborating. Good opportunities for modeling
collaborative behavior”
-“students can still be observed from the classroom and noise should be minimal”
-good study spaces just outside classrooms
-“We have so many students who need alternatives to working in the regular classroom. “
-“Beautiful for observations and promotes healthy collaboration. “
-“I like the idea of students having an independent place of study and still be visible”
-“This would be good space for resource teachers. Have several rooms in each grade level to
house multiple resource teachers”
-visibility may cause students to behave - both in the classrooms and in the hallways

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-opportunities for differentiated instruction
-hallway work can still be supervised by classroom teacher
--“LIKE!!!! Seems practical but nice looking & inviting!”
-“We need this. A place to study, but visible”
-“This promotes the idea of a learning community and allows teachers to provide specialized
learning plans for students within a class.”
-“one would not feel banished in this setting
-“Lots of light and quiet spaces to concentrate
-“So essential to teach children how to self-regulate if the classroom is overwhelming
-“I like the visibility of the rooms to the public corridor
-“great way to allow for smaller groups study/project work.
-“I appreciate what this is doing. I don’t love the colors--they’re kind of dull--but I do like the idea of
open areas.
-“Would allow for children to have different study options
-“for High school, this makes sense, It looks like a corporate environment does today. Good prep
for real world.
-“allows for students to work independent if teacher needs to focus on other students
-“I like that it allows students to function independently, but also makes supervision easy.
-“I really like the semi-private office setting of these areas. It offers space for groups or individuals,
while also allowing supervision at a comfortable distance.“
-“Promotes learning while also providing teachers the ability to see what is going on.“
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“A great way to collaborate with other students, classes, & grades or provide study areas for after
school work or clubs.“

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“We have something similar, which I think is good“
-“Looks like a good work space.“

No, here’s what concerns me about image #22:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“If I’m in the classroom, I don’t want people looking in at me. “
-“too distracting and not enough separation for noise“
-“I would feel like a monkey in a cage if people could look in while I was learning. It’s too public
and exposed and takes away from the intimacy of a classroom.“
-“You won’t concentrate, because there will be some loud mouth students walking down the
hallway and won’t even care if you’re studying.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-visibility causes disruptions and distractions
-concern for safety / lock-down procedures
-“No doors on classrooms! We have no doors on our classrooms and it is EXTREMELY disruptive to
student learning. We have been asking for doors for years, and are always told that it “won’t work
with our building” - yet another building is laid out just like ours and they recently got doors on their
classrooms. Classes should be able to collaborate and talk and not have to keep their voices
down all day in order to not disrupt the other classrooms right next to it.”
-“Too much area for idle time will cause students to be late for class and cause problems.”
-“Students already get distracted enough by people walking past an open classroom door; I just
see that being 10 times worse in this environment.”
-“Not sure how the hallways would be monitored.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes)
-concern for distractions and disruptions [about 50 comments mentioning distractions]
-privacy and security concerns
-too “fishbowl”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Too expensive. Windows into classrooms will be distractions.“
-“Supervision“

•

Not sure, image #22 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“like the look, might be distracting to some learners”
-safety/security concerns
-noise/acoustical concerns
-“I do worry about active shooter scenarios and such where there is no where to hide or find
safety.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-difficult to supervise
-chaotic
-distractions
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 23: a high school dining / commons area

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #23:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“I like how open and how there are multiple places to sit“
-“wow“
-“Seems like a good place to eat, work, and socialize.
-“Yes because this is where students each lunch during the day“
-“this looks like high school musical, so im down“
-“stairs to sit on“
-“Having more space, more choice“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-multi-use space, flexible
-“The flexibility of this environment allows for a large number of things that can take place - lunch,
meetings, performances, etc.”
-open, inviting, warm (natural wood is good), colorful, not institutional-looking
-“The rising steps are a neat place - that is a flexible space. “
-“feels more like a small college atmosphere”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good social space, open, fun, social, cool
-good colors, natural light and materials
-multi-function space
-“Lots of various types of seating for socializing. Treats students like adults.”
-“very dynamic and would seem to be a very flexible and multi-functional area for parents and
students before, during and after school. Also, offer some very bright and dynamic and engaging
spaces with volume, materials, colors, etc.”
-“This would help with the community aspect of a school.”
-“Love this because of versatility. If had the stairs the long way could use the opposite wall and use
as meeting space, small auditorium, gathering point etc. ”
-“Awsome! I love the stadium seating. I know when i was in school a lot of kids wouldn’t eat lunch
or just eat a snack, so this would be great for the kids to still be able to sit here and socialize
without having to sit at a table. Makes the room look more open too.”

		
•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #23:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes)
-sound control / acoustics
-maintenance, custodial concerns

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-cleaning, maintenance, vandalism
-“The platforms would end up being a huge mess and no one like eating on the floor.”
-open stair platforms don’t seem safe
-inefficient use, waste of resources
-difficult to monitor

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I don’t like it.”
-“That is not a lunchroom. Would you want to have lunch on the stairs? Is that even sanitary?”
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•
		

Not sure, image #23 could be cool, but I worry about:
PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-money/resources should be spent on education, not social spaces
-waste of money
-maintenance/custodial concerns
-noise / acoustical issues
-too active, too much going on
-“kids leave a giant mess of food and wrappers and there is not enough staff to monitor the area.
“It could be awesome but organization and supervision are key”
-“What’s with the amphitheater stairs? Too many. Uncomfortable. Loud. People will just stare at you
while walking up and down them and it becomes a who’s there scenario rather than focus on
learning.”
-“Lots of wasted space. Looks expensive”
-“Like the tables but all those stairs....maybe young people are better at eating on their lap but all I
picture is a mess and sticky stuff where you try to sit”
-“Don’t like the bleachers - seems like it is inviting messes and accidents. Also don’t like the
openness. Seems like it would be a distraction to the classrooms and areas around the cafeteria.”
-“Too many things happening at once.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 24: a next generation student workstation

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•
		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-This would be nice with the big screen, and having the whole thing be your desk would be better
than hunching over your desk to squint at your small laptop.
-very cool
-unique, modern
-Can do much more.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-state-of-the-art, cool use of media, futuristic, engaging, immersive
-could help some students
-“Big screen allows for detail work in design, art, or publication!”
-“this would really intrigue our students as well as inspire and engage them”
--

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good to prepare kids for new technologies
-cool for kids
-keeping pace with world of work
-embrace the future
-“This would prepare students for what they might encounter once they are in the workforce.”
-“Wow! Hi tech and so with the times! This is great. Amazing! I hadn’t seen anything like this before”
-“Looks new and expensive...wow”
-“So cool! There are many things that could be done with a station like this!”
-“It is an innovative classroom approach to technology.”
-“very cool - lots of antibacterial materials need to be used. I can see pink eye & flu spread easily”
-“independent study space that accommodates new technology”
-“Whoa! Didn’t even know these existed. Would be great for out high schoolers to have access to
this new kind of technology.”
-“We need to embrace the future and find ways to engage students”
-“I have no idea what this is, but it looks awesome!”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (quotes)
-I kind of like the concept
-Preparing students for employment at the end of 12th grade :)

•
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Yes, here’s what interests me about image #24:

No, here’s what concerns me about image #24:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-seems expensive, wasted resources: “just flashy and technology just to use technology instead of
gaining something from it”
-“Tech changing so fast would make this obsolete by the time anyone was trained to use it. We
would do much better with a tech class starting in lower elementary.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-expensive, quickly outdated
-still need books
-too early in life to use this
-need personal interactions
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•

“Sometimes the old ways are still the best ways.“
“Would these be distributed to all kids or prioritized by merit or age or what? Who would pay for
them and why should tax money be spent this way?
“We do not need to be providing our tax dollars to pay for something that a college education
will provide”
“Still need interaction with peers and teachers
“[careful not to adopt new technology] too early, technology will most likely get easier in many
ways, so just wait for it. It’s public school; you don’t need to be at the top of the technology
timeline.”
“Still need access to books and how is this translated to home and doesn’t foster face to face
interaction”
“No. Students need to be engaged with people. Not with more machines.”
“This looks super interesting. I worry that for the money the school district would have to pay, some
careless kids would destroy it.”

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Our students struggle with reading and writing. Paper and pencil is all that is necessary.”
-“Doesn’t seem practical, for size and cost”

Not sure, image #24 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-“i like laptops“
-“Technology going unused, people not knowing how to use it, or technology being abused.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concerns for obsolescence, cost, maintenance, training
-“Looks cool, but would it become monopolized by a few students? Seems like a lot of money for
something very few can actually utilize.”
-“How do we ensure students use these, and teachers let the students guide this?”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for obsolescence
-cost / expense to implement
-would require training / PD
-students need human connections, face-to-face
-“This would be nice to have but I am not sure how applicable it is to using technology in a
workplace. Also it seems like it would take a large amount of educating to learn how to use and
expensive to purchase and maintain.”
-“Teachers not knowing the technology and/or how to teach and guide the students with it”
-“I would be concerned with how much time would be spent using a setup like this compared to
face-to-face interaction with other students & teachers.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 25: a high school STEM lab

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #25:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“lots of spaces for labs but also having desks”
-“looks fun”
-“Provides lots more specialized classes and curriculum.”
-“This would be a cool addition to our already very successful STEM program.”
-“this looks nice and big yay”
-“lots of tools to encourage learning ”
-“Good for those that want to go into STEM.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-looks professional, serious, real-life lab environment, real-world experiences
-dedicated space for STEM / STEAM
-clean, open, flexible space
-good natural light
-“A large space for thinking and working is valuable. I would extend it to be a STEAM lab, including
the arts somehow”
-“We do not currently have this in a combined space. I like that there is multiple creation stations
and spaces for collaboration.”
-“STEM is so important! We need updated STEM rooms to engage our learners in these fields of
study”
-“Great for students interested in STEM careers!”
-“We need this, AND expanded Engineering Technology class space 7-12!!”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good college prep, looks collegiate
-more science / STEM is needed
-flexible / variety of activities, courses, projects, hands-on learning
-space for exploring
-“This would allow the students to get experience in using technology, expand learning
opportunities.”
-“All things STEM are critically important, and this space promotes discovery.”
-“STEM is HUGE! We need to provide opportunities for our students to learn these skills. However,
this looks just like a science lab. I don’t like this version without seeing more of it. Need to
incorporate more learning spaces.“
-“It provides ample space and individual work stations.“
-“My son would love this! “
-“flexibility for power options from the ceiling. I like the lab zone and the table zone.“
-“This would be AMAZING!“
-“Keeping up to date with technology “
-“I keep hearign about STEM and think this is the right direction for the future of my student.“
-“I really like the layout of this/industrial “style.” It’s not colorful, but it still feels interactive and
engaging.“
-“Very innovative when truly looking at what the future motto for the District is to prepare each
student for the future.“
-“How cool would it be to expose advanced students to cutting edge scientific methods?!”
-“It will help students get ahead in jobs & colleges “
-“I would love for our students to have the opportunity to work in what appears to be a safe, open
lab.”
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No, here’s what concerns me about image #25:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSE
-“unmotivated students who are not science driven”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-general lack of understanding of the “Science Technology Engineering and Math” acronym and
associated programs [we regret not spelling it out in the survey]
-“where is the teacher?”
-“what is a STEM Lab?”
-“need fume hoods”
-“Its a good space, but lower ceiling about 4’. Waste [of money].”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Something about the appearance or layout I don’t care for”

•
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like the concept of the lab.”
-“Looks like a college lab.”

Not sure, image #25 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-“intimidating”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for sizze of soace (seems too large)
-“Science teachers should be the main contributors and they should view some new spaces
elsewhere.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-cost
-safety
-“Wish we could afford all these changes but we need 2 high schools more than fancy updates”
-“Possible contamination issues.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Looks good“
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 26: a high school project / tech lab

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•
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Yes, here’s what interests me about image #26:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“the long whiteboards”
-”can go outside”
-”Good space for kids interested in tech to learn.”
-”The openness would be a cool environment that could stem to more ideas in the labs.”
-”collaborative space”
-”Having a place to be tech savy.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-natural environment, open to outside, natural light, fresh air
-hands-on activities, authentic learning
-flexible space for variety of activities, not too perscribed for one kind of learning
-problem-solving and skills-based activities “Giving students opportunities to explore their interests
rather than having everyone create the same thing. This is vital to grow something like this. “
-“Hands on work is authentic learning”
-choice: “Kids need more options for different kinds of learning!”
-“need more skills/skilled laborers
-“We need expanded Engineering Technology class space 7-12!!”
-“CTE is huge, especially with the sjortage of workers. Having a large flexible space to work allows
for variety in projects. It also needs to be well equipped and nice, not a dungeon.”
-“true tech ed areas that lead students to careers, that spark curiosity and learning”
-“Natural light! The different sized/shaped white boards are also cool.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-hands-on, real-world learning
-innovative, creative problen-solving
-skills-development
-connection to outdoors, fresh air
-seems flexible for a variety of courses
-“Students need to be equipped with a lot of different skills to enter the workforce. This also
engages students that may not be traditional book learners.
-“I love to work out problems on large dry erase boards. They help me to connect with the
material through colors and diagrams.”
-“Science and technology are the future”
-“Like the partitioned white board. Some kids need to write it out/see if - even in a high tech lab”
-“very dynamic, engaing and flexible. Focus is on opportunities and all the possiblities that the right
spaces can provide for learning.”
-“Lots of tech/21st century skills opportunities”
-“Very innovative when truly looking at what the future motto for the District is to prepare each
student for the future.”
-“access to something like this would be a true asset for my childrens education path”
-“I welcome any opportunity to provide students hands on practice for technical tasks.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I think tech labs are grossly undersized & equipped.”
-“Love the huge door!”
-“this looks like my company’s SCRUM room!”
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No, here’s what concerns me about image #26:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-security
-“bugs and vermin”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-safety
-Iowa climate
-is this needed?
-“Needs to look industrial for easy cleanup and to help remind students they are in different
environment. The student is working with a welder with shorts!”
-“I don’t know if this is necessary space wise for what my student needs”
-“Not sure if the a Tech lab is back on the curriculum or not or if students have to go to DMACC for
this. I’d say plenty of students would be interested in this--but maybe at Walnut Creek if space is
an issue?”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“I cannot even identify what type of tech lab this is.”

•

Not sure, image #26 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-“Unfortunately, mainly on at the high school. We don’t currently promote a “look” into trade styles
of creating and focus primarily on academics.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-distractions, kids off-task
-selecting the right programs to offer is key
-“Seems very cool but consult with those instructors well!”
-“The school would need to rank what programs are most important”
-“All the classrooms should basically have tech lab capabilities.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (quotes)
-Like it
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 27: an instructional area with movable whiteboard walls

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #27:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“ability to have multiple people working/explaining at the same time”
-”write everywhere”
-”This would be cool not just because you can move the walls but to just have wall size
whiteboards to use in the classroom.”
-”that’s a lot of white board space and im a sucker for white board space”
-”collaborative space, easy to re arrange”
-”Being able to get up and write what I want to.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-need more flexible spaces like this, open collaborative, flexible
-good for project-based, New Tech, professional development and PLC time
-“Promotes thinking skills and gives teams a place to focus their thoughts”
-“flexible seating, flexible way to generate ideas on different boards, very visual, team building”
-“this would help prepare some students for work environments they may go into.”
-“Allows for room rearrangement and flexibility as well as a space for students to brainstorm”
-“Love the idea here. Students could work collaboratively so much better!”
-“Cool!!!!”
-“would love to see this in study areas for students to collaborate”
-“lots of options with this type of set up”
-“This would be an awesome area for students to collaborate in a commons hallway outside of
classrooms.”
-“Has potential to be used very creatively”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good flexibility, brainstorming
-good for visual learners
-learning is interactive, need more than just computer screens
-gives teachers and students choices
-supports creativity and collaboration
-“Great opportunity for students who need to write it out or see it. Great for practicing problem sets
in small groups”
-“Very common with current workplace trends for brainstorming rooms or areas for exploration or
collaboration on idea finding.”
-“Gone are the days of the chalkboard, but this could work well for visual learners”
-“I think it’s neat. More real world learning style”
-“This could work With any the previous ideas for tech, STREM and miveabke walls could also
change up a room to individual or group work areas”
-“Love this for collaboration among teachers and students. May different lessons could be going
on in one area without having to find a white board!”
-“This could work With any the previous ideas for tech, STREM and miveabke walls could also
change up a room to individual or group work areas”
-“Very common with current workplace trends for brainstorming rooms or areas for exploration or
collaboration on idea finding”
-“COLLABORATION ..better spaces to think about Teacher Collaboration, and District Wide usage.”
-“I teach and would LOVE this if it didn’t take up my entire room. To be able to keep themes up
throughout teaching them, wo having to erase to keep writing or being up on a white board.
Excellent for teachers and students alike.”
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“Very cool concept. Would be great for brainstorming activites and/or for teaching more
complex concepts”
“Neat interactive idea that is more engaging than a flat board.”
”I think this could help engage students with different techniques and provide the teachers with
more resources instead of relying on paper.”
”you can get several small groups in and it’s flexible how big they’d be and you have a board to
work with.”
”multipurpose, especially if they are magnetized!”
“It would be a great way to learn and move around at the same time, different is good”

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-”Walls you can write have possibilities thoughout”

No, here’s what concerns me about image #27:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-”It could be too confusing and too public for a teaching space.”

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-wasted space, use relative to cost
-too unstructured
-noise / acoustical concerns
-“would this work for classes of 30???”
-“I’ll need more whiteboard cleaner!”
-“proper back support is a must”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes)
-not sure it’s needed, extravagant
-cost, maintenance, durability
-sight lines, supervision
-impractical, messy, busy, confusing
-acoustics, distractions

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-”A waste of money”
-I don’t like it at all.
-Not really sure if they are necessary.

•

Not sure, image #27 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-seems like it would be under-utilized
-“Seems like it would be easier to accomplish other ways.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-how much would this area be used?
-“This provides for a lot of visual learning space but the seating does not appear comfortable.”
-“I don’t know what kind of class this would be needed for.”
-“Moveable walls always seem like a great idea at the time, but end up generally closed and
creating a darker environment.”
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 28: an on-line learning mini-theater

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #28:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-Everyone can see what the experiment is or get closer understanding for the lesson.
-its just cool
-Great spot for students to catch up on missed lessons or have small meeting with teachers.
-This would be a cool concept to go along with our move to online learning in the classroom.
-interesting learning envorment
-Being able to learn online

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-flexible use for discussions, on-line collaboration, small presentations, etc.
-inviting, not boring, engaging
-good for visual learners
-professional-looking
-“This would be an interesting way for students to present information to classmates!”
-“One great way for kids to engage in learning”
-“This will be essential for future courses I believe”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-cool, interactive, collaborative, versatile
-prepare for real-world, college and work
-“I did this a lot as a student working with the ICN in high school and was able to capture teaching
talent in other places not available in my area for education.
-“versatile learning space could be used for lots of things.“
-“It would open the door to more expanded learning opportunities.“
-“More opportunity for online learning“
-“Looks like a fun place for students and teachers.“
-“Much more appealing than dated overhead projectors“
-“Interesting concept“
-“wow, love this idea. Really a great way to engage students.“
-“I like the use of technology and small group learning shown here. I like the direct access to the
corridor“
-“If used in the right way, with the right curriculm, this would be nice. Just need to make sure you
have enough teachers to teach this way to justify ROE.“
-“This could be a benfit for interactive and web instructional learning”
-“This is a really great way to integrate technology and collaboration. I’d love this, and the
presumed conversation that follows the experience.”
-“Small group learning is better for some students“
-“It looks like a great way to make educational films be fun and more interactive when discussing
their content. “
-“I love the opportunities for college classes with this!
-“This helps the students prepare for the real world and gives them more one on one ACTUAL
learning/communication opportunities “
-“Another style of learning, important for further learning after high school “
-“Interactive online and in classroom learning is more suited for real life applications of work and
college.“
-“This would be a great way to address the needs of students at different levels or be a way to
offer a smaller elective without the need of using a large classroom.“
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•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #28:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-concern for utilization, appropriate use of resources
-“A lot of money for something not many students would really be able to use”
-“we have 30+ students most times....don’t see how this fits”
-“Better to integrate the space into classrooms. Common spaces with no ownership aren’t used
and end up being messes.”
-“this looks like a smaller class setting than we have”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-cost, maintenance
-better to have live teachers
-kids have enough “screen time”
-looks too comfortable, entertaining, “game-day” setting
-distractions, too open

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (quotes)
-Cost
-Not a fan of online learning

•

Not sure, image #28 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-i don’t fully understand what this is

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-general unfamiliarity with concept, would need to be explored further
-concern with distractions
-“I don’t know that our community has made this leap yet to accepting this form of learning. Only
a few of our teachers have.”
-“nice design, might be distracting to some learners”
-“Not familiar with this concept but I think it is REALLY COOL”
-“In the hallway would be distracting to those learning, and to those passing by.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-too open, distractions from others passing by
-need teacher training to effectively use
-“Don’t all students have their own laptops now? Just keep it so teachers can project onto them
for what they want students to see. Kind of like sharing your desktop when you’re on a Skype call
in a a business environment.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES (quotes)
-I’ve really never seen anything like it. Might be cool.
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 29: a secondary school library

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #29:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES
-“looks comfy”
-“The diverse seating is great because the library is used more multiple things.“
-“Libraries are always good for every school to have.“
-“very nice, lots of good books“
-“Love to read.“

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-natural light, comfortable, cozy, inviting, natural
-welcoming, open, bright
-good for project-based learning, collaboration, flexible use vor variety of activities
-“Windows! Comfortable seating and collaborative work spaces”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-good natural light, welcoming, homey
-variety of seating options
-good structured setting, but with some choice
-“The library can be a place where classes and individuals go for learning, reading, or enjoying a
performance of laid out in the right way.”
-“I like the lighting and style of this library. It feels calming and good for concentration.”
-“Natural light, feels a little like Southwoods compared to the fish bowl cave at Valley”
-“Inviting environment promotes studying, interacting and reading.”
-“more students would be able to access the tools offered in these areas instead of “booking” a
lib. so another classroom doesn’t show up and there are too many students in the library.”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like ours at Valley better, except for the scenery.“
-“The windows“

•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #29:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES
-“looks too traditional”
-“Our Media Center is full of tables and used as a study hall. It is rarely used as a flexible learning
space and is not inviting.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-enough time spent in library
-maintenance of space and furniture
-“When do students really get time to spend in a library working anymore? They need it!”
-“Functional 1st. But, do away with couches, school is for learning, home is where you lounge”
-“Stop with the physical books. Wasted space. Stop naming rooms libraries.”

•
		

Not sure, image #29 could be cool, but I worry about:
COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Looks nice“
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Image Survey Responses
Example Image 30: a business partnership collaboration space

QUESTION 1: Do teachers/learners have this type of environment in their schools?

QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
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QUESTION 2: Would you like for teachers/learners to have this type of environment in your schools?
•

Yes, here’s what interests me about image #30:

		

STUDENT RESPONSES (all quotes)
-i like the seats
-Valley High school does have different business programs that are a must have at the school
because they can help the students prepare themselves for the real business world.
-yeah looks nice
-collaborative, interesting, engaging
-Can learn about business from someone actually working in the field.

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-real-world experiences, connections, business partnerships
-flexible seating options, comfortable, support collaboration
-student choice, dynamic space
-“We are currently bringing in 21st century business partners into 20th century classrooms full of stuff
with barely enough room to maneuver when you add a few more bodies.”
-“Connecting students to real life as soon as possible!”
-“Students need more of these types of opportunities”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-real-world experiences
-innovation and creativity
-collaboration and cooperation
-reinforcement of core theories being taught
-very forward-thinking, “wave of the future”
-good for both students and outside professionals/business
-“Really wish this is somethign I could become a part of. Prior to my Masters in Architecture, I was a
education major at ISU, and really wish now that I own and operate a firm, that I could give back
to schools in areas like this.”
-“Learning is from real life experiences”
-“This is good because the room can be reorganized for projects when there is not a presentation.
Also would allow for smaller discussions with students and others afterwards.”
-“Love this idea. Teaching them early how it is going to be transitioning into the workforce . So
important.”
-“relaxing yet collaborative; looks like it lends itself well to learning.”
-“Many kids go into business. This room has all the tools for various groups to work. Movable
furniture, white boards, display TVs. Many opportunities in this room.
-“It is a new creative grounds for students.
-“flexible, “teen-like” furniture options, technology and lots of writing space on walls”
-“Looks like a great way to engage outside companies within the school setting”
-“great opportunity for business conversations and early learning opportunities for students”
-“Looks like a great way to get the community involved in education”
-“This would be great to get businesses in the classrooms to talk to students about “real life” jobs
and opportunities.”
-“YES! NEEDED! prepare these Students for achievments and the real world! Don’t push and house,
just slowly introduce and create an area for questions, concerns, comments, thoughts, ideas, etc.
-“Real world applications can only help students.”
-“YES much needed trade school & entrepreneurial students can use”
-“A versatile area to present content in different ways while also providing space for group work
and presentations.”
-“I would welcome any setting that would pull kids out from behind desks.”
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•

No, here’s what concerns me about image #30:

		

EMPLOYEE RESPONSES (common themes and quotes)
-too trendy
-not applicable for younger students
-“kids need stay with the lost art of writing”
-“overfilling a room just to add additional seating options”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES (quotes and common themes)
-not needed
-“don’t think you need a space devoted to this”
-“Waste of money. Classrooms should be able to be used by a wide variety of things. This looks and
sounds too specific.”
-“Focus isn’t on new ideas, but rather what’s already being done “
-“Can’t we use another space for this as needed part time versus dedicated space.“
-“Students just sitting there, no note taking-is that done any more?”
-“I don’t see how a normal classroom wouldn’t suffice for this purpose.”
-“Greatly opposed to business involvement in academics”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“Life span of the furniture.”
-“A little too casual. If they are in JR high they will fall asleep!”

•
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COMMUNITY RESPONSES
-“I like the walls, size, and comfortable furniture”

Not sure, image #30 could be cool, but I worry about:

		

STUDENT RESPONSE
-“It seems far too casual for a learning space. Some students would get distracted.”

		

PARENT/GUARDIAN RESPONSES
-good for high school, not for elementary
-Everyone is focused toward the front of the room.
-enough business participation
-“Getting enough volunteers to come in to share their knowledge...to have a dedicated space?”

		

COMMUNITY RESPONSE
-“Looks good”
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References & Resources
There are many websites, books and scholarly articles focusing on learning, teaching, educational facilities
and education in general. As interest in the topic of how physical environments impact learning continues
to grow, a wealth of research is emerging - in addition to theories, ideas and opinions on the matter. This
section includes a sampling of information available today.

ORGANIZATIONS
The Academy of Neuroscience for Architecture (ANFA)
-www.anfarch.org
The American Institute of Architects Committee on Architecture for Education (AIA/CAE)		
-www.aia.org/cae
APPA: Leadership in Educational Facilities (Association of Physical Plant Administrators)		
-www.appa.org
Association for Learning Environments (A4LE, formerly CEFPI)
-www.a4le.org

FEDERAL AGENCIES
U.S. Department of Education		
-www.ed.gov
Environmental Protection Agency
-www.epa.gov
-Indoor Air Quality (IAQ) Tools for Schools — Program that provides information on improving air
quality through better school design and management practices.
-Healthy School Environments — Gateway to many programs and resources to help facility
managers, school administrators, architects, design engineers, school nurses, parents, teachers
and staff prevent and resolve environmental health issues in schools.
Department of Energy			
-www.energy.gov
-EnergySmart Schools — Web-based training on reducing energy costs through better school
design and management practices.

PUBLICATIONS & WEBSITES
Advanced Energy Design Guide for K–12 School Buildings
-https://www.ashrae.org/standards-research--technology/advanced-energy-design-guides
-American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE); Atlanta,
GA, 2008. — Assists design teams in constructing energy-smart schools using off-the-shelf
technology that can cut energy use 30 percent or more annually. It provides recommendations
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for various climate zones and implementation advice via a series of case studies. Design
suggestions from the guide include: 1) Daylight the classrooms and gym so that lights can be
off most of the day, but design it carefully so that additional cooling needs are not required. 2)
Design lighting that uses the most current energy-efficient lamps, ballasts, and integrated controls.
3) Control the HVAC system based on actual occupancy of each space at a given time. 4)
Design a well-insulated envelope, including good wall and roof insulation and low-e windows. 5)
Use high-efficiency heating and cooling equipment.
American School & Universities Magazine
-http://www.asumag.com/
-Provides relevant information for school and university administrators responsible for construction,
design, planning, retrofit, operations, maintenance, and management of educational facilities.
Building Research Information Knowledgebase (BRIK)
-www.brikbase.org/research-type/educational-facilities
-An interactive portal offering online access to peer-reviewed research projects and case studies
in all facets of building, from predesign, design, and construction through occupancy and reuse.
CHPS Best Practices Manual.
-http://www.chps.net/dev/Drupal/node/288
-Eley, Charles, et al. The Collaborative for High Performance Schools (CHPS), San Francisco, CA,
2006.
-Offers guidance on creating high performance schools in California. The manual consists of six
volumes. Volume I describes why high performance schools are important, what components are
involved in their design, and how to navigate the design and construction process to ensure that
they are built. Volume II contains design guidelines for high performance schools.
Creating Connections: The CEFPI Guide for Educational Facility Planning.
-Association for Learning Environments (formerly CEFPI), http://creatingconnections.a4le.org/
-Guides new and experienced school planners from the conception of educational needs through
occupancy and use of the completed facilities. Chapters follow the planning, design, and
occupancy processes in sequence as follows: forming the educational plan, creating community
partnerships, establishing a master plan, writing educational specifications, addressing design
guidelines, evaluating and selecting the site, infusing technology, integrating sustainable design,
working with a design team, evaluating project delivery options, identifying cost and funding
options, monitoring construction, integrating maintenance and operations, and assessing the
completed project.
Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED)
-The 1991 book by criminologist Timothy D. Crowe (1950-2009), subtitled Applications of
Architectural Design and Space Management Concepts, became a standard textbook for school
design. This practical guide discusses ways to minimize crime in a variety of settings, including
playgrounds. The general concepts have helped architects design more secure schools for many
years. The Third Edition (2013) has been updated and revised by Lawrence J. Fennelly
Designing the Sustainable School
-Ford, Alan. Images Publishing Group, Melbourne, Australia, 2007.
-Profiles 45 K–12 Schools from around the world that combine good aesthetics, sustainability, and
high performance design. The projects represent a wide range of design solutions, location, and
scale. Plans and photographs accompany each example.
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High-Performance School Buildings Resource and Strategy Guide
-3rd Edition. Sustainable Buildings Industry Council, 2008.
-This nationally vetted and easy-to-read guidebook describes the characteristics and benefits of
high-performance school buildings and details the process to help school planners ask the right
questions of their design professionals to ensure the best school design possible.
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Humanizing the Education Machine: How to Create Schools That Turn Disengaged Kids Into Inspired Learners
--

Rex Miller, Bill Latham, Brian Cahill. Wiley, 11/2016.

--

Humanizing the Education Machine tackles tough issues for education reform head-on. It
describes how the education system has become ineffective by not adapting to fit students’
needs, learning styles, perspectives, and lives at home. This book explains how schools can evolve
to engage students and involve parents. It serves to spread hope for reform and equip parents,
educators, administrators, and communities to:
- Analyze the pitfalls of the current U.S. education system
- Intelligently argue the need to reform the current landscape of education
- Work to make a difference in the public education system
- Be an informed advocate for your child or local school system

			
			
			
			

Involving Students in the Redesign of Learning Environments Conducive to Learning and Wellbeing.
-Proceedings of the Annual Architectural Research Symposium in Finland, 2014.
-Download: https://journal.fi/atut/article/view/46489
-Increased understanding of the interrelations between overall wellbeing and learning calls for
a holistic and multidisciplinary learning environment design. Considering learners’ perception in
the design of environments supportive to learning and wellbeing can positively influence (a) the
design quality, (b) participatory organizational culture, and (c) learning. Based on the overall
evaluation of the procedures in several case studies in Finland, the publication proposes some
procedural design principles for involving learners in the design of their learning environments.
National Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities (NCEF)
-www.ncef.org
-Created in 1997 by the U.S. Department of Education and managed by the National Institute of
Building Sciences, NCEF provides information on planning, designing, funding, building, improving,
and maintaining safe, healthy, high performance schools and universities.
NCEF Safe School Facilities Checklist
-National Clearinghouse for Educational Facilities, Washington, D.C., 2008.
-Download: http://das.ct.gov/images/1090/NCEF%20School%20Safety%20Checklist.pdf
-A downloadable checklist that combines the nation’s best school facility assessment measures
into one online source for assessing the safety and security of school buildings and grounds. It
includes over 400 measures covering school surroundings, school grounds, buildings and facilities,
communications systems, building access control and surveillance, utility systems, mechanical
systems, and emergency power. The checklist is updated frequently and may be used for
planning and designing new facilities or assessing existing ones.
Renovate or Replace? The case for restoring and reusing older school buildings.
-Hylton, Tom. Save Our Land, Save Our Towns Inc. with funding by the William Penn Foundation, on
behalf of the Pennsylvania Historic Schools Task Force, 2007.
-Download: http://www.saveourlandsaveourtowns.org/pdfs/RenovateorReplace/RoRMASTER.pdf
-A resource for school boards and communities to assess their options when considering replacing
or renovating an established school. Considering the renovation the school within the context of
neighborhood revitalization is emphasized, as is the construction quality typical of older schools,
the assistance design professionals can provide, the value of small schools, the benefits of walking
to school, the environmental wisdom of reusing older buildings, and the potential for adaptive
reuse of older commercial buildings as schools. Case studies and opportunities particular to
Pennsylvania are included.
Report from the National Summit on School Design: A Resource for Educators and Designers
-American Architectural Foundation, Washington, DC; Knowledgeworks Foundation, Cincinnati,
OH, 2006.
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---

Download: http://www.efc.gwu.edu/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/
AAFNationalsummitonschooldesignreport.pdf
Presents the results of the 2005 National Summit on School Design, convened by the American
Architectural Foundation and KnowledgeWorks Foundation. The report details eight overall
recommendations made by Summit participants on a range of school design topics: 1) Design
schools to support a variety of learning styles. 2) Enhance learning by integrating technology. 3)
Foster a “small school” culture. 4) Support neighborhood schools. 5) Create schools as centers
of community. 6) Engage the public in the planning process. 7) Make healthy, comfortable, and
flexible learning spaces. 8) Consider non-traditional options for school facilities and classrooms.
Each recommendation is accompanied by brief case studies and a list of additional resources.
Plans for advancing a national school design agenda are highlighted, and the results of a team
exercise in solving the problems of five hypothetical school districts are included. The Summit’s
200-plus participants are listed, including teachers, parents, students, school administrators,
education experts, architects, community groups, mayors, and other elected officials.

Schools and Kindergartens: A Design Manual
--

Dudek, Mark. Birkhaeuser Verlag, Basel, Switzerland, 2007.

--

Illustrates the specialized field of school design with over 70 case studies from Europe, North
America and the Pacific Region. The design of schools according to varying educational
theories is explained in the context of varying national and regional approaches. Among the
key themes analyzed are aspects such as the impact of modern communication technology,
urban integration or internal circulation. Various authors contribute chapters on spatial
configurations, acoustics, lighting, sustainability, outdoor spaces, nursery design, and facilities
under reconstruction.

Schools as Centers of Community: A Citizens’ Guide For Planning and Design
--

Second edition. Bingler, Steven; Quinn, Linda; Sullivan, Kevin. 12/2003.

--

Download: https://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED539486.pdf

--

This publication outlines a process for planning schools that more adequately addresses the needs
of the whole learning community. It explores six design principles for creating effective learning
environments, provides 13 case studies that illustrate various aspects of the six design principles,
and examines the facilities master planning process for getting started and organized, including
developing and implementing a master plan. It provides references, sources for additional
information, photographs and plans.

School Planning & Management – White Paper Library
--

https://webspm.com/whitepapers/list/white-papers_case-studies.aspx?pc=bnrh

--

A collection of white papers and case studies written for school district decision makers,
architects, engineers, and construction managers on facility planning, safety and security,
maintenance and operations, business, technology and finance issues.

Department of Veterans Affairs VHA PG-18-9: Space Planning Criteria

204

--

Chapter 402 Educational Facilities, Updated: 10/2016

--

Download: www.wbdg.org/FFC/VA/VASPACE/spChapter402.pdf

--

This document outlines Space Planning Criteria for Educational Facilities of the Department
of Veterans Affairs (VA). Primarily addresses educational spaces within medical facilities, but
with good insights for planning and designing administration, large conferencing areas such
as auditoriums, specialized education space such as simulation areas and demonstration and
computer classrooms, satellite reception and other centralized educational facilities.
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VIDEOS & VIRTUAL TOURS
A Day Made of Glass – 2015 (Corning)
--

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RHOX8cu-loY

Future Learning: A Mini Documentary (Khan Academy)
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qC_T9ePzANg
Future vision 2020 (Microsoft)
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ozLaklIFWUI
The Global One Room Schoolhouse (John Seely Brown)
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fiGabUBQEnM
Top 5 Future Technology Inventions, 2019-2050 (Generation Challenge)
-https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbNHCn2gHQ4

Virtual Tours
Blue Valley Center for Advanced Professional Studies (CAPS)

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=lR0nqQpdvOU&t=270s

Carter G. Woodson Education Complex, VA

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=enC12YSLD7Q

Caulfield Grammar School, Australia

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=IvYVdsdGjn8

Cherry Crest Elementary School, WA

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Aw3lALFCcH0

Dr. Phinnize J. Fisher Middle School

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwKwSAWhTFw&t=123s

Ernest McBride, Sr. High School, CA

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=0gk47Tafzrk&feature=youtu.be

Hazel Wolf: E-STEM K-8 School, WA

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ec5MPxO43p4

High Tech High, San Diego, CA		

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=6rv_rmJYorE

Joplin Interim High School, MO		

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=diC1TDARMzA

Kathlyn Joy Gilliam Academy, TX		

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmAP-ENZIB0

Marine Science Magnet High School, CT

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEgjb2ARC2M&feature=youtu.be

Marysville Getchell High School, WA

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=h4SVexlgyOE
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Northland Center for Advanced Professional Studies (Northland CAPS)

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=gesh4TnpWWA

Pathways Innovation Center, WY

--

vimeo.com/240388455 and natronaschools.org/parent-information-academies-pathways/

Trillium Creek Primary School, OR

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ut7AZMNxReA

Vashon Island High School, WA		

--

www.youtube.com/watch?v=RiRUwzG2v6E&feature=youtu.be

Waukee APEX Program, IA
-www.youtube.com/watch?v=lWx_hBE8VRU

Wilkes Elementary School, WA
-www.youtube.com/watch?v=P4seedwdAAM&t=15s

Supplemental High School Programs Examples
Blue Valley CAPS:
--

Center for Advanced Professional Studies (CAPS) in Blue Valley School District provides a
learning faculty where students from five district high schools where they learn from business and
community leaders and certified district teachers.

--

Descriptors - Partnerships with business and industry, Real-world learning, Professional-based
environments, Mentors, Industry and district standards, College and HS credit

--

Strands – Bioscience, Accelerator, Business Tech Media, Engineering, Human Services, Medicine &
Healthcare

--

Enrollment – 1000 students / 30-35% of BVSD HS Junior/Senior students. Students typically attend ½
days. Also serve some local private school students. Started with 5% (100 students) when started in
2009.

--

https://bvcaps.yourcapsnetwork.org/

--

Contact: Corey Mohn, CAPS Executive Director, Blue Valley School District, Overland Park, KS
CMohn@bluevalleyk12.org, 913-239-5920

Northland CAPS:
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--

Northland Center for Advanced Professional Studies (Northland CAPS) provides high school
students in the Northland with a professional, innovative and entrepreneurial education through
full immersion in high demand/high skill careers. Open to students from 7 MO school districts.
No faculty as students and certified teachers learn in the real-world work environments of their
business partners.

--

Descriptors - Partnerships with business and industry, Real-world learning, Hands-on learning,
Professional-based environments, Mentors, Industry and district standards, College and HS credit

--

Strands – Digital Media and Design, Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing, Global Business
and Entrepreneurship, Global Logistics, Medicine and Healthcare, Technology Solutions

--

Enrollment – 300-350 students from HS Junior/Senior students from 7 surrounding school districts.
Students typically attend ½ day or full day depending on whether they are training/”class” (1st
semester) or internships (2nd semester)

--

http://www.northlandcaps.org/s/1625/r16/start.aspx

--

Contact: Allison Clemens, Program Development Manager, Kansas City, MO, aclemens@
northlandcaps.org, 816-805-6369.
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--

Other sources of information: Donna Deeds, Former Exec Dir of BVCAPS and now Educator in
Residence at the Ewing Marion Kauffman Foundation, ddeeds@kauffman.org, 816-932-1058 ;
Sandy Henshaw, Executive Director, shenshaw@northlandcaps.org, 816-214-1722

RAMTEC Ohio:
--

The RAMTEC (Robotics and Advanced Manufacturing Technology Education Collaborative)
Statewide Advanced Manufacturing STEM/Career Technical Education Consortium (24 total
sites, mostly feeder), led by Tri-Rivers Career Center (primary, central sites), received $14.99 million
dollars through Ohio’s Straight A Fund.

--

Exploring other educational opportunities – adult education; just started a feeder system in
libraries (makerspaces) for younger students.

--

Strands – Robotics, Advanced Machining, Engineering Technologies, Welding – STEM-based
program.

--

Enrollment – up to 1000 students (approximately 250 per grade level) from 9 surrounding high
schools (regional). Up to 20% of eligible students.

--

https://www.ramtecohio.com/

--

Contact: Rich Ramey, Engineering Coordinator, Tri-Rivers Center, Marion, OH, rramey@tririvers.
com, 740-360-8156

--

J. Everett Light Career Center is a Career and Technical Education program located on the North
Central High School campus and provides direct services to the community. Majority of students
attend NCHS but the program is open to 10 other school districts in the area.

--

Strands/Courses – Advanced Manufacturing Tech & Engineering, Automotive (Collison, Repair,
Maintenance, Tech), Animation/Film, Cosmetology, Culinary, Dental, Education, EMT & EMR/
First Responders, Graphic & Web Design, Health (CNA Prep, Exploration, Medical Assisting), Law
Enforcement, Media Arts, Music/Sound, Veterinary Assisting, Welding, Work Based Learning

--

Enrollment – 1300-1400 total students. 700 students are Juniors/Seniors from NCHS (about 20% of
NCHS enrollment). Student typically work in 2-3 period blocks. Approximately 10% students are
Freshman/Sophomores.

--

https://www.jelcc.com/

--

Contact: Rick Doss, Director of Secondary Education, MSDWT, Indianapolis, IN. rdoss@msdwt.k12.
in.us, 317-205-3322 ext. 77239

JELCC:

Comments / Thoughts:
Considerations:
--

Most successful programs offer core HS credits, in addition to college credits.

--

Transportation – student or school provided

--

Strong, strong relationships with business and partners. Customize to accommodate mentorships,
certified and non-certified teachers, business vs. school facility learning sites
Compete for teachers with other public-school districts and the private sector. Private sector offers
higher salaries with benefits, cool work environments, flexibility, professional development, etc.
Donna Deeds (CAPS) recently published paper while at Kauffman Foundation - http://www.kauffman.
org/-/media/kauffman_org/research-reports-and-covers/2017/state-of-career-and-technicaleducation_noappendix_final.pdf?la=en
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